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Th is study was cond ucted to inve sti ga te the practi ce of nurs es
when work i ng wi th depressed patients i n an i n ca re setti ng .

A

survey of the literature s hmvs t hat the r ole common ly prescribed
for nurses who work in psychiatric se t t ings is one that empha sises
a one- to -one relationship based on mode l s of psychothe r apy and
foc usses on individual il lness, pathology, symp toms and psychodynamics .

It i s suggested tha t this is not a role which most

nurses working in New Zeala nd psychiatric se ttings wou ld be able to
i mpl ement i n practice .

Three perspectives of nu rs ing practice we re explored in the study :
v1hat nurses \'Jere seen to do in practi ce ; 1•1hat they th ought they
shoul d do as ev i denced in results of an exercise to rank different
possible interventions;
interventions .

and 1·1 hat pati en ts sa,d 1-1er"e helpful nurs i ng

A framework was developed for the study wh i ch depi cts

the process of he l pl essness (depression) as t he ne gative ' 111ir-ro1·image ' of the process of se lf ca re .

Results were analysed within

this fr amework to determine whether or not nurses tended to support
behaviours which were i nd i cati ve of mo vement towards help l essness
or encourage those which indi cated prog ress towards self care.

Results suggest that nurses in t his s t udy sample did no t encourage
progress towards se lf care by their interventi ons . Ther e ,.,,as little
evidence of positi ve reinforcement f or i ndependent or copi ng behaviours
with patients i n the s tudy sample.

Furth er, th e nurs i ng prac ti ce
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showed littl e relationship to the role prescribed in the literature .
The nurses did demonstrate a warm , caring, friendly approach
that seemed to stern from a more traditional 'succouring' or
'mothering' view of the nurse 's role.
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AUTHOR'S NOTE

Recently the issue of "sexist" treatments of populations has
assumed major importance.

The feeling is that stereotypes are

developed and maintained by the way in which information is
presented.

However, since there is a large body of information

relating to nursing practice where a traditional use of language
sees patients as 'he' and nurses as 'she', to maintain continuity
for the reader these terms are retained in this study.

In this

context, both terms should be read to include both sexes.

It

is hoped that readers will accept th e spirit i n which the se terms
ar e used.
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GLOSS/\R.Y

ALIENATION

"A sense of the basic fragility and contingency of
human life; the impotence of reason confronted with
the depths of existence; the threat of nothingness;
and the so 1itary and unsheltered con di ti on of the
individual before this threat" (Barrett, 1962).

AVAILABILITY

The process of using a problem-solving approach in
interaction to determine if a patient has a need for
help and then attempting to meet that need .
Ministrative Availability: Response to patient
s ignal s indicating need for help with attempt to
minister to this need. "Although the word
'mini ste ring' has the connotation of physica l
presence, a nurse can still be ministratively
available to a patient when she is not physically at
his side. If a nurse lets a pat i ent know when she
gives him care and information how he can summon her
again, that she i s aware of his needs - for-help, and
that she will return , she is being ministratively
available to hi m" (Schmidt, 1972, 1087).
Receptive Availability: Sensitivity and r eceptiv ity
to the patient and his needs.

"BARS"

CONSISTENCY
OF CARE

DEPRESSION

Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scales:- A procedure
for constructing a performance scale that has
unambiguous anchors (Smith and Kendall, 1963;
Schwab, Heneman and DeCotiis, 1975).

Identification and implementation of a specific
approach to providing care when patients exhibit
certain behaviours.
For this study, patients were taken to be depressed
if they exhibited on admission to hospital at least
four of the fol lowing eight symptoms indicative of a
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depressive episode (Kalkman and Davis, 1980, 266).
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

HELPLESSNESS

LEARNED
HELPLE SSNESS

Appetite disturbance with gain or loss of weight.
Sleep disturbance with either too much or too
little sleep
Loss of energy with fatigue or tiredness
Psychomotor disturbance with either agitation
or retardation
Loss of interest and/or pleasure in activities
and a decrease in sex drive
Self reproach and/or guilt
Decreased concentration and reported inability
to think or make decisions
Recurrent suicidal thoughts including wishes to
be dead and/or suicidal behaviour.

A condition where the subj ect sees the power t o
change hi s environmental conting encies as being
outside his own control (Selig man, 1975 ).

A con di tio n characterised by symptoms such as
passivity; difficulty in lea r ning t hat responses
produce relief; lack of agg ression; weight loss;
appetite loss; social and sexual deficits. The
learned aspect denotes a conditioned response where
the perceived locus of control shifts from the self
to outside the self.

NURSING CARE

In this study, nursing care refers to the behaviours
exhibited during unstructured time in the clinical
setting by nursing staff in interaction with depressed
patients who are receiving in-care treatment.

REINFORCEMENT

The consequences governing behaviour. This may be
positive, as in a rewarding sense, or negative, as in
a punishing sense.

xv

SECONDARY
GA IN

The add i t i onal gra tifi ca ti on or extra attention
gained because of care gi ven in r elati on t o a
primary pr oblem .

SELF CARE

The practice of learned activities that individuals
in i tiate and perform on their own behalf in
main taining life , hea l th and wel l being (Orem , 1980,
28).

SICK ROLE

Accep t ance of being si ck and temporarily withdrawing from adult res ponsibi lities to concentrate
on the pr oblem of getting well (Lederer , 1952).

UNSTRUCTURED
TIME

That time outside of th e weekday dai l y programmed
sess i ons of individual, group , occupational , or
recreational therapy \vh ich occur from 8 .00 a .m. to
5.00 p.m. in the clini ca l setting used i n th i s
study.

1.

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The Practice of Psychiatric Nursing

1

Like all disciplines working with psychiatric patients, nursing has
been influenced by the psychological theories and techni ques of the
1930 1 s, 40 1 s and

1

50 1 s.

Much of the psychiatric nursing li tera ture

released since the early 1950 s has emph asised the the rapeut ic
1

nurse-patient re l ationship as the focus of psychiatric nursing
(Peplau, 1952;

Matheney and Topalis, 1961;

Kyes and Hofling, 1974 ;

Brown and Fowler, 1967;

Kalkma n and Davis , 1980) .

Thi s relation-

ship was base d on individual t herapy models derived fr om psychological t heories of human behaviour, and still takes precedence
in writing on psych iatric nursing today.

A survey of New Zea l and

literature on psychiatric nursing in this country (NevJ Zeala nd
Nursing Jo urnals 1909-1981 ) indicates a simil ar emphas i s.

A Nurse-Therapist
11

11

Role?

1

Such a foc us has fostered the development of the 'nurse- therapist '
r ole , encouraging psychia tric nurses to become skilled in
counselling, psychotherapy and milieu therapy with individual
patients or small groups of patients in the same time-limited
interaction approach used by other disci plines such as psychology
and psychiatry.

The continued focus on the psychotherapy model by

leading nurse writers has emphasised individual illness, pathology,
symptoms or psychodynamics and caused less attention to be paid to
nursing care for individual health, strength and coping abilities
1

These 2 sections are heavily based on the work of Dr . P . R . Un derwood
in her dissertation (UCSF 1978) NURSING CARE AS A DETERMINANT IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF SELF CARE BEHAVIOR BY HOSPITALISED ADULT SCHIZOPHRENICS.

2.

in day to day living.

What happens in the 'therapy' session seems

to be viewed as more important than what happens with the patient
throughout the day, with the result that psychotherapy is thought
to require more knowledge and skill than nursing (Marks et a1, 1977)
and nursing knowledge and care becomes less valued.
article "Nurse Psychotherapist:
illustrates this problem.

Lego's (1973)

How Are We Different?" cl early

The emphasis on the one-to-one approach

may have hindered the development of better approaches to care in
what is still a common role for psychiatric nurses - that of be ing
respons ible for and acco untable to all patients hospitalised in the
ward or unit in which they practice for an 8 hour shift.

Nurses are

the only professional group offering care in a hospital setting
which covers 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Discrepancies between Prescribed Role and Nursing Prac tice
Johnson and Martin (1958 , 373) defined the nurse's role in terms of
i nstrumenta 1 and expressive functions:

"vie ea 11 actions whi eh are

directly related to moving the system toward its goal instrumental,
and actions which are related to maintaining motivational equilibrium
in the individuals composing the group expressive . " They suggest
that being expressive may be the specialised function of the nurse.
This interpretation of the nurse's role implies that nursing practice
would assist the patient to be receptive to treatments pr.escribed
by others, and facilitate a ward environment conducive to optimal
functioning of patients and staff.

The view has merit when consider-

ing the reality of work situations for many psychiatric nurses in
this country where statistics quoted by the Minister of Health
indicate that there is a high proportion of untrained staff and

3.

relatively few qualified nurses work ing with high density patient
populations (Christchurch Star, 3 July 1981, see Appendix 1,
p. 153).

Cormack (1976 , 87-9), in comparing the observed practice and
prescribed role of the psych i atric nurse found tha t "the observed
nurses were not carrying out a role which was equivalent or even
similar to that which was prescribed by many of the contributors
to contemporary nursing literature . " Further, he suggested that
the ideology existing in the wards used in the study did not
encourage the nurse to perform or be able to perform the prescribed
psychotherapeutic role.

Expectations in terms of cons t ant avail-

ability and organisation of work prevented the prolonged indivi dual
patient contact such a ro le necessitates .

However, he notes that

" ... while the contribution of the observed nurses did not conform
t o the very narrow defin iti on of therapy as defined in much of the
literature, it was clear that many

pati ents saw the nurse as a

pos iti ve contributor towards their achievement of mental health.
The striking resemblance between what the patients perceived the
nurse being, and what Rogers (1965) suggested as being the necessary
conditions which must exist in order that client- centred psychotherapy be successful, is worthy of comment."

Cormack suggests that

psychiatric nurses were providing a form of unsystematic and
unrecognised therapy, valuable in its genuineness , vitality and
spontaneity within the context of daily living.

He expresses

concern that such nursing practice may continue to go unrecognised
and the contribution of nurses continue to be undervalued.

4.

A Multidimensional Role for the Psychiatric Nurse - The Reality?
The W.H.O. seminar (1957, 36) on the nurse in the psychiatric team,
while recognising the importance of 'inte rpersona l skills' of the
nurse concluded that the functions of the psychiatric nurse:
II

may conveniently be divided into technical, interpersonal

and social skills, though in practice there is constant interpenetration of all these aspects of her work .

11

In brief, technical

skil l s were seen to inciude functions directly concerned with the
physical care of the patient;

interpersonal skills as those

pertaining to the relationship between the nurse and her patient in
their day to day contact with each other;

and social skills as

pertaining to group, rather than individu al management - fo r example
the maintenance of mo rale amongst patients and the creation of a
democratic and co-operative social cli mate .

Articu lating the "Nursing Dimensions of Practice"
Orem (19 80, 14) notes the problem of how to look at people fro m a
nursing perspective will not be resolved until nurses are able and
willing to ask and ans1ver the question - "when and why can people
be helped through nursing as distinguished from other forms of
hea 1th care?

11

She further states "The interest in nursing theories

exhibited by nurses in the late 1970's is one indication that they
may be approaching that stage of development where many more of them
will become able to take an objective nursing approach toward the
practice of nursing.

For too long nurses have been unable to make

the nursing dimensions of their practice explicit, ...

More nurses

have been able to perform discrete nursing tasks than to 'thin k

5.

nursing' within particular situations of practice.

Nurses will

become able to make explicit the nursing dimensions of their practice
as they conceptualise more and more fully the proper object of
nursing in social groups and use their concepts in the practice of
nursing".

The Problem 1n Context
Nursing care of depressed patients in hospital is a major component
of the in-care professional service since nurses comprise the only
professional group who have contact with patients over the whole
day.

Although there is a wealth of literature on theories of

depression, treatment modes, and suggested nursing ca re, there is
less literature involving clinical studies with in-patient populations.
Most clinical studies seem to involve therapy on an outpatient basis
or a one -to-one treatment approach and they do not relate specifically
to nursing practice.

Aims of the St~
This study seeks to explore and describe the nursing dimensions of
practice with patients who are depressed and receiving care as
in-patients in a hospital setting.

A further aim is to generate

concepts and hypotheses which may contribute both to nursing knowledge in this area and to building nursing theory.

Structure of the Report
The discrepancy between the role prescribed for the psychiatric
nurse in current literature and the practice of psychiatric nursing

6.

as it commonly occurs in hospital settings has been introduced
as the context for the present study.

Nursing pract ice with

depressed patients requ iring in-care treatment has been identified
as the focus for the study and the ai ms of thi s briefly outl ined.

Since nurs ing exists for the benefit of peopl e, or patients as we
often label t hem , their op inions and views of the nurs i ng contributi on to car e are explored.

Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature

in th i s area, inc l ud ing the i mportance of patient opinion i n a
' cons umer ' s era';

patients ' views about what nurses offer in

psychiatric settings;
'people' approach;

discuss i on of the 'profess iona l ' versus the

and the relevance of patient opinion as

reported in the literature to nursing practice with depressed
patients.

Current theories and therapies relevant to depression are discussed
in Chapter 3, with an overview being gi ven of four major perspectives :
biological;

psychoana lytic;

socia l;

and behavioural.

implications for nursing practice are raised .

Some

Chapter 4 presents

contemporary perspectives in nursing ea re ·of depressed patients ,
outli ning the major concepts found in t he literature and detailing
those wh i ch are particularly relevant to this stu dy.

The separate

processes leading to self care on the one hand and helplessness on
the other are detailed in Chapter 5.

Concepts common to both are

then i ncorporated into a new mode l whi ch provides the framework for
l ater analysis of data.

7.

Background information related to the study undertaken is presented
in Chapter 6, and the methodology is described in Chapter 7 where
the major research question identified is "DOES THE NURSING CARE OF
DEPRESSED PATIENTS IN AN IN-CARE SETTING TEND TO SUPPORT BEHAVIOURS
INDICATIVE OF PROGRESS TOWARDS HELPLESSNESS OR ENCOURAGE THOSE WHICH
INDICATE PROGRESS TOWARDS SELF-CARE?"

The chapter provides details

of the setting, the sample and the procedure for gathering data
from observations of nursing practice;

from patient interviews,

and for carrying out a scaling exercise to determine what nurses
thought were effective and ineffective nursing interventions.

Results and discussion are presented in Chapter 8.

Three separate

sections reflect three views of nursing practice:

what nurses were

observed to do;

what they thought should be done;

said nurses did.

and what patients

Finally, chapter 9 presents conclusions drawn from

the study and suggests implica tions for nursing education and for
clinical practice.

Areas which appear profitable for further research

related to nursing practice with depressed patients are also outlined.

8.

Chapter 2

PATIENTS PERSPECTIVES OF THEIR CARE
1

Patients have opinions about the nursing care they receive in
hospital and many of these are voiced to family, friends, fel l ow
patients and, probably less frequently, to staff .

The chances

of t he patient elaborati ng his opinions to care to nurses
attending to his needs, as Marram (1973a,322) notes, are extremel y
poor.

It is implied by Ma rram that nurses do not provide

opportunities for patients to verba li se th ese opinions, and she
states that opportuniti es for patients to put comments in writing
are infrequent.

Me ntioned also , i s "a strong profess i ona l

conviction that those wh o adm ini ster the se r vice to the cl i ent are
in a better pos ition to judge what is good for th e client than he
is himself."

This is in sha r p contrast to an ideology of nursing

which suggests that th e nurse i s, or should be , greatly influenced
by the evaluatio ns of patients and the ir families .

Ma rram (1973a,

322) sugges t s s uch an ideology may be "just a pious profess i onal
cl ic he . 11

Is the Patient's Opini on Important?
A study was conducted by Marram (1973a) to determine, amongst other
issues, the importance of patients ' evaluations to nurses.

It was

found that nurses did say a patient's opinion of his care was
important to them, but also that they perceived patients as having
little power and influence in the hospital situation and this was as

9.

it should be.

Questions then raised were "Will nurses really

allow their behaviour to be modified by what patients think,
even though they give lip service to the importance of patients'
evaluations?

Do nurses just~ they care about what the patient

thinks, because this is part of their professional mystique or
ideology?

Or, taking the opposite stand, why should nurses be

influenced by patients' evaluations at all?"

No definitive answers

are available here, but one might infer that the nurses in Marram's
study do not see patients' opinions as ha ving much worthwhile to
contribute to nursing care - th at nurses do not see th ems elves as
accountable to patients for nursing care given.

The Co nsumer's Era?
Current ly there is a growing awareness of the rights of consumers
which has extended into th e health services arena.

The patient

op i nion survey conducted at Wellington Hospital in New Zealand in
1974 (N.Z. Dept. of Health, 197 7) was one of the first of its kind
in this country where there was no established tradition of consumer
research in health services.

In contrast

to the implications of

Marram's study it was nurses at thi s hospital who decided to seek
an expression of patient opinion about nursing care in the hospital
with the objective of gathering information which could be used in
planning for improved patient care.

Hospital - An unknown Situation
Brown (1963) has noted that staff often take it for granted that
patients think and feel much as they do about many matters, and
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that thi s is an error with unfortunate consequences . They forget
that th ey are not only accustomed to the hospital and have the
knowl edge requisite for predicting the probable outcome of
disease, bu t also that th ey are wel l, fully occupied , often young,
and genera ll y interes ted in what they are do ing.

Brown suggests

that these factors are such i mportant determinants of staff at titudes
and reacti ons that ma ny experience difficulty in look i ng at situati ons
from the point of view of patients and families whose ori entation
and expe rience are very different.

As the Wellington survey (N. Z.

Dept. of Health, 1977) indicates, many peopl e want more information
than they are given - they want to know what is happe ning to them and
why .

Anne Clark (1976) in her booklet Hospital Shock outlines some

of the frustrations experienced by patients in a gene r al hosp ital
in New Zea 1and \·Jhere even soci a1 norms are not necessa ri 1y those
that apply in everyday life , and pleads fo r improved communications
between pati ents and staff .

What Do Patients Consider Nurses Offer i n Psych iatric Settin gs?
Nurses in in-care psychiatri c settings usually work an eight hour
shift and have continuous contact with psychiatric pa ti ents who are
receivi ng in- patient ca re .

A small study conducted by Sweeney (1978)

was designed to provi de information concerning psychiatric pati ents '
perceptions of their individual treatment programme i n an in-patient
treatment facil ity wi th an establ i shed therapeutic mili eu which
inco r porated a variety of treatment techniques .

Most pati ents

considered ta l king with nurses the most helpful treatment component,
which supports the importance of th e nu r ses ' s role in th e provi sion
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of treatment and care for psychiatric patients.

This raises

the issue that the availability of nursing staff is a primary
factor in considering what nurses have to offer.

To what extent

such availab i lity is used has not been well documented, and it
seems an area which requires further study if optimal use is t o be
made of this feature of nursing.

Worth (1969), a psychiatric nurse who wrote from her own experience
as a psychiat ri c patient, reflected upon the qualities in the nurse
to which the pa tient responds .
most important.

To lerance and patience are seen as

"The nurse who possesses warmth, sens iti vi ty, and

an attitude of respect for others and who is ab l e to communicate
these characteristics real ly reaches the patient." A variety of
nursing approaches which helped patients feel they were being
treated as i ndividuals have been identified by Connol ly ( 1960) who
interviewed patients after surgery .

Desires for acceptance without

judgements or false reassurances , for acceptance of the culture from
which they came and for orientation by the nurse to allay anxiety
about "floundering" were indicated.

These po in ts are relevant for

nursing in any setting.

Zaslove (1966) found that patients rated psychiatric nursing care
as "most helpful

II

as "most helpful."

as often as they rated i ndi vi dual psychotherapy
Patients opinions were ga thered just prior to
1

their discharge when they were still actively engaged in daily
contact with nursing staff.

An interesting facet of this study is

that, unlike the patients, nurses were less likely to rate nursing
care as the most important aspect of the patient 1 s hosp ital care,
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and psychiatric resident physicians virtually never rated nursing
care as the most helpful aspect of hospitalisation.

A relevant

question here is whether nurses recognise how important their care
is to the patient.

As Chastko et al (1971) note, "There has been a gradual shift in
in-patient psychiatric care from custodial to treatment-oriented
approaches.

The role of psychiatric nursing in particular has

continued to devel op and change, but there has been little systematic
research in assessing th e contribution of th e psychiatric nurse to
the hospitalis ed patient."

They conducted a study which obtained

former patients' views of their hospital stay after a period of
time had elapsed,as they felt with greater distance from th eir
hospital experience

views mi ght have changed as they saw their care

in the context of other events in their life .

Measures of perce ive d

hel pfulness of nurses were used and the relationships of these
perceptions to meas ures of hospital and post-hospital outcomes
explored.

It was conc luded that "the psychiatric nurse 's role as

therapeutic agen t was highly valued by mo st !]atien ts;

her helpful-

ness was conceived in different ways by d~fferent patients with
supportiveness, availability, confrontation, and insight most commonly
mentioned."

It is relevant to note that this study was carried out in the United
State of America.

However, Cormack (1976) presents a similar

picture with results from a questionnaire and interview study
involving 96 patients in a British psychiatric hospital and, in the
absence of any contradictory data published in this country, it
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seems reasonable to suggest a New Zealand view would not differ
markedly.

Cormack found that the personal and human qualities

of the nurse were regarded as being highly important.

Patients

remarked that they were treated as people, not patients, by
the nurses.

Other positive comments offered included encouragement

given by nurses who engendered a feeling of optimism in the
patients;
offer help;

constant availability;

willingness of the nurse to

and cre ati on of an atmosph ere that made patients feel

a positive attempt was being made to help them.

Professional Approach or People Approach - Is there a Difference?
A furth er aspec t relevant to pa ti ent opinion and nursing care is
that raised by Bellaby (in Shoenberg, Ed., 1972), \,1ho in 1972 was
conducting a re search project in a psychiatr i c hospital with a
therapeut ic communi ty ideology.

Data were gathered fro m relative ly

unstructured interviews asking patients , among other things , to
whom they found it helpful to talk.

She says, "The data have not

be en systematically analysed, but a fascinating sociometric pattern
is emerging in the material so fa r.

Certain staff are chosen by

patients as having been helpful much more frequently than others
and are described not just in enthusiastic terms as popular peop le,
but are spoken about with long accounts of how they were thera peutic and what it was about them that was helpful.

When the

interviews of these staff are compared with the others, the
interesting thing is that they conceive their work differently.
Those quoted as being particularly helpful approach their work as
people, while those not chosen answer more in terms of professional
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roles.

They speak as nurses, or social workers, not themse 1ves. 11

One could speculate on the relationship between perceived professionalism and power retained by the patient.

Therapeutic communi-

cation may be difficult to achieve when the nurse is perceived as
dominant in the

interaction with the patient in a dependent

position (Argyle, 1975).

Such a relationship seems incongruent with

acceptance of the patient as a person with his own rights and
feelings.

Without any need to denigrate professionalism, it may be

that for truly therapeutic communication to ensue, it is necessary
for the professional to present a more integrated personal-professional approach.

This would seem to require that the professional

is at ease with herself as a person and able to respond as such
while using professional skills.

As Purtilo (197 8 , 147) notes,

"If one views professionalism solely in a v-Jay that opposes it to a

mo re casual or r elaxed mode of interacti on , th e he alth pr ofessional
is forced to assume two personalities - now being professional,
novJ

personal

If such a dichotomy r·eally exists, the health

professional must commit herself or himself not only to playing two
roles but also to becoming two wholly different selves.

There must

be a better way to demonstrate both professional competence and care
for the patient than by becoming a split personality ."

This is an

area requiring further research which necessarily include~ patients'
opinions of the care they receive and which has relevance for nursing
care in terms of identifying ways in which nurse-patient communication
can be improved.
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Relevance of Patient Opinion to Nursing Practice with Depressed
Patients
Marram (1973b, 153) reports a study in which she concluded that
"the most powerful factor to affect the soundness of patient evaluation was visibility of tasks to the patient."

It was revealed

that nurses cared most about patients' evaluations of providing
comfort and support and least about their evaluations of her ward
management and record keepi ng tasks.

Suggested is th e assumption

that patients may not possess enoug h professional skill and knowledge
th ei r eva1uatinn~ of some areas of nursing.

While this point is debatabl e , ther e is no question that the
visibility of nursing tasks to the patient can be varied, and nurses
can take an active role in determinin g the percentage of highly
visible functions in everyday work situations .

Marram's finding could also be useful in de vising i nstruments for
evaluation of nursing practice by patients .

It seems necessary t o

determine fairly prec isel y what are the high visibility functions of
nurses in specific situations and to concentra te initially on
gathering data about patient opinion in these areas.

For examp le,

the nursing functions that depressed patients see as highly visible
need to be identified.

That information can then be used to improve

prescriptions for nursing practice or the way in which it is
perfonned.

Such information could also provide a guide for patient

evaluation of nursing practice.

However, before ta king discussion

further into the nursing arena, theories and therapies relevant to
depression will be presented, so that the treatment milieu within
which nurses work is clear.
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Chapter 3

DEPRESSION: THEORIES AND THERAPIES
The Label
Depressive disorders are among the most distressful and common
maladies afflicting mankind.

The label 'depression' covers many

differen t forms of expression, and the dominance of the medical
model in the last century resulted in efforts to disti ng uish betvveen
the se .

A major differentictLion cammcn1y u~ ed i s betwPP n exogenous

depressive reactions, which seem to be linked to the individual's
life experiences, and endogenous reactions which have no obvious
external cause .
melancholia;

Other labels commo nly used include involutional

manic-depressive psychos es - depress ive t ype ; reactive

depressive psychosis;

and depressive ne urosis (W .H.O. International

Classification, W.H.0., 1977) .

While in many cases the differences between th ese are su ffic ient to
permit agreement on one or other diagnosis, there are also cases in
which classification is much less reliable (Rosen, Fox and Gregory,
1972;

Sarason, 1976).

However, the effect of classifying and

labelling the different behaviours results in the patient being
labelled as well as the illness.

"The diagnosis made by the psych-

iatrist is regarded as 'official' not only for legal and statistical
purposes, such as insurance claims, hospital records, and government
reports, but also by other psychiatric professionals and paraprofessionals even though privately they may not concur."
1980, 158).

(Kalkman and Davis,
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Anderson (1978) suggests that reliance on diagnostic labels may
preclude the use of observational data .

In a study undertaken in

a psychiatric facility in British Columbia to determine whether the
diagnostic label influenced perceptions of health professionals in
arriving at a patient's prognosis, it was found that if labels were
removed, professionals based their interpretations on the patient's
behaviour, but if present, they used the label rather than the
behaviour .

Signs and Symptoms
Ir respective of the particular label applied, the person who is
depressed commonly has signs and symptoms reflecting retardation in
affective, phys ical , and cognitive areas, although these may be
evident in varying degrees from extremely overt to very subt l e forms
of expression.

Signs and symptoms reflecting retardation in affective

funct ion of the indivi dual may include sadness ;
ness;

pessimism;

feelings of hopelessness and worthlessness .

unhappi-

Physical symptoms

of depression may be exp ress ed through fatigue ; constipation;
ano re xia with subsequent weight los s , or excessive eating with weight
gain;

insomnia;

complaints .

dyspepsia;

dry skin;

and a variety of somatic

Express ion of cognitive dysfunction in depression may

be through inability to concentrate and handle previous responsibilities;

loss of interest;

poverty of thought;

ambivalence and

indecisiveness.

Psychotic incapacity, with major impairment of perception of reality
and ability to cope with daily problems of living, is seen in some
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patients. Also a suicide attempt may grow out of such a mood
disturbance.

Depressed people may not stop with self-condemnation,

but extend self-debasement and destruction from thoughts and words
to overt acts, and often these constitute the presenting factor in
the patient admitted for in-care (Drake and Price, 1975;

Burgess,

1981).

Theoretical Perspectives and Resultant Therapies
A review of the literature on depression reflects a number of theoretical perspectives from which mo dels have been deriv~d, cJch represPnting
a different conceptualisation of depression and therefore advocating
differen t therapies.

The most common are the biological, psycho-

analytic, social, and behavioural perspectives. A factor clearly
evi dent, but rarely expressed in the literature i s th at many of the
clinical problems assoc iated wi th depression have litt le acceptable
exper i me nt al ev id ence regarding effective treatment.

Despite a

rigorous scientific approach in other branches of psychology, much
of clinical psychology and psych iatry uses therapies based on belief
systems in a manner not too dissimilar to that of the creationists in
comparison to those who prefer evolutionary theory.
suggest that either method is right or wrong.

This is not to

Rather, it is suggested

that our ability to talk about, and to explain problems greatly
exceeds our ability to show we can cure them (Azrin, 1977, 142).
contrast to nursing where care is the aim, by virtue of providing
therapy, or being a 'therapist', there is a connotation of cure
involved and expected.

In
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In many instances, use of a particular therapy has effected a
cure, or at least, the therapy is seen or believed to have done so.
Otherwise therapies would hardly survive.

The problem of lack of

scientific evidence of effectiveness, however, is one that suggests
fruitfu l possib ili ties for future studies.

The Biological Perspective (Medical Model)
This 'me di ca l' model views depression as a disease, and emphasises
aetiology, pathogenesis, signs and symptoms, differential diagnosis,
treatment and prognosis (Copper, 1967;
Burgess, 1981 ).

Goodwi n ariJ oui",iic.Y,

1071,
.J.. ,J ,
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Concepts derived from the biological basis have

provided for the development of anti-depressant medication;
of gene ti c transmission of depressio n;

studies

and meta bolic studies of

depression, and there has been much progress in these areas since
1950.

Schildkrau t (1965) found that depression is associated with a

deficiency of catecholamines, particularly norepinephrine, in the
central nervous system .

Baldessarini (1975) points out that si ngle

amine theories simply cannot account for the clin ical diversity of
depression, and the current accepted hyp otbesis appea rs to be a
functional deficiency of two central neurotransmitters (both mono amines - norepinephrine and serotinin) is important in depression
(Hackett and Cassem, 1978, 219 -220).

Therapy derived from this model centres on detecting and caring for
somatic aspects of clients' health problems, including responses to
drugs and other treatments such as sleep deprivation (Doyle, 1976).
Electro-convulsive therapy (ECT) may be used particularly in treatment
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of serious depression where drug therapy has failed or where treatment cannot wait for the onset of action of drugs (Burgess, 1981).

The Psychoanalytic Perspective
Psychoanalytic theory, which is also the basis for many other psychodynamic models, places little emphasis on the diagnosis or classification of the disorder, but stresses self-realisation and maturity
of the total personality .
tion

Psychoanalytic therapy is based on the assump-

that the symptoms arise from neurotic conflict.

Depression

is seen as an intrapsychic condition occurring when aggression or
hostility is turned inwa rds .

Freud (1950) sees this as resulting from

los s of an ambivalently loved person, while Spitz ( 1952) and Bowlby
(1960) focus on damage to the ego by introjecti on of hostility

because of a reaction to separat ion from a significant ob j ect of
attachment.

More recently Bibrin g (1965) and Beck (1967) , still

working from a psychoanalytic bas e , have focused on helplessness ,
l owered self-esteem and negative cognit ive set .

Therapy v1ithin a psychoanalytic framework consists of clarifying the
psychological meaning of events, feelings and behaviours.

The long -

term therapist-patient relationship is the vital tool, since it is
this therapeutic alliance that enables patients to remember forgotten
events, re-experience them, and put them back into a perspective in
which current situations can be seen realistically.

Pathological

use of defense mechanisms is replaced by a "corrective emotional
experience" (Burgess, 1981, 119).
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The Social Perspective
This view of psychiatric illness focuses on the way the individual
functions in the social system.

It is the type and quality of

his 'connectedness' to the groups which make up his life space
that is seen as important (Thomas and Berben, 1965;

Bart, 1974).

Much impetus was given this approach by Harry Stack Sullivan (1960)
with his interpersonal theory of psychia try.

Although a socio-

logical view may still define depression in terms of a response to
loss, rather tha n viewing the problem as intrapsychic in origin, it
is seen to originate at the interface of the individual and society
(Bart, 1972;

Weissman, in Burgess, 1981, 254).

Symptoms are

regarded as an inde x of social disorder.

Here, therapy will f oc us on the social mat ri x and t1~ to reorganise
either the patient ' s relationship to the socia l system or the soc ial
system itself, because the 'personali ty' is not seen as diseased
nor in need of any restructuring .

Work with the patient on recrea-

t i ona l, occupational and soc i al skills can also be part of the
therapist's responsibilities when working from this perspecti ve.

The Behavioural Perspective
Although a behavioural view of depression as extinction had been in
place for years, it had been little studied until the "big
explosion in the last ten years ... in cognitive and behavioural
therapies."

(Phillips and Bierman, 1981).

Lazarus (1968) showed

how learning theory can be related to the treatment of depression,
and Burgess (in Ruben, 1969, 193-199) presents results demonstrating
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success with this approach in modifying de pressive behaviours.

Currently, different models offer some clearly competing
formulations:

"do depressed persons view actions and consequences

as causally unrelated, as Seligman's helplessness model suggests,
or do they overestimate their own causal responsibility for negative
but not positive events, as Beck's scheme proposes ... ;

is the

deficit in availability of reinforcement, as Lewisohn assumes, or
in reinforcer effectiveness, according to Beck and others ... ?"
(Phillips and Bierman, 1981)

Despite this seeming confusion, there

is a common theme in that all of these mode ls in one way or another
emphasise defic it in positive reinforcemen t .

Depression is seen

as a set of maladaptive behavioural response s tha t are additionally
maintained by th e rev,ards of the "sick-role" (see glossary) .

Since the overt symp toms (the learned behaviours) are the ' problem '
and not the secondary manifestations of disease or the unconscious
conf lict, it is the symptoms that are treated.

Therapy typi cal ly

involves determining the behaviours to be modified and then identifying the relationship between depressive beha viours and the antecedent and consequent environmental events that precipitate and
maintain the depression (Liberman and Raskin, 1971) .

Adaptive

behaviours incompatible with depression are then positiv~ly reinforced
and depressive behaviours are extinguished.

Implications for Nursing
As Akiskal and McKinney (1975) have noted, use of different models
tends to be competitive rather than complementary.

Nurses who care
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for patients with depression may find they are required to manage
patients quite differently according to the theoretical perspective
of each patient's psychiatrist.

Unless familiar with the theories

involved, the nurses' practice can become detrimental to patient
progress because nursing care is not congruent with the treatment
of the psychiatrist.

This is not to say it is not possible to use

more than one model at once.

A combination may be most beneficial

if, for example, nursing staff maintain a supportive, sustaining
relationship based on a social model while the primary therapist
uses an intrapsychic model of indi vidua l psychotherapy.

The

success of such an approach, however, is dependent upon recognition
of the contr ib ution being made by each party and on ongoing
discussion between them to ensure the goals are the same .

It is also poss ible that the moment the nurse moves from an ideo l og ical neutrality which can be adaptive in facilitatin g treatment
goals ordain ed by other professionals, there is pote ntial conflict
in the care situation.
care setting;

The nurse has two moral commitmen ts in an in-

responsibility for th e patient and his welfare and

responsibility to facilitate treatment as ·prescribed by the primary
therapist (- psychiatrist, psychologist or other profess ionals).
Rushing (in Skipper and Leonard, Eds, 1965) poses the question 11
••••

what does the nurse do when these two principles are in conflict?

For example, what does she do when she thinks the orders prescribed
by the doctor are unsuitable for meeting the patient's needs?"

This issue has yet to be confronted and adequately resolved.

As

Grosskopf (1981, 32) notes, "Generally, conflict situations within
the literature today are rare, if they exist at all.

Something to
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be concerned about is whether the l ack of controversy and how to
cope with it as portrayed in nursin g literature leads students to
believe controversies do not exist.

Of even greater concern should

be the kinds of impressions nurses form regarding the options
available to them in problem solving and conflict resolutions."

An Integrated Mode l?
Although the models already mentioned have been presented under
specific headings indicating a particular orientation, they are not
in practice as discrete as seems apparent .

Som~ models incorporate

concepts from different perspecti ves as, for example, Seligman's
(1975) helplessness theory which, while essentially a behavioural
model, encompasses sociological, existent i al and cognitive concepts .

Akiskal

and McKinney (1975, 299) have endeavoured to integrate ten

conceptual models into a com prehensive clinical fra me (Table 1, p. 25) .
This allows a unified hypothesis for depression which is said to
represent the feedback i nteract i ons of three sets of variab les at
chemical, experiential and behavioural levels - with the diencephalon
serving as the field of action as shown in Figure 1 (p . 26) .

The controversy about whether altered catecholamine metabolism is a
cause or effect of depression is easily resolved since it can in fact
be either.

Depression is conceptualised as a psychobiological state

which is ''the final common pathway of various interlocking processes
at chemical, experiential, and behavioural levels that, in the
language of neurophysiology, translate into a functional impairment

TABLE 1

School

Ten Models of Depression
(Akiskal and McKinney, 1975, 299)

Mod el

Mechanism

Psychoanalytical

Conversion of aggressive
instinct into depressive affect
Object loss
Separation: disruption of an
attachment bond
Loss of self-e steem
Helplessness in attaining
goals of ego-ideal
Negative cogni t ive set
Hopelessness
-- -- - - - - - -f--- - -- -- - - -----------------t

·sehavi oura l

Learned helple ss ness

Aggression-turned-inward

Loss of reinfor cement

Uncontrollable aversive
stimulation
Rewards of "sick-role" substitute
for lost sources of reinforcement

Sociological

Sociological

Loss of role status

Existential

Existential

Loss of meaning of existence

+ - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- -i-- --- - - -- -- -

Biological

Biogenic amine
Neurophysiologi cal

Impaired monoaminergic neurotransmission
Hyperarousal secondary to intraneuronal sodium accumulation
Cholinergic dominance
Reversible functional derangement
of diencepha1ic mechanisms of
reinforcement

N
u,

.

P h ysio l o Qical S tressors
Reserpine
Hy pot hyr oid is m
Viral Infe ction

Ps y r.h oso c i cJ l S tressors

Genetic P redis p osition
"Leak y " postsyr1apti c
membrane

Deve l opmenta l

Predisposition

Adu l t [lhject Loss

Ea r l y Obje ct Lo ss

Chronic Frustr~tion

Lear n ed He l p lessne ss

Decrease in pos t - sy11ript -i c
receptor sensitivity

Al teratL011s in ~-LJ11cti,·1.J]

LP- vc l

nf Bi.orienic Amines

P roduct i on of Fciu li y f·J,.::,11ct-ru: srnit.ters
Intraneuron.::il Sodium /\ccurnu l atior

~J_Diencephalic r:; 'lci l Common Pathway

l
McL1,,cho l ir;

FIGURE 1

Me lancholi a as a Final Common Pathway
(adap t ed from Akiskal and McKinney, 1975, 300)

N

°'
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of the diencephal ic centres of reinforcement."
McKinney, 1975, 299.)

(Akiskal and

The model does not specify how each component

is diagnosed nor which, if any, component predominates at any
given time.

Akiskal and McKi nney (1973;

1975) feel the model accounts for the

shared clinical features seen in the heterogeneous group of depressive
disorders, while the specific features of different types of
depression can be explained by differences in pathogenetic factors
and the multi level interaction possible among them .

Such a view does

reflect a need for some means of organising current knowledge of the
many facets of depression to ensure attention is not fo cused on only
one possible cause of the co ndition.

Treatment within this fram ework

would ne cessitate assessment and possibly interventio ns at each of
the chemical, experiential and behavioural levels, and this would
offer a more i nte grated approach than currently occurs within any of
the individual models or even schools of thought on depression .

Nurses may f in d this fra mewo rk useful when attempting to artic ulate
nursing dimensions of practice with depressed patients as distinct
from contributio ns to care from other health professionals.

Because

they are involved with patients over prolonged periods of daily
living, nurses could loo k particularly at the area of psycho-social
stressors to identify specific interventions that would benefit the
patient.

It may be, for example, that the availability of nursing

staff can help ful fi 11 patient need based in the concept of adult
object loss.

A better understanding of this component might lead

to more optimal use of such availability.

Similarly, in the area
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of developmental predisposition, the concept of learned helplessness
seems particularly relevant for nurses to explore, since again the
factor of the amount of time they spend with patients provides
opportunities to assist the patient with develop ing and particu la rly
maintaining new and less helpless behaviours.

Currently the nursing literature does not refle ct these ideas in
terms of possible specific nursing contributions to care s in ce,
as previously noted, the emphasis there reflects a role as a
nurse-therapist.
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Chapter 4

DEPRESSION: CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES IN NURSING CARE

The literatu re on psychiatric nursing tends to advocate a rol e
as 'therapist' for the nurse, part i cularly in clinical studies that
have been reported.

Psychiatric nursing te xts , although tending

to take a more eclectic view than is apparent in journal studies,
also follow this trend .

Burgess (1981) suggests psychiatric

nurses either become adherents to one particular the r apy model or
they use bits of data from each model in a unsystemat ic way.
Current writing on nursing practice with depressed patients
supports this general rule .

This chapter provides a brief overview of suggested interventions
for nursin g depressed peo ple .

Emphasis is given to those con cepts

which are incorporated in the study that f ollows.
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Observation and Assessment
For the patient who is depressed and has thoughts of suicide or selfmutilation, an i mpor tant reason for the nurse to observe the patient
is th at she may anti cipate his behaviour, and move to prevent hi m
from injuring himself (Leonard 1975;

Floyd, 1975;

Rosenbaum, 1980) .

Close observation helps the nurse to und erstand the patient better
and may thus facilitate a more productive relationship in terms of
meeting nursing goals for him.

Also, the nurse's observations offer

many implications for the planning and evaluation of the patient ' s
nursing care (Brown and Fowler , 1971).

Because of the time spent

with patients, particular ly in relativel y unstructured settings, the
nurs e is often able to furnish valuab l e data that no other wo r ker
has the op portunity to discove r (Leavitt, 1975 ;

Rosenbaum, 1980 ).

Much is co ntributed to the t otal care of the patient if the nurse
ca n communicate to others what she has observed in her relationship
with the patient.

Determining what to sel ec t as relevant clinical data when observing
and assessing can be somewhat confusi ng if. one looks at the literature
or at t he practice of different sk illed nurses when they are making
assessments.

As Burgess (1981, 110) notes" ...

the kind of assessment

obtained, the mean ing assigned to cer tain historical facts, and the
treatment modalities mos t often chosen depend on wh ich model or
combination of models is employed."

She suggests that at this stage

of development psychiatric nursing ca n best be learned by making the
available therapy models already in use explicit rather than implicit.
Perhaps even more useful would be the use of a nursing model as the
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base for nursing practice.

This need not preclude use of knowledge

of any or all of the 'therapy' models but would ensure that
observations and assessments were relevant for treatment of symptoms.

Specific observations relevant to the patient who is de pressed are
related t o changes in the patient's be ha viour over time in the
af fe ctive, physical and cognitiv e areas briefly describ ed i n the
int ro duction on depres sion (p. 17 ) .

Some of th e pres cri ptions for

car e ou tlined in th e literature i n each of t he se areas are now
di sc us sed.

Ca r e in Rel at i on t o Phys i ca l Nee ds
Bes i des physi cal and psycho l ogica l protection t he severel y depressed
person also needs cons i derab l e nursin g care to see t hat his basic
bi ol ogical needs are met .

Such needs include suffi ci ent sleep,

adequ at e intake of fo od an d f luids , some exe r ci se, and at t en t ion to
pe rsona l hyg ie ne and genera l hea l th .

Pa tients wi t h depress i ve

il lness may be in di f f erent t o these needs and neg le ctful of caring
f or themselves.

They may be phys i ca ll y ill as we ll as me ntally il l ,

part i cul arl y if, as is of ten t he cas e, t hey have been dep r essed f or
some ti me prior to admis s ion f or t re atme nt.

Maln ouri shme nt , dehydra-

tion, chron ic con st ipa ti on, ne glect of infec tions and se lf- i nflicted
injury are just some of the phy s ical problems the nurse may encounter
in such persons ( Kal kman and Davis, 1974).

The specific nursing care related to these problems is essentially the
same as for any patient similarly affected and, probably for this
reason, details of such care are often not given in psychiat r ic nursing
literature.

However, it seems generally recognised that because of
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his inability or lack of desire to co-operate in his care, the
patient who is depressed may pose greater difficulties for the
nurse in providing such care.

Care in Relation to Affective Needs
In his book Therapeutic Communication, Reusch (1961, 87) state s ,
"The ability to mutually correct the meaning of messages and to
mutually influence each other's behaviour to each other's satisfaction is the resul t of successful communicat ion.

This i s the only

criterion we possess, and if we achieve such a state, it indicates
menta l hea 1th."

On this basis, the patient with depressive illness has a di sturbance
in his abili ty to communicate.

Imp rov ement wi ll not be forthcoming

or lasting without some motivation on the part of the patient .

In

an in - ca re setting , an ongo in g nursing function i s to prov ide pos itive
reinforcement of any improved ways of communicating as well as to try
and identify specific indi vi dua l motivators that can be use d to
assist the patient to progress (Kal kman and Davis , 19 80) .

Support

from nurses is seen to somet i mes be a de cisi ve factor in ensuring the
patient has the very necessary primary commitment - the desire to
survive, without which no treatment is of much avail.

The expression of anger is suggested as being beneficial for
depressed patients and many texts and articles, particularly those
set within a psychoanalytic framework, cite encouragement of such
expression in acceptable ways as a nursing function.

Other suggested

nursin g interventions for dealing with feelings run the gamut fro m
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encouraging physical activity (Knowles, 1981) to poetry

therapy

(Poole, 1981) to group psychotherapy (van Servellen and Dull, 1981).
The range of interventions here reflects the variety of 1 therapy 1
models in use.

Swa nson (1975, 63) argues that the treatment of depression includes
the use of one's self in commu nication, because it is through
communicat ion that the depres se d person can see more clearly his
withdrawa l from life, and begin t o make investments in new relationships.

When one cons id ers the time the in-patient has in contact

with nursing staff compared with other staff, it is sugg es ted that
understanding of this concept is im portant for the nurse who wishes
to make best use of that available time .

The person who is dep ressed greatly needs human company and communication, desp ite the lack of interest he may seem t o have for either.
Depressed persons are not the most comfortable people in the world to
be around .

Nurses may find, i n the presence of a depressed person,

that they suddenly feel low, irr i tab l e or somewhat hosti l e - all
natural reactions (Rosenbaum, 1980).

As Sullivan (in Swanson, 1975 )

has noted, depressed persons do not stimulate a zest for living, nor
imbue a sp irit of loving kindness towards others.
their communication is excellent:

In one sense ,

that is the efficiency with which

messages of dejection or hopelessness get through to another.
actions speak louder than words.

Here

Even in silence, a person cannot not

communicate, (Wazlawick, 1967).

Touch can be a most importa nt means of communication.

If the patient
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reacts favourably to touch, it can assist in improving self-image
and in di mi nishing the isolation and sense of despondency that
depressed persons commonly feel.

A non-judgemental attitude is

often mentioned in the literature as being vital for therapeutic
communication and this is cited as a necessary co-requisite to
touch to preven t the patient interpreting the nurse's behaviour as
being smothering or patronising (Rosen baum, 1980).

An overly sympathetic attitude co uld help susta in or even increase
t he patient's depressed mood , whil e open comm unication will help
ensure appropriate nursing response s are made.

Schrnagin and

Pearlmutter (1977) ~,;rite of th e secondary gains of depression
art icle entitled "The Pursuit of Unhapp i ness ."

in

an

They say that on ly

minor attention appears to have been given to these ga in s an d
pr esent a number of instances of what could be inter preted as manipul at ive behav iour for secondary gain.

A behaviou ral orientation is

e,_,ident here .

Care in Relation to Cognitive Needs
Information on specific nu r sing interventi ons dire ctly related to
meeting patients' needs in the cognitive area is sparse .

It appears

that there is an underlying but unstated assumpt ion tha t as problems
in the affective area are overcome, so will improvement occur i n the
cognitive area.

Depression will nearly always involve al tera tion in

cogn itive ability.

Usually there is impaired concentration, and the

literature infers that it is important that nursing care does not
place unrealistic demands on the patient.
(1980, 65) no tes ,

11

For examp le, as Rosenbaum

Most depressed patients have difficulty making
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decisions.

A severely depressed patient might not be able to make

even the smallest decisions."

Ayd (1961) says that depressed patients need and expect simple words
of comfort and reassurance to be given repeatedly.

Such patients

ge t temporary relief from reassurance but they must be repeated as
anxiety mounts aga in.

The point is also made that some depressed

patients may be confused to some extent, and many cannot remember
all that is said to them.

Kalkman and Davis (1980) also emphas ize this need for simple, direct
information, especially regarding the practical aspects of his
illness that cause the patient conce rn - effect of drugs , prognosis ,
electric shock treatment, possible loss of employment, home responsibilities and so on .

The educative component is particularly relevant

in relation to the co ncept of learned helplessness which identifies
decision-making as a major difficulty for depressed patients .

This

~vould be worsened by a l ack of information which limits the individual's
feelings of control over his situation.

Availability and Alienation
It is suggested that availability is possibly one of the most important facets of nursing care when used as a recognised contribution.
Availability is not often discussed in any detail in psychiatric
nursing texts although it seems always inferred, yet in patient
opinion surveys availability is often shown as a primary attribute
appreciated by patients (Chastko et al, 1971;
Sweeney, 1978).

Cormack, 1976;
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Schmidt (1972, 1087) identifies two aspects of nursing availability:
receptive availability involves the nurse's "sensitivity and
receptivity to the patient", while ministrative availability involves
response to patient signals with an attempt to minister to the need
identified.

Schmidt goes on to present two further relevant points.

Ministering does not necessarily hold the connotation of physical
presence - "If a nurse lets a patient know when she gives him care
and information how he can summon her when he needs her again, that
she is aware of his needs-for-help, and that she wil l return, she is
being ministratively available to him."

Thi s type of availability

seems to fit the needs of a situation where the nurse does not wish
to reinforce depressive behaviour by providing company at those times,
whereas receptive availability seems appropriate for posit ively
reinforc i ng non-depressive behaviours.

Schmidt' s other point i s that if nurses try to mini st er help but fail,
or only partially succeed, they are seen as more ava ilable than if
they had recognised a nee d but not tried to minister to it.

The

fear of many nurses new to the psychiatric set ting of 'saying the
wrong thing' (Sayre, 1978), and the fear of making mistakes seems
pertinent to this point, since such fears may have resulted in no help
being given at all.

Availability is a service:

it implies giving a patient the opport-

unity to avail himself of the nurse's services, an opportunity to
talk about what might be bothering him, or to ask for information.
Of course, not all patients are ready for, or desirous of taking
advantage of the available nursing.

Patients who are depressed
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may feel so worthless, for example, that they might not consider
they have the r ight to use this service, or they may not trust
enough to use it initially, resulting in alienation (see glossary,
p. xi i i ). Repressed anger may also result i n alienating behaviour,
gi vi ng th e nurse an arduous tas k i n st aying with th e t ot al ity of
the pa tient' s experi enc e .

As Carse r and Doona (19 78 ) no t e , some pa ti ents alien at e t hemse lve s
at a t i me when t he most i mp orta nt t herapy is ano ther person .

Thes e

aut hors present the i r experi ence of of fering a cl ass on the i r theory
of ali enat i on in wh ic h they inv i te students to share ideas and
experiences of al i enat i on so tha t as nurses they are able to stay
' availab l e ' to thei r patients and not defend aga i nst the pat ie nt ' s
experience .

Alternat i vely , pa ti ents may not be ali enating the mselves , but may
simply not know how to use the nurse ' s ava i lability .
( 1972, 1087) sums up concise ly :

Schm idt

"Th e effectiveness of a nurse -

pa tient interaction var i es concomi tant l y with the nurse ' s ava ilability - the more avai la ble she is, the more adequately she can
meet the patie nt 's nee ds for hel p. " Patients i n i n- care sett i ngs
us uall y have fair ly direc t access at any t ime of par ti cul ar ne ed t o
a membe r of nursing staff, while becau se of th e way in which their
wor k i s structured, such access is not usuall y poss i bl e to any of the
othe r health profes s ionals.

Permitting Depression
As Rosenbaum (1980, 66) notes, "Few nurses realise they can help
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relieve depression simply by permitting it.
put a stigma on depression.

Our society has

We're taught to think we should

always feel young, alive, and bursting with energy.

Of course

these are unrealistic goals, but patients often feel depressed
because they think feeling ill is 'bad'.

And feeling depressed

is unacceptable."

Consistency of Care
Consistency of care (see glossary) gives patients something they
can count on and can therefore assist in increasing a patient's
sense of security (Rosenbaum, 1980).

thus alleviating some of the depression.
Again, this is a concept which often seems

inferred in the nursing literature, but is less commonly made
explicit.

Reh abil i ta t ion
An im portant fa ce t of nursing care is preparation of the patient
f or discharge.

In essence thi s begins from the time of admission

with encouragement of as much independen ce as pos s ible, and
continues throughout the in-care stay with the patient being
encouraged and supported in taking responsibility for his own
health.

As Kalkman and Davis (1974) state, "Self awareness and the

responsibility for the direction of his own life are important goals
for the patient in this phase.

One way to help patients to achieve

these goals is to help them with opportunities within the treatment
setting to gain experience in making decisions which are realistic
yet contain some degree of self-realisation and gratification."
Such a view is congruent with Orem's (1971) self care approach to
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nursing, and also fits within Seligman's (1975) learned helplessness theory of depression.

Nursing staff can most frequently have

opportunities to give this decision-making experience by reducing
their own decision-making for the patient as he improves, and by
creating situations where he has a choice.

Thus the patient

regains some feeling and perception of power over his own destiny.

A brief overview has been given of interventions commonly prescribed
in the literature for nursing patients who are depressed.

Some

concepts which could have specific rel evance for nursing practice
in this particular situation were then explored .
1.

availability and alienation

2.

permitting depression

3.

consistency of care

4.

rehabi l itation

These were :

It could be suggested that availability would have therapeutic value
when considered from the perspective of adult object loss.

It would

also be a vital requisite for providing the positive reinforcement
important in a behavioural orientation, or for encouraging and
supporting the patient in active responding and decision-making important care components within the helplessness model:
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Chapter 5

TOWARDS HELPLESSNESS OR SELF CARE? - TWO MODELS COMBINED
This study is about nursing practice with a particular patient
population - the depressed.

To provide a framework allowing

systematic analysis of data pre sented , the models of learned help lessness and self-care have been combined.

The Self-Ca re Model
The core of Dorothea Orem's (197 1;

1980) theory of nurs ing 1s the

i de a that nurs i ng has as its special concern the indiv id ual's need
for self-care acti on and the provision and managemen t of i t on a
co ntinuous basis in order to susta i n life and health , recover from
disease or injury , and cope with t he i r effects .

People can benefi t

from nursing because they are subject to health - related limitations
that render th em incapable of con ti nuous self care.

When this occ urs

a self ca re deficit exis t s , which valid ates or le git ima tes the
existence of a requirement for nursing.

The central idea of self care is that it comprises LEARNED behaviours
that purposely regulate human structural integrity, functioning, and
human development.

Self care is defined as "the practice of learned

activities that individuals initiate and perform on their own behalf
in mainta inin g life, hea lth and well being" (Orem, 1980, 28).
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The Self Care Process
Self care is purposeful action.

The self care activities are

learned relative to the beliefs, habits and practices that
characterise the cultural way of life of the group to which the
individual belongs.

When self care is not maintained, illness,

disease or death will occur.

Figure 2 provides a schematic

representation of the self care process.
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Learned behaviour
indicating internal
locus of control and
directed toward
achie vement or maintenance of norma lity

l

__

l __ I

Rel eva nt fa ctors :

I

I
I
I

Cultural prescriptions ~
values
Knowledge of hwnar.
functionin g
Techniques of c:1°e
Laa between cevelc~ec
te;hniques and their
use
Available resources
Intere s ts and moti'Jes
Speciatised heal th
education

I

I

__ _J

Developing and
maintaini ng a
realisti c self
concept

Prote cting the body
and mai nt aini ng
integrated human
functioning

Self -ini t i ated active
response

Dec i sion making

Posit i ve practical
action

SELF CARE

FIGURE 2 The Self Care Process

Identifying and
attend in g to dev iations fr om norma l
health and well
being
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Figure 3,

1

The parts of the nursing focus', illustrates what the

nurse must consider in determining appropriate nursing actions to
achieve the nursing goal of developing, maintaining, and promoting
self care behaviour essential for daily living.

~

Patient's
1. Present abilities to engage
in self care
2. Health-related disabilities
in giving self care

l

I

:·

Patient's state of health
Patient's
perspective
of the health
s it uat ion

1

.

I

!

Health results sought for pat 1ent1
i
1. Life
2. Normal or near norrna l
functioning
3. Effective living despite
disability

Physician's
perspective
of th e pa ti ent 's
health situation .

1

Patient s requirements for
therapeutic self care to meet
1. Universal requisites
2. Developmental requisites
3. Health-deviation requisites
1

Nurse's perspective of the health care situation

FIGURE 3

The Parts of a Nursing Focus
(Orem, D, 1980, 129)
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The self care model for nursing practice has been chosen as a
basis for this study for four main reasons:

1.

The model provides a clear definition of the role of the
nurse and an explanation of her function within a multidisciplinary health team;

2.

The model gives direction in determining therapeutic goals
and asks for clear and measurable outcomes of care to be
specified in health terms for the patient.

In this way

the nursing contribution can be clearly identified;
3.

Th e model necessitates recognition and ac cep tance of the
patient's point of view;

4.

Th e mo del 'fits' current trends which shbw the emergence
of what might be termed a social movement with the aim of
in crea sing se lf care, - of increasing se lf-responsib ility
for one's own health and thus reducing dependence on
professionals for health care (Lev in et al, 1976;

Hattinga

Verschure, 1980) .
Within this model, nursing practice is see n as valid when there is
an imbalance in a situation where the nurse's abilities to manage and
maintain therapeutic systems of self care for individuals exceed the
abilities of those individuals or their families to do this.

The

model identifies three perspectives of a patient's health situation
within a nursing focus:
perspective;

the patient's own perspective;

and the nursing perspective.

the physician's

The nurse takes responsi-

bility for melding these into a therapeutic approach to nursing care.
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Although this study is about nursing pra ct ice, if the self care
model is to provide a framework for analysis of data, the physician's
perspective cannot be ignored.

This term is interpreted to include

other health professionals - psychologists, social wor kers ,
occupational therapists , dietic ians, etc.

To take an eclectic

theoretical view within the nursing approach was not prac ti ca l
within the limits of the study.
(Seligman, 1975;

The theory of 'learned helplessness'

Abramson, Seligman, Teasdale, 1978) has therefore

been selected because it appears to reflect the'mirror image'of the
self care process , as shown in Figure 5 (p . 52).

The Learned Helplessness Model
Helplessness is a condition where the subject sees the power to
change his environ me ntal contingencies as being outside his own
control (Seligman, 1975).

The learned aspect denotes a conditioned

1-es po nse l'Jhere the perceived locus of contro l shifts from the self
to ou tsid e the self .

Learned helplessness 1s characterised by

symptoms such as passivity;
produce relief;

difficulty in learning th at responses

lack of aggression;

weight loss ;

appetite loss;

social and sexual deficits (Se lig man, 1975, 82) . Table 2 summarises
the features identified by Seligman as being common to learned
helplessness and depression (p. 46).
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TABLE 2 Summary of Features Common to Learned Helplessness
and Depression (adapted from Seligman, 1975, 106)

Learned Helplessness

De pression

Passivity
Di fficulty learnin g that
responses produce relief
La ck of aggression
Weight loss, appetite
loss, soc ial and se xual
deficits
Norepinephrin e dep letion
and cholinergic activity
Ulcers and stress

Passiv ity
Negat ive cognitive set
Introjected hostility
Weight loss, appetite loss,
social and sexua l deficits

Cause

Lear ning that resp ond in g
and reinforcement are
independent

Belief that responding is
useless

Cure

Directive therapy: forced
exposure to responses
that produce reinforc ement
Electroconvulsive shock
Time
Anticholinergics;
norepinephrine
stimulants

Recove ry of belief that
responding produces
reinforc ement

Symptoms

Prevention

Immunization by mastery
over reinforcement

Norepinephrine de~letion
and cholinergic activity
Ulcers
Feelings of hel plessness

Electroconvulsive shock
Time
Norepinephrine;stimulants;
anticholinergics
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The Learned Help l essness model has excited much discussion and
research - so much so that a whole issue of t he Jou r nal of Abnormal
Psychology (87:1, 1978) was taken to present different views on the
adequa cy of lea r ned helple ssness as a model fo r de pression in humans.
Although there was no cl ear consensus amo ngst authors, on e could
suggest a t re nd toward a view of depres s i on emp has isin g the cognitive
re acti ons of pe r son s to ce r tain l earning ex pe r i en ces (Huesmann, 1978).

A cr i tique and reformul ation of t he l earned he l pl ess ness mode l
(Abramso n , Se ligman, Teas dal e , 19 78) i dentified t wo majo r pro bl ems
i n the or i gi na l hypothesis when appl i ed to human s :

a l ack of

dist i nc t io n betwee n un i ve r sal and personal help l es sness and a lack
of expl anation of whe n hel pl ess nes s is gene ra l and when speci fi c,
or when chronic and when ac ut e .
(p . 49)

11
•••

Ac cord in g to th e reformul at i on

on ce peop le pe rce i ve noncontingency, they attr i bute

their he l pl essness to a cause .

This cause can be sta ble or uns t ab l e ,

glo bal or specif i c , and internal or exte r na l.

The at tribution cho se n

i nfl uence s whether expec t ation of futu re helpl essness wi l l be
chronic or ac ute, broad or nar r ow , and whether he l pl essnes s wi l l
lower self-e steem or not .

11

The inclusion in the model of an ext ens ive amount of cog ni t ive
processing leading to attributions about th e ca us e of out come s ne ces s itates a more complex statement about depres s i on, and the reformulati on
is made explicit thus:
11

1.

Depression consists of four cl asses of deficits:
motivational, cognitive, self-esteem, and affective.

2.

When highly desired ou tcomes ar e believed improbable or
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highly aversive outcomes are believed probable, and the
individual ex pects that no response in his repertoire will
change their likelihood, (helplessness) depression results.
3.

The generality of the depressive deficits will depend on the
globality of the attribution for helplessness;

the chroni-

city of the depression deficits will depend on the stability of
the attribution for helplessness;

and whether self-esteem

is lowered will depend on the internality of the attribution
for helplessness.
4.

The intensity of the deficits depends on the strengths or
certainty

of the expectation of uncontrollability and, in

the case of th e affective and sel f-e steem deficits, on the
importance of the :iutcome" (Abra·mson, Seligman, Teasdale,
1978, 68).

Treatment

strategies sugges ted include environmen tal man ipulation

to reduce the likelihood of aversive outcomes and increase that of
de sire d outcomes;

reducing the aversiveness of unrelievable

outcomes or the desirability of un obtainable outcomes by alter ing
the cognitions about these;

changing expectations from un controll-

able to controllable when outcomes are attainable either by
train·ing in appropriate skill s or modifying distorted expectations;
and changing unrealistic attributions for failure towards external,
unstable, specific factors and unrealistic attributions for success
towards internal, stable, global factors.

Studies using this model with clinical populations are not numerous,
and this has been criticised (Depue and Monroe, 1978), as has the
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type of study commonly done.

Price, Tryon and Raps (1978), for

example, used a noise, no-noise treatment followed by an anagramsolving task with a group of clinical depressives and state they
were able to replicate the learned helplessness phenomenon and
support Seligman's model of depression.

However, Buchwald,

Coyne and Cole (1978) suggest what is needed are studies of
clinical depressives that look at their symptoms and other
characteristics so that these can be carefully compared to the
laboratory phenomena.

This certainly seems necessary before any

further reformulations tak e place.

The Hel ple ssness Process
For the purpose of this study, the us efu ln ess of the learned
helplessness model lies in its simi l arity of process to that
identified f or self care (p . 42 ).

If the basic behaviours inherent

in the process leading to helplessness are specified, a flow
chart as shown in Figure 4 can be derived.
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Learned behavio ur indicatingj
independence of r esponding
an d reinforcement

1

:

______________ J--------------Relevant factors :

I

I

:
I

Cultural prescriptions and
l
:
l values
: Knowledge of human fwiction -:
: '1-ng
:
:
: Availahle resources
: Interests and motives
:
:
: Amount and consistency oJ.c
: positive r einforcement for
:
:1____
behaviour
l
__ _ ____ ____________________ 1

:

Attribution of locus of con trol over outcomes becomes
unrealist i c

Unrea l istic self coi~cept

Person ' s perception that he
cannot control outcomes , so
it seems useless to try

Failure to in i tiate active
responding

Difficulty in mak ing any
decisions

No action or nega tive
practica l action

LEARNED HELPLESSNESS

FIGURE 4

The Helplessne ss Process

Behavi ours indicatin g
dev iation from norma l
health and wellbeing
i . e . appe aranc e o f
depress ive symptoma tology
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A Framework for Analysis of Data

The behaviour in the process leading to helplessness or depression
appears to be the negative side of the process which leads to selfcare.

Thus, the two can be 'mirrored' as shown in Figure 5 (p. 52 ).

Fa ctors which determine which way a person will move in terms of
th ese processes in cl ude cultural prescri ptions and values ;
in dividua l knowle dg e and beliefs about human functioning;
in terest and motives ;

available reso urces ;

of rei nforcement for behaviour;
and hea lth care.

individu al

amount and co nsistency

and specialise d health education

It i s sugges t ed that moveme nt through each

separate pro cess f ollows a 'pendulum-li ke' swing and i f there has
been movement towards the helpless ness side, it wil l be necessa ry
to go back and work at changing the lear ned behaviours before
progress through the steps to self- care can occur.

The dotted

arrows back to the pivot of the 'pendulum' ind i cate th at the
learning process is ongoing and continual l y evo l ving thro ughout
life.

Neither self - care nor helplessness are states wh i ch , on ce

achieved, can be mai ntained wi tho ut effort.

The r eadiness f or and

maintenance of hea l t hy self- ca r e will always depend on the cont i nua l
changes ta kin g pl ace in the factors identified as affe cting what
the individual l ea rns.

Of course, there are limitations in the simplistic approach taken
here, but these seem outweighed by the need for some practical, systematic and meaningful frame of reference within which data can be
analysed - a major consideration in designing the study which
fo 11 ows.
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FIGURE 5

Two Processes Combined:

Hel ple ss nes s and Se lf Care
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Chapter 6

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
Nursing care of patients admitted to hospital because of depressive
illness is generally recognised as an impo rtant feature of their
in-c1re programme.

This is seen as facilitative of, and additional

to the care given by other health professionals.

Although there is

a wealth of literature on theories of depression , treatment modes,
and on specific nursing ca re, there i s less literature involving
CLINICAL studies in the latter area.

The re is a need for clinical

nursing research to provide a base of informatio n about this
patient popu l ation and the nursin g care it receives so the nursing
contribution can be defined and more definitive gu ides for the
improvement of nursing practice can be derived.

This section sets

out the preliminary work entailed in setting up a practicable study
in the area .

Assump tions and Definition s
An early difficulty encountered was that of defining depression .
As has been noted (p.16), medical diagnoses can lack reliability,
and deciding which of the different classifications of depression
should be accepted as sample criteria was an added problem.

Also

many patients who have diagnoses other than depression may still
be depressed.

It seemed unsatisfactory to exclude such patients

from the sample when they would require nursing in relation to the
specific self care deficits arising from that depression.

The

criteria eventually used were those detailed by Kalkman and Davis
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(1980) for defining a depressive episode (seep. 68).

In this

way, the individual patient and his behaviour is the focus of
attention before any specific illness label that might be applied
to him.

The patient is seen as a person with highly individual

needs, concerns, strengths and weaknesses, who has a right to
expect respect from those giving care.

An assumption is made that the patient-nurse relationship is the
essential vehicle for nursing care.

Nursing care in th is study

refers to the behaviours exhibited during unstructured time in the
clinical setting by nursing staff in interac tion with depressed
patients who are receiving in- care treatment.

Unstructured time

is that time outs id e of the weekday daily progra mmed sessions of
individual, group, occupational, or recreational therapy which
occur from 8 . 00 a .m. to 5. 00 p.m . in the clinical setting used 1n
this study.

It is assumed that the aim of nursing care is to faci-

litate treatmen t to reli eve depress io n and to assist in achieving
an im proved hea lth status for the pat i ent; that nursing is a
purposeful activity; that, alo ng with other health professionals,
the care that nurses give affects the outcome of th e patient's
illness and influences his future health status; and that validation with patients of their needs and goals is important.

It was envisaged that three separate data sources would be useful
within the clinical setting to provide different perspectives in trying
to answer the first identified research question, "DOES NURSING CARE
OF DEPRESSED PATIENTS TEND TO SUPPORT BEHAVIOURS INDICATIVE OF PROGRESS TOWARDS HELPLESSNESS OR ENCOURAGE THOSE WHICH INDICATE PROGRESS
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TOWARDS SELF CARE?"
1.

The sources were

Data from nursing notes and patient identification
information.
A retrospective study of the admission forms which give
personal data and of the nursing notes of the patients in
the sample would be carried out, and recorded information
described in terms of a patient 'profile' and processoutcome relationships.

2.

Observational Data
Observed beh av iours of the patients under study and of
nurs ing staff who intera ct with each patient would be
recorded by two observers during specified time intervals.

3.

Data from Patients
Semi-structured interview techniques would be used to
gather information just prio r to discharge to describe
what the patients in the samp l e perceived as helpful or
effective nursing interventions and what indicators they
used to identify progress .

The Nursing Notes
A pilot study was undertaken on the nursing records of thirty
patients treated for depression in a psychiatric unit of a general
hospital (unpublished study, Butterfield, 1979) to describe the
patient population and to determine process-outcome measures and
relationships.

Results indicated that further study of the notes

would not prove fruitful, since very little information of this nature
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is recorded, and the system used for nursing records in the
particular setting has not changed since 1979.

For example, the

most common descrip tors of patients' psychosocial behaviour were
'quiet, bright, sett led, anxious, cheerful'.

Very litt le was

recorded in nursing notes about communications:

for 9 of a sample

of 30 patients, nothing was recorded that related to this aspect
specifically.

Similarly, little was recorded in relation to

cogn itive function, 21 patient files having no comment on this
aspect.

Although there were comments about 'socialising', there

was little to in dicate how this was being done, on whose initiative,
and nothing to give a clear indication of change over time.

Comment

on phys ical state was related mostly to exercise, eliminatory
function and sleep .

Very few nursing interventions were recorded

and those that were reflected care such as giving of medica tion,
enemata, or fluids.

Th e lack of behavioural data made i t difficult

to determine what indicators nurses use t o denote progress other
than the relatively meaningless statements like brightness or
quietness.

If one were to make judgements on the nursing care given from the
nursing notes alone, it would appear that it is custodial in nature
rather than being actively or knowingly therapeutic.
though, that

It was felt,

there were perhaps other reasons for the lack of useful

recorded data and that the notes could not be taken to infer what
nursing care had in fact been given.

The question of the value assigned

these notes in comparison to those written by a psychiatrist or a therapist may be relevant, and it is possible that nurses just do not write
down what they do.

A study by Santara and Willer (1975;

in Stuart
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and Sundeen, 1979) suggests that this can be so, and the plethora
of literature on writing care plans and improving nursing records
implies that this is not an uncommon problem.

It may well be that

much more is done by nurses than their notes suggest, and that such
informati on is transmitted verbally.

However, as Stuart and Sundeen

(1979) state, "Nursing goals and actions that are not documented
in writing tend to remain vague and negate the opportunity for
continuity of care."

Since the nursing notes did not indicate that nurses did what the
literature suggests shou ld or could be done with depressed patients ,
it seemed a reasonable next step to determine if they agreed about
what were effective and in effective nursing interventions.

What was

sought was a technique which would give a clear discrimination
between these actions while reducing the possibility of semant i c
ambig ui ty .

Initially the behaviourally anchored rating scale (Smith and
Kendall , 1963) seemed most useful, until it was recognised that the
purpose of "BARS" was to devise an instrument for evaluating performance - to determine who are the 'good' and 'bad' workers.

This was

far beyond the purpose of this study, so Thurstone's method of equal
appearing intervals (Thurstone, 19 29 , in Krech, Crutchfield and
Ballachey, 1962) has been selected instead.

Devised for the measurement of attitudes, this technique could well
be the basis from which BARS has developed, although this is not
recognised in the literature, where generally Flanagan's (1954)
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'Critical Incident Technique' is cited as the precursor.

It

allows for a wide range of actions to be considered and sorted on a
scale by a large sample of nurse 'judges' so that measures of
central tendency, standard deviations and range for each statement
of an action can be computed and items with wide disagreement
discarded.

Items remaining will have high agreement among the nurse

judges as to their effectiveness or ineffectiveness according to
their scale value.

Although Thurstone (op cit) included a final

step of selecting a small numbe r of items spread along the cont inuum
to measure the attitude, for this study this step is not necessary,
since it is the discriminatory portion of the technique that is so
useful here.

The Observation Study
In trying to clarify the method for th e obse rvati on study, difficulties
were encountered in determining what to observe - given tha t t he
observers required specific gu idelines to know what to record.
Use of video equipment as a means was discarded because of the
impr acticabil ity in the situation available, and space pre cluded
having more than one observer at any one time unless only a
specified area, e.g. lounge, dining room, was used for the study .

Goodrich (1959;

in Lindzey and Aronson, 1968 , p. 231) reported

that when observations are made in treatment centres, observers can
heighten paranoia, serve as objects for displacement, or deprive
people of privacy with predictable effects on behaviour.

This

problem, particularly in relation to privacy, was recognised in
determining the design for the observation study and is a major reason
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for the observation with each patient being kept to one threehour period on two separate days.

On balance, it was deemed more

was gained by having one person observing who could move with a
pa tient in a relatively pa ssive and non-participating role than
was lost by lack of control for 'obs erver bias'.

Each patient

would be 'shadowed' within the fourth, fifth or si xth day follo win g
admission.

This condition was imposed to attempt to get patients

at a s imilar stage of illness, given that admission i s tak en as
the point of cris i s from wh i ch active treatment begins, irrespective
of whether or not this adm i ssio n is a pa ti ent ' s fir s t in - care stay.

There are many sources of error that can occur in observing beh~viour .
In adequate content samp li ng;

chance respo nse tendencies;

changes

1n t he environment and changes in the person comprise four of these.
An i dea l observat i onal study would assess reliability in several
ways to ensure a stable phenomenon i s being record ed .

However, the

methodo logy required to implement all of these differen t measures
was not practicable i n this in stance in terms of time, space , or
ma intenan ce of good relationshi ps with people involved.

Inter-

observer agreement of a single event seemed most important because
without this, there is no assurance that any distinct phenomenon is
being preserved in the record (Weick, in Lindzey and Aronson, 1968,
p. 404).

Given that it was not possible to have two observers in

situ at once because of lack of space and intrusion of privacy,
it was seen as imperative in terms of design that the recording chart
constructed provide an explicit and well defined category system to
reduce to a minimum the amount of inference about behaviour required
of the observer.

It was also recognised that there is a limit to the
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detail one can reliably observe and that more was required than a
record of manifest verbal content.

The problem was to devise

a method of observing that ensured appropriate and reliable data
were gathered while ensuring that the amount

of error was reduced

as far as possible

The Recording Chart
A recording chart based on the work of Bales (1950) was devised first
but discarded because not only was it difficult to get observer
reliability in r eco rding, but the informa tion obtained was not
easily analysed in terms of the helplessness/self care framework.
Since an appropriate and reliable observation tool was not found in
the literature, an attemp t was made to devise one using the nurs in g
literature on depressives as a guide to what nursing behaviours one
could expec t to fin d and creating a check li st of these.

An object ive

here was to observe for a wide range of beh av iours and analyse the
finding s from the perspe ctive of nursing for self care rather than
impose the theoret ical framework first and derive the instrument
from it, as it was felt the latter method might unduly limit what
was observed.

However, this proved impractical as behaviours were

mostly complex, creating difficulty where a portion of the specified
behaviour onl y was observed, and because more inference was required
than was acceptable to maintain any reliability.

Also , there was

too much required of the observer in the amount of recorded detail,
so that again reliability was reduced, and lack of contextual information tended to render the information gained less useful in the light
of the specific question about helplessness being asked.
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It was then decided to go back to the theoretical framework and
identify the major simple behavioural acts which it suggested would
or should occur.

This limits the scope of observations, but it

has the advantage of creating a practical observation chart (Appendix
2) and one which provides information that is directly relevant to
the research question.

Some difficulty was encountered in defining an interaction.

There

was no problem with the beginning, since each interaction began when
either a patient spoke or oth erw i se communicated with a nurse or
vice versa.

After some trials it was decided that t he most pract i-

cable solution was that the ending would be taken as the first majo r
natural pause in conversation or activity.

Time sampling also posed problems .

Given that it is not pos sible

economi cal ly or in terms of the time required to cover the whole
range of the unstructured t ime with which this study is concerned , a
selection of observation times were identified as being as represe ntat i ve as possible.

Patient Interviews
In general, patient opinion studies show that patients are most
reluctant to criticise those providing nurs in g care.

Most are

grateful for the care they receive and tend to praise those who care
for them.

Despite the fact that they have legitimate grievances,

patients often hesitate to complain, and comment is often suspect
because of halo effect.

A number of studies have attempted to get

some expression of negative comment, but this has proved difficult
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perhaps because of fear of reprisals.

Nehring and Geach (1973)

suggest a solution in taped interviews.

They state, "Patients

had seemed more conscious of contradictions when using a questionnaire, so that if they had marked one desirable item as having been
given frequently, they tended to check that ALL desirable items had
been given frequently."

It was noted that a tape recorder would

pi ck up qualifying remarks following an initial answer which would
then be available for later analysis.

With the less formal interview, patients seemed more able to say
that in certain respects their care had been excellent, but in
others it had not been as good .

Evasion was common, as in responses

such as "I v,ouldn't expect that, but others might;" in mentioning
failures in nursing care for roommates;

or in shifting responsi-

bility to themselves by stating they hadn't asked for something .
Noted, too, was a great deal of explicit anxiety about being seen
as "picky" or complaining.

Since all statements were recorded in

their entirety, some evidence of patients' doubts, misgivings,
or reasons behind a judgement was gained.

After writing some open-ended questions to provide a structure for
this section of the study three pilot interviews were conducted.
The questions were then reduced to four which seemed to allow maximum
elaboration, and these were written onto a card so the patient could
be shown them when permission to interview was requested (Appendix
3).

It was hoped this would reduce the anxiety evident in the

first two pilot interviews where the patients said afterwards they had
been worried about what might be asked.
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Research Approvals
Having achieved a practicable study design, a research proposal
was submitted and defended before the Massey University Social
Scien ce Faculty Ethics committee.

With approval from this

committee, the proposal was sent to the Ethics committee of the
Hospital Board in whose unit the study was to take place.

Their

reply (Appendix 7) provides some support for the view expressed
in this thesis:
valued.

that nursing care during unstructured ti me is not

The letter states "It ~,ias noted t hat it was proposed to carry

out the study at s uch times during the day when the nurses most
involved with the patients would not be included, it was felt that
this could limit the scope of the study ."

The pa rticul ar unit

employed nurses as "therapists" during the hours of 8.00 a .m. to
5.00 p.m., and pres umably it was felt that these therapy sess ions
were what should have been observed.
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Chapter 7

METHODOLOGY
This descript ive study uses a mo del dep icting helplessness as a
negative "mirror-image" of self care to l ook at nursing practice
with patients who are depressed i n one psychiatric in-care setting .
The major research question is

DOES THE NURSING CARE OF DEPRESSED PATIENTS IN AN IN-CARE
SETTIN G TEND TO SUPPORT BEHAVIOURS INDICATI VE OF PROGRESS
TOWARDS HELPLESSNESS OR ENCOURAGE THOSE WHICH INDICATE
PROGRESS TOWARDS SELF CARE?
To ga in a broad view 1n resear ching this question, spec i fic questions
reflecting three separate perspectives were identified:
1. (a)

Does nursing care of adult pat ients with dep r ession
as obser ve d in prac ti ce i n the unit indicate any
'fit ' with the helplessness/self care mode l descr ib ed?

(b)

If there is a 'fit', does such observed nursing
ca r e tend to fac ilitate progress from helplessness
towards self care?

2. (a)

Is there any agreement among registered nurses
work ing in the unit about what are effective and
ineffective nursing actions with patients who are
depressed?

(b)

Does their view of effective nursing practice 'fit'
with promoting progress towards self care?
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3. (a)

How do patients recognise they are making positive
progress, and do the behavioural changes fit with
progress as the helplessness/self care model would
predict?

(b)

What do patients see as helpful or effective nursing
actions and do th ese 'fit' with the helplessness/
self care mode l?
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The Setting
The setting used for the study is an acute psychiatric unit within
a general hospital.

It has 20 in-care beds, with facilities also

for one fa mily to stay.

(Figure 6)
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Apart from its in-care service, the unit provides a large day and
out-patient service, and patients 'on the books' of the lat ter two
services may come to the unit for su ppor t as required without being
admitted.

Although new patients normally come to the un it via a

general practi tioner or Acciden t and Emergency Department, patients
who are in crisis and are known to the unit can come direct .
Telephone counsellin g is another service offered patients ' on
the books'.

On weekdays, pat ie nts are expected t o be up, was he d and breakfasted
ready for the day's ' structured ' prog ramme which begins at 8. 00 a .m.
and goes through till 5.00 p.m. with group and individual thera py
sessions;

recreation and r es t.

Tea i s served at 5.00 p.m. and

t i me from then is usually un st ructured .

At weekends, pat ie nts are

usually left to wake at le i sure and breakfast is kept until 9 . 30 a .m.,
with people getting it when they des i re .

Everyone is expected to be

up by 10 .00 - 11. 00 a .m., but the day apart from meal times and
visiting t i mes is re la tively unstructured.

Staffing during unstructured time (s ee gl os sa ry, p . xv) usually
comprises 2-3 registered nurses and one or two nurse aids working
under the direction of the registered staff .

Some have psychiatric

registration;

some general;

while others have comprehensive

registration.

Most of these staff work on a part-time basis,

working from 1-5 shifts a week .
psychiatrist on call.
11.00 p.m.;

There is always a consultant

Shifts worked are 7.00 - 3.30 p.m.;

11 .00 p.m. - 7.30 a.m.;

2.30 -
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Nursing staff do not wear uniform and christian names are commonly
used by both staff and patients .

Patients can use kitchen,

bathroom and lc1undry facilities when they wish, and they have
free access to games room and lounge with television.
a mini bus available to take patients on outings.

There is

Although the

unit is cleaned commercially, pat ien ts who are capable are
expected to maintain their bedrooms in reasonable tidin ess .
Th ey are also encouraged to co ntribute towards making morning
and afternoon tea and s upper .
SAMP LE
(a)

ALL nursing staff em pl oyed in the unit during the period of
the study:

N = 28 Registered Staff
10 Nurse Aids .

(b)

ALL patie nts aged 18 and over
( i ) who were admitted to th e unit fr om 17 Augu st 1981 t o 30
November 1981
(ii) AND who, as determined by the Nursing Supervisor or perso n
delegated by hi m, exhibited on admission at least four of
the following eight symptoms indicative of a depressive
episo de:
1.

appetite disturbance with gain or loss of weight

2.

sleep disturbance with either too much or too little sleep

3.

loss of energy with fatigue or tiredness

4.

psychomotor disturbance with either agitation or retardation

5.

loss of interest and/or pleasure in activities and a
decrease in sex drive

6.

self reproach and/or guilt
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7.

decreased concentration and reported inability to think
or make decisions

8.

recurrent suicidal t houghts including wi s hes to be
dead and/or suicidal behaviour

(from Kal kma n and Davis, 1980, 266)
( iii ) AND who agre ed at t he request of the Nursi ng Supe r viso r
hi s de legate to bei ng ' shadowed' as pa rt of this stu dy :
N = 13 .

Time Span
The observa tion s tu dy was co nducted over a 15 week per i od from
17 August t o 30 No vember 1981 .

Interactions within 2 3- hour

periods with eac h pa ti en t were observed , gi ving a total of 74 HOURS
OF OBSERVATIONS .

The sea l ing exerc i se was· comple t ed by al 1 staff betv1een 1-7
December 1981 , while patient interviews were conducted within 2
weeks of discharge from i n- care.

Procedu i·e
(a ) Obs ervati ons of pati ent-nur se inter act i ons i n an i n- care setting
The seque nce of events le adin g t o observation by one of t1-10 tr ai ned
pe ople observin g was:
1,

The Nursi ng Supervisor or his delega t e identified the pati ents
who fit ted the criteria outlined under "SAMPLE " an d r ecorded
which of the criteria were met.

2.

The Nursing Supervisor or his delegate ex plained to the
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patients on thei r third day foll owing admission that there
was a study being don e in the unit t o obtain information
about the nursing care being given to try t o fin d any ways
in which it could be i mp roved.
appreciated.

Their help would be very much

Would they agree to have an observer stay with them

f or three hours, on t wo co nse cuti ve eve nings (or for a Sa tu rday
and Sun day from 7.00 a.m. un ti l 11. 00 a .m. one day and 11.00 a.m .
un t il 2.00 p.m. th e next) - not to talk to them, but just to keep
by at a short di sta nce so that she could record what care the
nurses gave over that t i me pe ri od.
3.

If the ans\ver was "NO", there was no further action .

If "YES "

the Supervisor or delegate t elephoned one of the observers to
let her know there was a pat i ent wi lling to participate who
reached fourth day the following day .

The observer then

decided which evening or weekend days observations would take
place .
The observers were , 1n their preparations , asked to always
1.

introduce themselves to staff and the pa t ient concerned
before commencing observa ti ons

2.

thank both staff and patient for the ir assistance before
they left

3.

expla in that any questions should be directed to t he nurse
resear cher.

ALL nursing staff on the shifts covered were individu al ly told
by the researcher that a study was being carried out on depressed
patients and their care;

that further information at this stage
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might affect their behaviour and t herefore the patient's behaviour,
so their forbearance was asked not to question further .

The

mechanics of the study in terms of sample size and hours of
observation were explained and they were told that the study
would be fully discussed when the observ at ions of all the patients
were over .

Wh il e observations were taking place , staff were

asked to please
1.

acce pt the observer as 'part of the furniture' as far as
possible - not talk to her nor ask what she i s recording

2.

not talk to the patients about the study other than t o say i t
i s good that we get this kind of informa tion (patients have
been told it 1s nurs ing care we are looking at to try to
i mp rove it )

3.

continue in their work as norma l.

4.

Each patient was ' shadowed' only twi ce on the fourth and fifth
or fift h and si xth day after admission at the following times :
Evenings:

5 . 00 - 8 .00 p.m.

and

8 .00 - 11.00 p.m.

Days :

Saturday
7 . 00 - 11.00 a .m. and

Sunday OR
11 . 00 a . m. - 2. 00 p.m .

Public Holiday
5.

A data sheet (see Appendix 2) was provided for the observer
to use in making observations, and recording continued for the
three or four hour period.
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Preparation of observe r s and staff
Two observers, both registered nurses,were orientated to the unit
and then trained to use the chart provided by observing and
recording a series of videotaped interactions.

This was done

to ens ure that in the fi eld exper i ment the observers would mark
categories on the observation chart in a similar way .

Problems

were clarified as they arose, and some adjustments were made to
the chart at this stage to i mprove ease of recording .

After

this training, observers watched a further series of video interact i ons so that a reliabil i ty coefficient could be calculated for
their recording s.

The Pearson correlation coeffic ient calculated was 0.913 (p <. 001).
Th i s is well over the value of 0.8 which is accepted in the testing
literature for reliability coe ffi ci ents (Anastas i, 1976 ) .

The

result of an F test on the same data was insignificant with a
probability of <. 75, indicating that there was no constant differ ence betwee n th e record i ngs of the two observers accounting for
the hi gh correlation.

(b)

Nurse Percep ti ons of Ef f ective and Ineffective Nursing
Interve ntions

A procedure ba sed on the scale devised by Thurstone (1929 in
Krech, Crutchfield and Ballachey, 1962) was used to determine
what nurses thought were effective and ineffective nursing interventions.

Using the recent literature on nursing patients who
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exhibit depressive symptoms, a number of statements of possible
nursing actions were generated.

A study of nursing notes

(unpublished study, Butterfield, 1979) provided a furt he r source
f or statements.

Since the t otal numbe r of statements was high, only

those which co uld be obse rved in practi ce without t oo much
infe rence by observers we re retained .

Sta tements were then sorted by registered nurs in g staff wh o were
asked to rate each on a s ca l e fro m 1 to 8 indicating leas t ef fect i ve
actions to mos t effec tive act i ons .

Since each statement was on a

separate card, it was easy f or nurses to sh i ft these around as they
ran ked other sta t ements and wi shed to re - rank a previously so rt~d
s tatement.

Statement card s had been shuffl ed prior t o placement

in an envelope ready for use, so tha t they were not presented in
nu mer ica l order .
cor:1pleted .

No rankings we re recorded until all sorting was

(Foi· full instru ctions and list of statrnents used , see

Appendix 4) .

Measures of central tendency and a frequ ency distr ibu tion were
compute d for eac h statement across th e samp l e (N

=

21 ) , using th e

pr ocedure "FREQUENCIES" f rom th e Stat istical Package for t he Soc i al
Sci ence s (SPSS) (Nie et al, 19 75) .

Results were examined to

determine which statements showed consistently that they were e ither
effective or ineffective.

Consistency was inferred where the

following criteria were met:
1.

mean, median and mode were all either 7 or 8, indicating
very effective intervention s
ineffective interventions

OR

1 or 2, indi cating
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2.

standard deviation was less than 1.5

3.

range was not more than 4.

Trend s were identified in some other statements where results
showed high agreement but lacked the co nsi sten cy outl ined above .
Relationships be twee n nurse perceptions as indi cated by results
or rankings and the helplessness/s elf care mode l were then
explored and some compar iso ns ma de with results of other s t udies
in the area .

( c)

Patient interviews

After they were discharged, patients from the identified sample were
interviewed about thei r perceptions of the i r progress and their
ca re .

The four questions aske d were :
1.

What are the greates t differences you feel in yourself
from when you came into hospital compared with the way
you feel now?

2.

What kin ds of thin gs let you know in yourself that you
were mak ing progress - that you were getting better?

3.

Think of the person on the nursing staff who helped you
most (no ne ed to mention names).

How was that person

ab le to help you?
4.

Was there anythi ng nurses could have done that woul d have
helped you more?

Information gathered from these interviews was examined for possible
relationships with the helplessness/self care model and was compared
with the results of other studies of patients

1

perceptions of th eir care.
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Chapter 8

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study sought to provide descript ive data relevant to the
question "Does nursing care of depressed patients in an in- ca r e
sett ing tend to support behaviour i nd icative of progress towards
learned helplessness, or does it tend to encourage behaviours which
in dicate progress t ov1ards self-c are?"

Research results are presented in three sect ions, with disc ussion
reflect in g three views of nursing practice .

The first section

details what nurses were observed to do during patient-nurse
in t eractio ns in an in-care setting.

Nurse perceptions as

shown

in results of a sca lin g exerc is e to dete rm in e effective and
ineffect i ve nursing interv en tions then provide informat i on on 1·1hat
nurses in the sample thought should be done in practice.

Fina l ly ,

patients' views of their progress and care prov ide the third
perspective.
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OBSERVATIONS OF PATIENT-NURSE INTERACTIONS
IN AN IN-CARE SETTING

Observations of 186 interactions were carrie d out in 3 hour periods
over 74 hours within a 15 week period.

(For one patient who became

acutely disturbed wh il e being observed, t he per iod was reduced t o
2 hours ) .

The behaviour of 13 depressed pa tients and that of t he

nursin g s taff who intera ct ed wi th them was record ed.

No ne of the

patients were observe d on weekend days , since the grantin g of weeke nd
leave when practicab l e for in-c ar e pat ients prec l uded th i s .

3 pat i ents

had to be dr opped from the sa mp le because their 4th - 6th days fell
over the weekend and they were grante d l eave .

Each of these patients

had been in the unit as in -patients before .

Eight patients refused to participate in the study , and one reason
suggested to account for t hi s was that most of these patients were
more depressed than whose who agreed to being 'shadowed' , - that
perhaps th ese pat i ents mi ght have agreed t o partic i pate at a later
stage of their in- care stay .

However, the restriction of observations

to between 4th and 6th day s was adhered to, since it had been set as
a practicable, albeit not infallible me thod of attempting to have
patients at a sim ilar stage of illn ess .
analysis, may in fact

The refusals, in the final

have been a factor which determined this just

as much as the arbitrary decision of x days af ter admission.

It was noted by the nursing supervisor that 20 - 25 patients also met
the criteria but could not be included because they were grossly
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psychotic and he felt it would not have been therapeutic to have an
observer with them, nor could they have given informed consent for
observations.

Biographical Data
It is the INTERACTIONS which are the focus of this study, not the
patients.

However, brief biographical and contextual data are

important to provide some feeling for the mi lieu in which int eractions took place.

Nurses:

Biographical details of the registered nursing staff were

as f ollows :

7 staff were ma le and 14 female.

Of the 12 staff who held a psych iatri c qual ificati on, 7 had psyc hiatric
registration and 5 a comprehensive registration .

9 staff were

registered general nurses who had no psychiatric qual ific ation.

5 staff had registered since 1975, 1 between 1970 and 19 74, and 12
prior to 1969.

(Missing data = 3).

15 staff had worked in a psychiatric setting for more than five
years, 3 of these for more than twenty years.

Nurse aids were included in this portion of the study since they form
part of the nursing staff and work under the direction of registered
staff.

Like the registered staff who became involved in the

observation section of the study by virtue of being rostered on
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evening or wee kend shifts, most of the aids worked part-time,
one or two evenings a wee k.

Many were concurrently stu dyin g at

university, most commonly within th e soci al science f aculty.
N = 10:

- 6 fe male, and 4 male.

Patie nts : Of t he 13 pat i ents 's had owed ', 2 \vere ma l e an d 11
fema l e , wi t h ages rang in g fr om 19 - 65 .

3 patien t s wer e s in gl e

and 10 married.

4 pat i ents we re cited as havi ng no religion, 4 Roma n Catholic ,
2 Presbyterian, 1 Angl i can , and 2 "other " with no further information given.

1 of the sample was Maori and 12 European, - t his r easonably
reflecti ng t he statistical pro port i ons for the urban area inv olved
as shown in the 1976 New Zealand census informa t i on , where Moa ri s
compr i sed 4. 3% of the to tal populat ion .

6 patients had r eceived previo us psychiatric care at the unit with
4 be i ng adm itted fr om curre nt outpatient status .

7 had been admitted

for the fi rs t ti me for psych i at ri c care .

3 pa ti ents were gi ven El ectro - co nvul s ive the r apy (ECT) dur i ng t heir
in-care s t ay.

Admission Data:
To become part of the sample, pati ents had t o exhibit on admission
at least 4 out of 8 criterion behaviours identified as typifying
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a depressive episode by Kal kman and Davis (1980, 266).

Table 3

shows how many patients in the sample exhibited each of these
behaviou rs .

TAB LE 3

Numbers of Patients exhibiting specific
Criterion Behaviours on Admi ss ion
(N = 13 )

No. of Patients

Cr iter ion Beha viou rs
Appetite Disturbance with weight change
Slee p Dist urbance

8

10

Loss of Energy with fa tigue

7

Psychomoto r Dis t urbance

8

Loss of Interest/Pleasure in activities/sex
Self reproach and/or Guilt

11

5

Decereased concentration and inability to
make decisions

13

Recurrent su i cidal thoughts and/or behaviour

10

On l y one patient exh ibi ted all 8 criterion behav i ours on admission ,
and the mode was 5 behaviours.

The only criteri on behaviour exhibited by all patients in t he sam ple
is the decreased concen t ration and inability to make decisi ons .
This provides an indication of 'fit' with the helplessness process
(p. 50) s ince it is the one criterion that relates specifically
to the learned helplessness model .

Others do relate, 'of course,

but not to any greater extent than they do to, for exampl e, a
bio chemical or psychoanalytic model.
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This sample was selected on the basis of behaviours observed, not
according to diagnostic labels.

However, the diagnoses assigned

each patient were noted as is shown in Table 4 .

(The patient with

Tardive Dysk i nesia was also diagnosed as having Psychotic Depression).

TABLE 4

Provisional Diagnoses given Patients
in the Sampl e
(N = 13)

No . of Patients

Di ag nos is
Man ic-depress ive Il lne ss: Circular type

l

Bipola r Affective Di sorder

1

Psychotic Depression

3

Tardive Dyskinesia

1

Agitated Depression

1

Depress i on

5

Schizophrenia

1

Personality Disorder with Depression

1

The low number of patients with a diagnosis other than some form of
Depression as defin ed in the WHO International Classification
(WHO, 1977) is, perhaps, surprising.

Patients who are given a

diagnosis of schizophrenia, for example, not uncommonly exhibit
depressive behaviours.

Since the criteria for admission to the

sample were behavioural, it was thought that a wider range of diagnoses
could have been included.

However, the 20 - 25 psychotic patients

earlier mentioned as being omitted from the sample for ethical and
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therapeutic reasons

probably account for the lack of such

diagnoses in the sample.

Duration of In-care Stay and Follow-up Arrangements
The range of the time spent in in-care was from 9 days to 79 days .
Four patients were discharged within 3 weeks and a further four
within 7 weeks.

Two patients were in hospital longer than 9 weeks.

It cou ld be inferred that some patients were more seriously ill
than othe rs and that this would account for the discrepancy in
l ength of in-care stays .

However, from information gained on the

unit, it seems likely that other f actors such as ge ogra phic di s tanc e
of home from the unit;

the home background and availabl e s up port

for the patient on discharg e ;

and the ide ol ogy of th e particular

ps ychiatris t t reating that patient v1ere largely respons i bl e .

The fact that 6 of the pati ents in the sample wer e disch arged t o
out patient care, 3 to day-patient care, and 1 to the halfway house
operated by the unit indicates that most patients were be in g discharged
probably as soon as acute symptoms subsided and functioning improved
to the point at which they no longer required 24 hour care .

One

patient who was observed early in the study was discharged to daycare but had to be readmitted 3 weeks l ater , when she was again
observed for this study as another admission .

Another patient also

in the study sample was readmitted within the time span of the study
but was not eligible for observations the second time round beca use
she went on weekend leave at the time when observations would have
taken place.

These examples support the idea of 24 hour in-care
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status mostly being reserved for crisis care.

Only 3 patien ts

were discharged back to the care of their usual General Practitioner.

The Context
The 'pace ' of the unit flu ctu ates .

As pre viousl y mentioned (p . 67)

when des cribin g the setting for thi s study , there a re usu ally
4 - 5 staff on during the evenings and weekends (2 - 3 r eg i stered
s taff and 1 or 2 nurse aids).

Catering for th e whole range of

acute psychiatric care means that at any one time the patient load
may include anorexic patients on behavioural programmes requiring
very co nsist ent and ti me consuming management , as well as psychotic
patients , any one of whom may suddenly need total commitment from
one staff membe r for a pe r iod of time .

Additional to thi s are the

variable demands placed upon staff by the provis i on of a telephone
counselling se rvic e for pat i ents , not currently in in - care but
known to the unit, who may be suffering some cr1s1s ; wh o r eq uire
i nformation about effec ts of medication;
relatives not knowing what to do to help.

or who have conce rned
Such patients can also

vi sit the unit if in need of social or emot i ona l support or med ication .

Outside of 8.00 a .m. to 5.00 p.m., a record is kept of telephon e
work and visits by patients to the unit and a survey of this book
over the time span of the observation study indicated that, on
average, 4 - 5 patients or their relatives had been given counse l
over the telephone each day .

12 calls were recorded on 3 occasions -

these calls all being over and above normal enquiry work.

Since

there is no receptionist outside of 8 .00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m., nursing
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staff must cope with this work as well .

In contrast, on some

occasions only 1 or 2 calls were re corded.

Outpatients coming in to the unit for medications,

support or

soc i alisati on outside 8 .00 - 5 . 00 p.111 . numbe red 3 - 5 on average on
weekdays , but increased to up to 16 on some weekend days .

Not all

of these people would have required much nursing time, but the extra
demands must reduce the availability of staff t o in-patients.

This information i s supported by comme nt s from both observers wh o
spoke of the greatly fluctuating nature of the patient care needs .
On bu sy nights they felt pat i ents who were not overtl y distress ~d
got less attention.

Unless patients soug ht he l p, staff ten de d to

l eave them alon e alth ough on some occasions the observers felt
patien ts' beha viou r indi cated they needed attention .

However, the

demands of other patients were highly vi sible to all , and bo t h
ob serve rs and pat i ents commented that sometimes the nurses ju st had
so muc h to do it was not possible to spend time with everyone .

One of the areas of intervention identified 1n the chapter on nursing
care was that of observation and assessment (p. 30).

These concepts

are basic to nursing in any situat ion and in this instance it would
have been useful to know what kind of observations were being made and
how priorities were assessed.

However, any such judgements by the

observers could only be inferred from observation and because asking
the nurses what they were observing and what assessments they were
making would have confounded the rest of the study, this area has
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not been included in this study.

Its importan ce would sug ge st that

a separate study relatin g to ob servation and assessment alone would
yi eld profitable information.

Over all, observer s commen te d very pos i t ivel y on the wa rd at mosphere .
It 'felt' very friendl y and v, arm.

St aff seemed ea sy t o app r oa ch and

appea re d mostl y to be fairly readil y availabl e .

It was s ugg ested

t hat t he t imes when they appeare d l eas t availa bl e were when t he un it
was not so busy and t here was a t end ency for staff t o gather in the
off ice t o cha t.

This was al so ment i oned by a number of pat i ents who

commen t ed tha t they fo und it mo re difficult to app roach staff when the r e
was more tha n one and they were t alk i ng toget her .

The support and help given by fellm·J pa tients 1r1as said by the observers
to be tremendo us .

They v1ere in a position as 'part of the furniture'

to hear pat ients ta l k about their proble~s to other patients.

Often

it was after such a ta l k that a pat i ent would approach a nurse about
the problem just discussed , - somet i mes at the di rect suggestion of
the other pa t ient , e . g. "You shou l d tell the nurse about that . "

It

was noted that , in general , the nursing staff we r e highly spoken of
amon gst the patien ts .

Pati ent Activiti es Ob served
Although the focus of observations was on inte ractions be t ween patient
and nursing s taff, patient behaviours between intera cti ons were also
recorded to provide contextual information.
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13 patients were observed, but of these 1 exhibited in creasingly
disturbe d beha viour to the extent that it was felt necessary to
disco ntinue observations in her interests after 2 hours.
were observed for 2 3-hour periods:

All others

one from 5.00 - 8.00 p.m ., the

other from 8 .00 - 11.00 p.m.

The evening meal was served at 5.00 p.m., and in most instances ,
patients were in the dinin g room at least until 5. 15 p.m.

Visit in g

hour s were from 7 . 00 p. m. to 8.00 p.m. , and of the 13 patients
ob serv ed , 8 had visitors for that hour on t he night of observat i on.
All were left with their vi s itors for that time, but there was
conta ct with staff as vi s itors came and went .

Contrary to what

nu rses i ndicated they bel i eved was effective nurs ing action (p . 106)
they did not talk wit h patients and their vis i tors together .

Television watching was the D0s t comn1o n pa tient activity re co r ded,
with on ly 2 patients not spending time in this manner .

These same

2 patie nts were a l so reco rded, along with 3 othe rs, as having spent
some t i me alo ne ( i. e . more than 20 minutes) during the evening .
One of the 2 spent most of the evening in bed , and th e s econd had
retired to bed by 9. 00 p. m.
scrabble, cards, or pool;

Other activities in cluded play in g
sitting chatting with other patients;

or assisting with making supper and odd drinks.

6 of the patients

had retired to bed to sleep by 9.00 p.m. and only 3 were s till up
when observations ceased by 11.00 p.m.

From this information it

seems hardly surprising that early morning waking is a common
symptom of depression.
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All patients attended to their own physical needs and these act ivites
were performed alone without interaction with staff.

This contrasts

somewhat with th e earlier suggestion of the unit being used for
'crisis care ', since on that basis, one would expect patients to be
having difficulty in these areas so soon after admission.

Again, the

suggested rea so n for this is that the more depressed patients did not
be come part of the sample, either becaus e they could not or would
not consent to participating in the study .

INTERACTIONS OBSERVED
A tota l of 186 interaction s were observed to occur between the
patients being 'shadowed ' and a member of nursing staff over the
74 hours.

Recordings were discontinued after 2 hours with one

pat ient who became overtly disturbed .

The length of interactions

varied from a few seconds to 12 minutes.

Registered staff interacted with patients in 146 (78 . S¼)of the
total interactions observed.

33 recordings (1 8;6) shO\'led interactions

with nurs e aids, while in 7 instances (3 .5%) it was not recorded
which category of staff was involved.

Relevant to this v1as the

comment of one observer that the aids seemed to spend a lot of time
with the anorexic patients and in activities with the more active
patients.

One reason suggested to account for this was tha t aids

could be gi ven specific instructions as to what they should do with
the anore xic patients since their care was always clearly specified,
and with the more active patients they could easily spend time
profitably.

It is not known whether aids were instructed to spend
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their time with specific patien t s, in which case registered

staff

may have chosen t o care for the overtly less we l l patients
th ems elves.

Pl ace :

A ma jo r ity of interac t i ons (36% ) took place in the lounge.

A fu r ther 28% were recorded as ha ppe nin g in the patient's bedroom,
and most interaction s where feelings were discussed took pl ace there .
Th i s seems reasonable when one cons id ers the functions of each pla ce
and the rela tiv e privacy of each .

As would be expec te d, a number of interactions occur red in the dining
room durin g the evening mea l ( 13%) .

The corr i dor was the place where

16% of interact i ons occ urred - most of them social chat in passing .

Posture :

The posture of the nurse in relation to that of the pat i ent

was seen as relevant to determine whether patient and nurse are often
on 'equal terms' i'ihen interact i ons take place.

A.s noted (p. 14)

therapeutic communication may be diff i cult to achie ve \'<'hen the nurse
is perceived as dominant in the i nteraction

Obse r vers therefore

recorded whether nurses ma intained a 'dominant ' posture by stand ing
while the pa ti ent sat or lay down, or if the reve r se occurred.
Table 5 shows the bas ic posture held by nurses and pat ients during
intera ctio ns .
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TABLE 5

Basic Posture Held by Nurses and Patients in Interact ions
As a Percentage of Total Inte ractions
N = 186

POSTURE

% of INTERACTIONS

(rounded to nearest whole No . )
Nurse and Patient both standing
or s itting

59

Patient stands while Nurse sits

6

Nurse stands while Patient sits
or lies dovm

35

100

It was al so recorded t hat nurse or patient cha nged posture dur ing
the interaction in 6 . 75% of instan ces 1-1hen they v1ere not on "equ al"
terms at the beginning.

In well over half of the i nteractions

observed , t he n, patient and nurse appeared to be in a position where
body posture \'1ould indicate that neither party in the interaction
was dominant .

Of course, many other factors contribute to the

dimens i on of dominance - tone of voice, attitudes, values, gest ure s
for example, but aside from thes e issues, it would be diffi cu lt to
even begin to talk as 'partn ers' if a dominant body posture were to
set the tone of the interaction from the start.

Touch:

Touch has been recognised in much of the literature as being

therapeutic for the depressed, (e.g. Stuart and Sundeen, 1979;
Burgess, 1981) and it seems relevant in relation to patient selfimage in terms of being "untouchable."

\.Jhile it was not possible with

the other demands upon the observer to ask for more than whether or
not there was any action resulting in physical contact between
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patient and nurse, it was felt that it would be worthwhile to
establish the number of times touch was recorded in relation to t he
total number of interactions.

At le ast it is an indicator of

proximity in interaction, particularly where there is no task
involvin g phys ical co ntact between pat ien t and nurse.

Touch was noted to occur in 12% of total interactions in t his study.
Of this figure, one patient accounted for 9.5% of the instances
of touch occurring.

Both observers commented independently on what th ey felt was a lack
of physical contact by nurses with patients being shadowed wher~,
1n their opinion, pat i ents could have considerably benefited fro m
this .

It was also noted that with the on e patient who was t ouched,

it was one particular staff member who did the touching, and that
th e patient resp onde d positivel y to this, seem ing to re l ax an d ca l m
after being touched , even briefly.

Co~nents from observers indicated

that, with a few exceptions , staff generally did not get phys ically
close to other patients either.

They did not think that the patients

being 'shadowed' were treated any different ly from other pat i ents
in the ward.

Availability
Throughout this thesis the concept of availability has been given
prominence as a vital component of nursing care (pp. 35-37).

Over th e

74 hours of observations with 13 patients, a total of 186 interactions
between staff and the patients being shadowed were recorded.
these were of short duration, - some only seconds.

Many of

Despite the
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perceived approachability of the staff by both observers and
patients, such a small number of interactions over the time span
involved does not indicate that these particular patients had much
personal contact with nursing staff, and this calls staff availability into question.

The presence of the observer may have

inhibited interactions but it is felt that this alone does not
satisfactorily account for t he low contact.

Other factors which

would affec t this included visitors , and the time the patient went
to sleep, but even taking these into account, it is su gges ted that
despite comme nts indicating staff were app roachable, they ofte n were
not available.

The adequacy of staff :patient ratios would also have

to be cons idere d here.

Patients in this s tudy apprec i ated nurses spend i ng time with them
1vhen they fe 1t dovm ( p. 123), and the nurses in the sample believe
it is a sood thing to do so (p .107).

\•/hen obse r ved i n pr2.ctice it

wa s f ound that nurses did spend time with patients when they were
exhib iti ng depressive behav i ours .
(N

=

10% of to tal interactions observed

186) involved just such situations .

Further, every instance

(100%) of overt depressive behaviour such as crying resulted in
attracting nurse time .

On only one occasion (0.5%) did the nurse

stay briefly, but tell the patient when she would return, and this
occurred when the unit was very busy with the nurse being required
to man the office for telephone calls, visitors etc .

It could not,

therefore, be suggested that such "ministrative availability" (Schmidt,
1972, see glossary) was kno\<1ingly used as it could be in such situations.
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Nursing Approach
The kin d of nursing approach could affect patient self-image by
indicating that the patient was,for example, incapable of performing
tasks or not abl e to make decisions,and could certa inly assist in
identifying when self-image was unrealistic.

Necessarily the

approach will affect the course of the interaction and thus the
patient-nurse relationship and its therapeutic value .

Categories re co rded to give information about the kind of nursing
approach used included
whether the nurse performed a task for th e patient during

1.

th e i nteraction
2.

who initiated conversation and whether th is involved
informat ion about personal or non-personal things; or
about feelings

3.

Tasks:

t he kinds of ques ti ons nurses used - open or closed .

In 13% of total intera ct ions (N

task for the pat i ent .
giving medications .

=

186) nurses perfo r me d a

Thes e ranged from taking blood press ures to
Interactions were not prolonged after the task

\vas completed.

Conversation:

The range of content of conversation in interaction

observed in this study covered much social chat related to dining,
television, or other activity in which either patient or nurse were
engaged;

some sharing of informatio n about home, family, animals,

garden etc;
feelings.

and occasionally some conversation about the patient's
Nurses' feelings were never discussed.

53% of interactions
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involved conversation about non-personal things.

Conversation was initiated by nurses in 61% of interactions;
patients in 31 %;

by

and in 8% anoth er patient initiated bu t drew in

both the patie nt bein g "shadowed" and a nurse .

Informat ion:

Nurses gave information in 32! of intera ctions, whereas

they asked the patient for information in 6m; .
asked by nurses, (N

=

Of the questions

127) 63% were 'closed ' thus reducing the likely

ansvJer to a "Ye s " or "No" or at best a very short reply .

In 18;; of

th ese instances nurses continued to question further with in the same
intera ction , stil l using closed questions .

Th es e do not encourage

any elaborat ion and are cons idered less helpful in establishing the
rapp ort necessary for development of a therapeut ic relatio nship than
are 'open' questions .

Asking ope n questions suggests that the questioner is rea lly
interested in the reply:

the question has been asked in such a way

that more than a brief reply i s expected .

This assists in leading

to the sharing of information, ide as, opinions and feelings
(Sorensen and Luckmann, 1979).

Nurses in this study used open

questions in 37% of interactions .

Powell (1969) has suggested that there are five levels of communication:

(1) cliche conversation,

personal ideas and judgements,
communication.

(2) reporting facts,

(3) sharing

(4) sharing feelings, and

(5) peak

Parkinson (in Sorensen and Luckmann, 1979, 39),
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elaborates on the relevance of th es e fo r nur se-pati ent rel ati ons hips
and suggests that cli ch~ convers at i on may be em pl oyed t o he lp
establi sh trust.

However, it is r eally onl y at th e third le ve l

wh ere some s harin g of self is taking pla ce that i t can be assumed
some tr ust has bee n deve l oped i n t he r e la t i onsh i p.

In te r persona l

trust and s ecur i ty are neces sa ry co nditions for the sha ri ng of
f ee l ings t o oc cu r and th e nurse can hel p bui ld su ch a cl i mate by
(a) being a r eal per son hers e lf (ge nuin enes s) ;
for the pat i ent (non-possess i ve v1armth) ;

(b) ca rin g v1arm l y

and (c) attempting to

understand him accurately (accurate empathy) .

Peak commun i cation,

or a sens e of 'oneness' is achieved by fe\v and even then for only
short periods of t i me .

Feelings :_ Fee li ngs v1ere discussed in 21:= of total interactions and,
as noted previously , these were always those of the pa tient .
did not discuss their own feelings with the patients .

Nurses

Neith er

Powe l l nor Pa r ki nson clarify whether the sharing they speak of should
i nclude only the patient's feelings.

Ujhely ( 196 8 , 762) infers that

in most instances t his i s appropriate - "A nurse is entitled to have
feelings, regardless of what nature , toward a patient.

We are not

necessa r i l y entitl ed , howev er , t o exp r ess these feelings ope nl y to
hi m. " Saupe (197 4) , howe ver, i s ex pli cit in he r be l ief th at a lthough
a nurse may not be comforta ble exp r essin g he r fee lin gs to a pati ent,
both pati ent and nur s e can grow f rom th e ex perien ce if sh e does.

Validating feelings is very important if the nu r se is not to make
unwarranted and possibly inaccurate assumptions, and in 45% of instances
where feelings were di scussed in this study, these conve r s ations ensued
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because nursin g staff had checked out with the patient what they
thought he might be feeling.

Patient Response to the Nursing Approach :

Content of patient

conversations in interactions comprised 21% about their feel in gs ;
16.5% about themselves as peop l e;

and a large component, 62 . 5%,

about topics that were entirely impersonal.

These results, combined

with detail on the records, indic ate that most communication was
occurr in g at Pmvell ' s ( 1969) levels of cliche conversation and
reporting facts .

There was little to sugg es t much development of

pat i ent- nurse relationships based on the concepts of nurse genuine ness, non - possessive warmth and accurate empathy, - all of which
depend basicall y on the prior concept of availability .

Patient-initiated Activity:

One of the factors identified in the

helplessness proc ess i s the failure to i11ii::ia te active responding ,
while the opposite is true of the self care process .

As already

noted, patients initiated conversa ti on in 31% of interactions.
All patients ' shadowed ' cared for themselves in relation to persona l
needs for hygiene, sleep , food etc . indi cating that the level of
depression across the sample was not extreme.

Asid e from such

personal activities, re cordings indicated a low level of pat i entinitiated activity un less one classed watching television in this
cate gory.

The feeling of observers was that in many ins t ances this

was very passive, - sometimes even j ust a 'front' to appear occupied
until the patient went to be d .

Patient-i nit iated activity within

interactions with nursing staff oc curred in 6.5% of total interactions.
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These activities included reading;

completing a jigsaw;

and

preparing drinks or food for supper.

Nurse Res ponse:

It was noted that in 50% of the interactio ns

within which pa ti ents initiated activity nurses did not comment at
al l or seem to acknowl edge th is fact .

In 33%, there was acknow -

ledgement, but in only 16 . 5% was pos itive comment made.

The lack of positive reinforcement to patients 1n the study given
by nurses was commented on by both observers.

One sa i d she often

wi s hed she had been ' shadowing' an anorexic pat ient as t hen she
could have recorded plenty of instances of posit iv e reinforcemerit
be in g given .

When asked if it was felt that the observers themselves

were the inhibitors in relation to patients in the study, the op ini on
of observers 1vas that this ,vas doubtful .

Certainly their presence

in the lounge , for example, did not inh ib it pos iti ve re inforce me n~
being given the anorexic patients in that room, nor did they feel
the patients they ' shadowed' were treated any differently fr om th e
majo rity of other pat i ents .

Anorexic patients in the unit are all

on behaviou r mod ifi cation programmes, with nursing actions and
resp onses t o specific behavi ours being clea r ly specified,and this
results in positive reinforcement being given consistently.

De sp ite

the need for consistent positive reinforcement in the ca re of
depressives, there was no indication of such an approach with this
group.
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Motivation and Goal Setting
Nurse behaviours relevant to supporting patient motivation and goal
setting were very few.

It has been noted (Ka l kman and Davis, 1980)

that individual motivators can be used to ass i st the patient to
progress.

In this study, in 1.67% of i nteractions, nurses tried to

assist patients to identify things they liked or that t ended to
result in their behaving in specific way s .

In 0.5% of interactions,

a nur se used a known patient mo tivator t o ass i st a pati ent to participa t e in a s pec ifi c ac tivity.

Goal setting , t oo , i s noted in Kalkman and Davis (1980, 279) to be
of value to pat i ents in spec ifying the expectations they have f or
themselves , and in providing a sense of achievement and pride at
having me t the requirements set .

"Feel i ngs of control and security

are fostered when i ndividuals take an active role i11 formulating their
pl ans for the immediate future and when they know what is expected
of them by others i n the environment . "

In 1% of in te racti ons , nur ses assisted patients with goal sett i ng in both instances very short-term and easily achievabl e goa ls f or
which po sitive reinforcement was given when they were met .
set goals for the patients in 1.5% of interactions.
were not met .

Nurses

Thes e goa ls

The number of instances here is too small to generalise,

but it would be interesting at a later stage to develop a study in
this area to determine what percentage of goal achievement occurs
when goals are set with the patient or~ the patient compared
with goals being set by the nurse.
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Decision Making
Difficulty in making any decision is an identified step in the helplessness model while decision-making is a crucial factor in selfcare.

Good decision maki ng is based on adequate informa ti on and 17%

of interactions comprised patients seek ing information fr om nurs in g
s taff, indicatin g that even th ough active decision making beh aviours
were low (3%) patients were at a stage in their recovery where
the prereq uisite behav i ours were becom in g apparent.

In 3% of inter-

actions nurses set up decisions for patien t s t o make , and on each
occ asion the pati ent did so.

However, in 2% of interacti ons, nurs es

ma de decisions for the pat i ent without any di scuss i on or i nput from
the patient.

Summary
Observat i ons of 186 interactions betwee n depressed patients and
nurs ing sta ff were recorded over 74 hours .

Conversation in i nte r-

actions with staff tended to most common l y reflect i mpersona l topics .
Patients' feelings we re discu sse d with them by s t aff who did try to
validate what they thought pat ients mig ht be f ee lin g.

The feelings

of staff were never mentioned and the question of wheth er or not
thi s would be appropriate was raised .

Touch between patients and

staff was rarely observed.

Gross body posture observed during interactions did not suggest that
nurses took dominant positions in these.

However, results indicate

that nursing care observed in this study in relation to motivation,
goal setting and decision making could be serving to reinforce
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patients' beliefs that they have no control over outcomes.

Such a

nursing approach conflicts with that which a self care model would
prescr ibe, since the nurse is taking on greater compensatory responsibilities than are required , thus tend in g to reinforce helpl es s
behavi ours .

Positive act i on by patients themselves ga in ed very littl e recognition
from nursing staff who were no t observed to spend time with pat ients
who were exhib iti ng occasional independent and coping beha vio urs.
There was , therefore, littl e evid ence of pos itiv e reinforcement for
non-depressive behaviours .

It was noted that time WAS spent with

patients who were clearly coping well , although non e of these were
in this study sample .

It was suggested to observers that possibl y

patients in the samp le t en ded to alienate themselves (see glossary ,
p. xiii) as Carser and Do ona (197 8) note depressed people may.

Ho\'1ever ,

the observers did not support this sug ges tion and neither did their
rec ords of patients' behaviour, unless one interprets reti r ing
early to bed as an example of alienat i ng behaviour.

In contrast to care gi ven some ot her patients, notably those who were
anorexic, little consistency was noted in the approach of staff to
patients in the samp le.

The fluctuating pace of the unit, and the

highly visible demands of some other patients were noted to affect
the access patients had to staff.

In general, the atmosphere was

felt to be warm and pleasant and staff were said by observers to
appear very approachable.

However, the small number of interactions

recorded over the 74 hours of observations does suggest that staff
may not be as available as they seem.
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NURSE PERCEPTIONS OF EFFE CTIVE A~D INEFFECTIVE
NURSING INTERVENTIONS

21 Registered staff of a total 28 working in the unit agreed to
complete the scaling exerc i se , details of which are given in
Appendix 4, (pp.157-9) .
deta iled on p. 77 ) .

Biographica l details of staff have been

The sample represents 75% of the total

r eg istered sta ff on the unit

(N

=

21).

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics of the responses to each statement are given
in Append i x 5 (p.163) .

8 statemen ts fell within the criteria

id en tifi ed as inferri ng cons i stency .
1.

These were that

mean, med ia n and mode were all either 7 or 8, indicat in g
ve1·y effective interventi ons

OR

l or 2 , indicating

ineffective in terventions .
2.

standard deviati on was less than 1.5 .

3.

range was not more than 4 .

Statement 33
GIVES SIMPLE, DIRECT INFORMATION ABOUT THE EFFECT OF DRUGS OR ECT
Table 6 present statistics describing responses by registered staff
to this statement.
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TABLE 6

Frequency Distribution of Responses to Statement 33
given by Registered Staff
(N = 21)
Ran k

Absolute
Frequency

Cumulative
Adjusted Frequency

6

3

14.3

7

7

47.6

8

11

100

Tnt~l

The mode for this statement was 8, t he mean 7.38 and the median
7.54.

Standard deviation was 0.74 and the range 2.

Respons es here demon s trate th at these staff be li eve it is important
for the pati ent t o have information about the effect of dru gs and
electro-convulsive therapy (ECT ) and that they see it as a nu r s i ng
fun ct i on to prov i de such in forma ti on.

Kal kman and Davis (19 80), empha s ise a need for simple, direct
i nformation, especially regarding the practical aspects of his
illness that cause the patient concern - not just relating to the
effect of drugs or ECT, but also regarding expectat i ons of his
behaviour;

prognosis, possible loss of employment, home respo nsi -

bilities and so on.

In thisstudy, each of these kinds of information was put in a separate
statement (statements 30 - 34} and results indicate a clear trend
towards all of them being seen as effective actions (see Table 7),
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although these other statements did not demo nstrate the amount of
consistency seen in statement 33 .

It is suggested that some ki nd s

of information are seen as more i mportant for the nur se to discuss
with the pat i ent.

The effects of drugs and ECT and expectat ions of

patient behaviour gain the most con sisten t hi gh rankings, wi th
talking about home responsibilities being ranked as le ss effective.
The range of results for statemen t s 30 ; 32 and 34 i ndicates that
some staff have diffe ri ng views of the effectiveness of these
particular inter vention s.

TABLE 7

Statistics describing Responses by Reg i s t ered Staff to
(N = 21)
Statements 30 - 34.
Mean

Median

Mode

Std . nev.

Ranr1e

30 Home Responsibilitie ~

5. 45

5 . 50

6.0

1.84

7 .0

31 Expectations of his
behaviour

6 . 38

6 .62

8 .0

i. 53

4.0

32 Patient's Prognosis

5. 76

5.87

8.0

1. 97

6.0

34 Employment Prospects

5. 50

5.70

6.0

1. 73

5.0

Statement
Gives s i mple, direct
informat i on about

As noted (p. 92) , nurses observed were seen to off er such information,
and patients state they apprecia t ed having it (p .1 25) .

In this

instance , then, this study demo ns t rates support for what is suggested
in the literature .

In relat i on to the helplessness/self care mode l,

such informat i on wo uld be seen as vital to the learning process and
subsequent decisi on maki ng which are identified as key components.
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Statement 97
DISPLAYS CALM CONF I DENCE IN INTERACT ION WITH PATIENT

TABL~

Frequ ency Distribution of Responses to Statement 97
giv en by Registered Staff
(N = 21)
Rank

Absolute
Frequency

Cum ulative
Adjusted Frequency

6

3

14.3

7

4

33.3

8

14

100.0

Total

21

The mode for this statement was 8 , the mean 7.52 and the median
7.75.

Standard deviation was 0 . 75 and the rang e 2 .

As Kalkman and Davis (1980, 27 8) note "Only a calm person can
effectively assist an anxious patient . " Anxiety i s not at all
unco~Tio n in depressed patients and it seems nurses in this sample are
in agreement v1ith the need identified in the literature for a calm,
confident approach .
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Statement 82
ASSISTS PATIENT TO SET REALISTIC SHORT-TE RM GOALS FOR HIM/HERSELF

TABL E 9

Frequency Distributi on of Responses to Sta temen t 82
giv en by Registered Staff (N = 21)
Rank

Absolute
Freque ncy

Cu mulat iv e
Adju s t ed Frequency

5

1

4. 8

6

3

19. 0

7

7

52 .4

8

10

100.0

Total

21

The mode for t his statement was 8, the mean 7.23 and the median 7.42 .
Standard deviation was 0 .88 and the range 3.

"Goals that are i mpossible to achieve before discharge are
di scouraging to both patients and nursing staff .

Including indiv i-

duals in plann in g their nurs ing care is an edu cat i onal experience
that in creases the ir sense of per sona l respons i bility and self es teem ."

(Kalkman and Da vi s, 1980, 277).

Support for this view is cl ear from the respon ses of staff in the
unit used in this study.

However, as has been noted (p. 96) examples

of this kind of nursing behavi our during th e period of observation
in the unit were very few.

Although the staff clearly believe this

is a good thin g t o do, there was little evidence of th eir carrying
it out in practice.
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Statement 78
GIVE S RE ALITY FE EDBACK

TAB LE 10 Frequency Di str i but i on of Responses to Statement 78
given by Registered Sta f f (N = 21)
Rank

Abs olute
Frequency

Cum ulat i ve
Adj usted Freq uency

5

2

9.5

6

3

23.8

7

4

42 .9

8

12

Total

21

100 . 00

The mode for this statement was 8 , the mean 7.23 and the median
7. 62 .

Standard deviation 1va s 1. 04 and the i·ange 3.

Most depressed patients have a di sturbed sense of self - esteeG and
the following are among the interventions described by Kalkman and
Davis (1980 , 280) to meet the nu r sing object i ve of increasing the
pa ti e nt' s self-esteem .
"When i nd i vidu a l s make derogatory comments about themselves or
un r ea li stic ally posi ti ve pra i ses of themselves, point this
behaviour out and ex pla i n that th e t en dency se rv es to bl ock
communication.
Place limitations upon individual s ' co nversa tion reg arding
failures .

Suggest th at they tal k f ur t her wi t h thei r thera pis t

regarding these issues .
of t he here and now.

Focus the nursin g interaction up on events
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Provide honest, objective feedba ck about the patients'
present appraisal of th eir feelings and behaviour."

Althou gh sca ling would have to be done for each of these statements,
the simple principle "Gives reality f eedback " is in herent in each ,
and again support for this concept as being basic t o good nursing
intervention with depressed patients is evidenced in results from
the study sample.

These results are also co nsistent with th ose of

Gardner and Wheeler (1981) who fo und that nurses in th eir sample
believed that "pointing out reality to pat i ent" was important in
med i ca l, surgica l and psychiatric areas.

Statement 62
TALKS WITH PATIENT AND VIS ITORS

TABLE 11

Frequency Distr ibuti on of Responses to Statemen t 62
giv en by Registered Staff (N = 21)
Rank

Absolute
Frequency

Cumulative
Adjusted Frequency

5

4

19.0

7

9

61. 9

8

8

100 .0

Total

21

The mode for this statement was 7, the mean 7.0 and the median 7 .22
Standard deviation was 1.09 and range was 3.
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Leavitt (1975, 37) conducted a study of 16 families of psychiatric
patients i~nediately prior to discharge in which she sought to
gain information about their feelings and know l edge about the
impending discharge of their relative.

When asked what would have

been helpful, "they responded that th ey needed gu idelin es , ways
to cope with the illness of their relative, people to count on in
time of trouble (professiona l especially) and a way to get ,n
touch with resource personnel .

They needed understanding, suppor t,

educati on, and someone to talk to."

If one is to trea t visitors as often being significant others
irrespective of bl ood ties, then it seems important that nurse~ do
talk with patients and their visitors.

As is mentioned in the

sect i on on pat i ents' views (p.128) "Sometimes your vis i tors get
told more than you do and that doesn't help."

Th e in tent in the

statement above i s determined by the word 'v1ith' , inferring
that patient and vis i tors are one group.

Responses from t he study

samp l e indic ate these nurses perceive this as being important .
However, from pati ent comment, and obs erva ti ons (p . 85) it is
questionable whether this is done in practice .

Sta temen t 60
SPENDS TIME WITH PATIENT WHEN EXHIBITING DEPRESSIVE BEHAVIOURS,
E.G. ISOLATING, CRYING, PHYSICAL COMPLAINTS, FEARFUL, WITHDRAWN
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TABLE 12

Frequency Distribution of Responses to Statement 60
given by Registered Staff (N = 21)
Rank

Absolute
Frequency

Cumulati ve
Adjusted Frequency

4

1

4.8

5

2

14.3

6

2

23.8

7

3

38.l

8

13

100.0

Total

21

The mode for this statement was 8, the mean 7. 19 and the
median 7.69 .

Stand ard deviation was 1.25 and the ran ge 4.

Patients in this study apprec i ated nurses stay in g with them when
the \1 v1ere 'u pset ' or 'really dovm' (p .123) and , as noted (p . 90)
nur ses in this study were observed to spend time with pa tients who
were exhibiting depressive behaviour s .

Resu lts here indi cate that

nurses in this sample perceive spending time with the patient on
these occasions to be a good or effective action and these findings
support those of Gardner and Wheeler (1981) who found that nurses
in their study identified the item 'stay with patient when he is
upset' as being important.

An alternative intervention for coping with oatients who were overtly
distressed was offered in statement 75:
WHEN PATIE NT IS UPSET, STAYS WITH HIM UNIL HE FEELS CALM BUT THEN
LEAVES, AND COMES BACK TO SPEND MORE TIME WITH HIM WHEN HE IS
FEELING BETTER.
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Responses to thJs statement did not meet the criter i a for consistency.
The mode was 6;

the mean 5.9 ;

the median 6.4;

and the range 7.

The literature wo uld tend to suggest that this is in fact the better
way to in tervene in such instances s in ce the dependent or dep ressi ve
behaviours are given less reinforcement than those which indi cate
coping independent funct ionin g.

Statement 39
ENCOURAGES PATIENT TO TALK ABOUT FEELIN GS

TABLE 13

Frequency Distribution of Responses to Statement 39
given by Registered Staff (N - 21)
Rank

Absolute
Frequency

Cumu lative
Adjusted Frequen cy

4

2

9.5

5

2

19.0

6

l

23 . 8

7

5

47 . 6

8

11

Total

21

100 . 00

The mode for this statement was 8, the mean 7. 0 and the median 7.54 .
Standard deviation was 1. 37 and range 4.

As would be exoected from what the literature suggests, nurses in
this sample perce ive it is important to en courage patients to talk
about their feelings.
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Statement 42
MENTIONS ON LY ENVIRONMENTAL TOPICS, (FLOWERS, WEATHER, ETC.)
NOT PATIENT-RELATED TOPICS IN INTERACTION

TABLE 14

Frequency Distribution of Re spo ns es t o St atement 42
given by Regist er ed Staff (N = 21 )
Cumulative
Adjust ed Frerue ncv

Rank

Absolute
Fren uencv

1

8

38. 1

2

10

85. 7

3

2

95. 2

4

1

100 .0

Total

21

The mo de fo r this sta tement was 2, the ~ean 1 . 81 and the med i an
1. 75 .

Standard devi ation was 0 . 51 and the range 3 .

Al t ho ugh the liter ature abou nds wi tl1 suggest i ons about helpful and
effective nursing interv entions, th er e i s litt le informa t i on on the
relative effe c tiv eness of eac h and virtua l ly none on what consti t utes
poor or ineffective nursing.

To obtain a wid e vari ety of s t at ements,

some 'negative' act ions were formulated from the suggested effective
actions in the literature, of which this stateme nt was one example.
It is unlikely that the opposites of all statements of effective
nursing actions are necessarily equally negative or ineffe ctive.
Therefore, it seems important to distinguish which actions do fall
into this category and which fall into an in-between category where
it i s an effective nursing action when it IS performed , but it is
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relatively inconsequential when not perfo rmed.

Results here indi ca te that nurses in this sample agree with what
is inferred in the literat ure since they rat ed this statement as being
at th e in effect iv e end of the scale.

Definite Trends
By relaxing the criteria f or consistency to include sta t ements where
the standard deviation is less than 2.0 and range i gnored , but mean,
median and mo de are still within 7 or 8 , OR 1 or 2, 11 furth er
sta t ements show definite trends .

At the effective end of the scale 1s statement 13 ASSISTS PAT IENT TO ID ENTIFY ALTERNAT IVE BEHAVIOURS FROM
SUIC I DAL THREAT TO GET ASSISTANCE ANO SUPPORT
The importance of l earning and the role of the nurse 1n assisting
pati ents in th eir l ea rning pr ocess i s inherent in th i s sta t ement .
Certainl y such a nurs i ng action would be predicted to be effective
in helping a pat i ent t o mo ve from helplessness towards self care
and most nurses in this unit perceive such action as effective as
indicated in their rankings (see Appendi x 5 , p.163 for descriptive
statisti cs) .

Most statements in this less rigorously defined category were rated
at the 'ineffective' or ' poor nursing' end of the scale.
listed and grouped for brief discussion below.

These are

Descript ive
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statsitics for each statement can be found in Appendix 5.

Statements

80 :

MAKES DECISION FOR PATIENT

81:

DOES SOME THING FOR PATIENT WHICH HE COULD PERHAPS
HAVE DONE FOR HIMSELF

85 :

ALLOWS PATIENT TO OPT OUT OF DECISION MAKING

Th e views und erly ing these statements are cons istent with the
practice prescribed in the literature on nursing depressives an d
su ppor t the concepts comprising the helplessness/self care model (p.52).

Statements

59 :
114:

KEEPS PH YSICALLY DISTANT FROM PATIENT WHEN TOUC H
MIGHT BE APPROPRIATE
LEAVES PATIENT WITHOUT ANY STRUCTURE TO HIS EVENING

These tw o statement s are interesting not so much f or their congruence
.·1ith ·.-1hat the literature on nur-srng dep1'essed patients \'IOuld suggest ,

1

but be cause when the nurses in this sample were observed in practice,
records indi cate that they did both of these things .

It could be

argued that television pro vides some structure, or tha t after a
structured day patients need to be able to relax in the evening .
However, from their rank ing of this statement, these nurses thought
it was NOT a good thing to leave patients without structure.
then, do they not provide some structure in practice.

Why,

Similarly,

why do they not touch patients when they appear to be seeking it?
Again, observations showed they did not generally do this (p. 89), yet
they know or feel that touchinQ is often therapeutic .

It may be
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that knowing what should be done is not enough.

Perhaps education

and practice in HOW to do these thin gs is required.

Touching also

requires a degree of comfort about physical closeness on the
part of the nurse which no nursing text can impart.

Stateme nts

90:

DOES NOT CHECK MED ICATI ON IS SWA LLOWED BY PATIENT

95 :

ENCOURAGES ACTIVITY REQUIRING PROLONGED CONCENTRATION

105:

TELLS PATIENT TO GO FOR A WALK

112:

ASSISTS PATIENT TO SUPPRESS ANGER

113:

AVOIDS TALKING ABOUT THE FU TU RE

This group of statements comp letes the list of those meeting
reas onable criteria for consistency .

They are all 'negat iv es '

formed from posit i ve statements in the nursing literature and it is
the r ef ore not sur pri s i ng tc f i nd that nurses have rank ed them
ineffective nursing acti ons.

Nurses do appear to agree with what

the litera ture would suggest in these instan ces .

Reinforcement
Another group of statements, none of which met the criteria for
consistency of ranking across the sample, were those related to
feedback or reinforcement given patients.

Six statements specifi-

cally related to this factor:
Statements

19:

HELPS PATIENT TO 'LOOK GOOD' (E.G. SHAVE, USE OF
MAKE-UP) AND COMMENTS POSITIVELY ON THE RESULT
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20:

GIVES POSIT IVE FEEDBACK WHEN PATIENT MAKES EFFORT
WITH HYGIENE AND GROOMING

28 : COMMENTS POSITIVELY TO PATI ENT WHEN ACTIVITY IS
INCREASED
52 : PROVIDES POSITIVE FEEDBACK FOR ANY PATIENT INITIATED
ACTIVITY
53 : NO COMMENT OR INTERACTION FROM STAFF ABOUT PATIENT
INITIATED ACTIVITY
54 : AC CEPTS UNREALISTI C COMMENT FROM PATIENT WITHOU T
INDICATING WHAT THE REA LITY IS

Feedbac k and posit i ve reinforcement do not appear to be seen by nurses
in this sample as bein g as influential in patient pr ogress as the
l i terat ure would suggest.

The l ack of emphasis given these factors

i s evident also from observati ons of nurses in practice (p. 95 ) .
Reasons for this dis crepancy between prescript i ons for prac tic e from
t he li t erature and ap pa rent beliefs abo ut pr ac tic e he l d by th e
nurses are not clear .

This section of the s tudy has identified some effective and ineffective
nursing intervention s with depressed patients which are clea r ly
accepted as such by unit staff.

Their ranking s are noted to be very

similar t o those of another l arger samp le of 58 registered staff working
in psychiatric settings throughout New Zealand who completed the same
scaling exercise (unpublished study , Butterfield 1981).
these results is given in Appendix 6.

A summary of
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Nurses in this sample agreed that the f ol lowing interventions
are effective when nursin g depressed patients:
Gives simple, direct information about drugs or ECT
Displays calm confidence in interaction with patient
Assists pat i ent to set realistic short-term goals for
him/herself
Gives re al ity feedba ck
Spends time with patient when exh ibiting depressive behaviours,
e . g. isolating, cryin g , physical complaints, fearful,
withdrawn ...
Encourages patient to talk about f ee lings
Assis ts patient to id e ntify alt ernative behaviours from
su icidal threat t o get as sistance and support.
They also agree that the following i nterven ti ons are in effect iv e
when nurs ing depressed patients :
Ment i ons on ly environmental topics (flower s , weather, etc . ) ,
not patient related topics in interaction
Makes decision for patient
Does something for patient which he could perhaps have done
himself
All ows patient to opt out of decision mak in g
Keeps physically distant from patient when touch might be
appropriate
Leaves patient without any structure to his/her evening
Does not check medication is swallowed by patient
Encourages activity requiring prolonged concentration
Tells patient to go for a walk
Assists patient to suppress anger
Avoids talking about the future.
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Many statements have not been ranked at extremes of the sca l e but,
apart from those about reinforcement, most statements that relate
specifically to the helplessness/s elf care model (p. 52) have been
ranked at one end or th e othe r, indi cating that some concepts
involved in the model may already be accep t ed in practice.
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PATIENTS' VIEW S OF THEI R PROGRESS
AND CARE

Of the 13 patients observed in the in-care setting, 2 refused to be
interviewed by the researcher .

One of these was readmitted within

the span of the observation s tu dy and readil y consented to being
'shad owed ' again, but again refused to be interviewed after discharge ,
thereby ac counting for 2 refusals .

Conta ct was l ost wit h one who

moved out of the region and hence the even tual sample size for this
section of the study was 9 .

Patients were given the option as to where they were interviewed
after one near re fu sal was avoided only by accepting a te l ephone
interview .

5 patients were interv i ewed at home , 3 by telephone and

1 v-1as interviev1ed at the unit after her fir st outpatient appointment.

A t ape recorder 1-1as accepted and us ed for 2 of the home visits , and
when the teleph one was used, a tape recorder playing at th e same
time recorded interviewer convers atio n so that immediately f ol lowing
the intervie1-1, notes of patient conversation were 'fitted' t o this
context and the best possible record of the total conversation was
put onto a dictaphone .
effected.

In this way maximum possible recall was

On the other occasions, notes were taken and the dicta -

ph one used immedi ately following th e in terv i ew to record as much
detail as could be recalled.
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Patterns of behaviour on Admission and Indi cators of Progress
Exam ination of the transcripts revealed some s i milar i ty

the

,n

patterns of behaviour as the patients remembered them at the ti me
of their admissi on to hosp ital.

Two patients sa i d they really

cou ldn' t remembe r what they were like, but knew they were 'down'.
The de script i ons of feelings included terms such as hopeless;
co ul dn ' t fun c t i on ;

1on e l y ;

interest in anyt hi ng ;
tig ht ;

us eless ;

fr i ghten e d ;

out of co ntrol;

in bl ackness ;

de s pe r a t e ;

down ;

no confidence;

or just wanting to die .

no

heavy;
Such

descriptors are congruent with the symptoms described in the litera ture on depression (p. 17), but also reflect the individual manner
in which each person feels and descr i bes these.

With supportive comment and time , t he patients were well able to
detail change s from their 'pre-ill ness' pattern of behaviour to the
time of adm is s i on .

The individual descripti ons reflected a wid e

variety of interests and daily living patterns, but commonalities
\vere found, as the lit eratu re would predict (p . 17 ) in severely
redu ced social contact;

not eating;

poor slee p;

difficulty in

concentrating ;

and genera lly sitting around or lying down - not

DOING anything.

One example was "I couldn 't cope with people .

My husband got very angry because I wouldn't go out, and we were
having no social l ife , and then it got worse when I couldn't even
cope with the family .

I couldn't cope with running the home, I

couldn't eat, couldn 't do anything . "
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If one word were to be used to sum up the information gained
from all the interviews, it would be 'couldn't'.

Every patient

said that when they were admitted they ' couldn't' someth ing,
and the most common way they described their progress was t o say
"Now I can ... , but before, I couldn 't.

One patient talked of cutting herself .

11

She "always use d clean

razor blades and cut where no- one would see" - upper arms ; abdomen
etc.

This help ed t o reli eve the guilt she felt .

She talked also

of not being able to make even mi nor dec isi ons , and of 'freak in g
out' when fa ced with a choice .
as the need to cut subs i ded;
tasks;

This pati ent knew she was recover i ng
as she v,as able to complete sma 11

as she started to make dec i s i ons again ;

and as she felt she

ha d some control over herself .

Another examp l e was a pati ent who . just prior to her bei n~ admitted,
spent all day lying on her bed , manag i ng only to aet up and go to
the toi l e t of her own volit i on .
onl y when encouraged ;

She would not eat ;

di d not get dressed;

would drink

and wouldn ' t wash .

She talked of starting sentences but seeming to forget half -1-Jay
throu gh what she had already said so she v,ould 'give - up' on the
conversation.

She had no interest in anything .

By the time she was

discharge d, she was l ooking after herself completely;
and sought company.

and she wanted

Like most of t he patien t s she also re cog nised

progress by jobs being completed - "I made a pie to bring home for our
lunch'' the day she was discharged.

For most, even simple tasks were

recognised as milestones if they were completed, - "When I made the
supper it felt better";

"I finished knittin g a pair of booties for

II
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(the grand chil d in whom this patient had been totally disinterested
at the time of admission).

Feel ings of being 'scared' or a ' bit shaky ' were voiced by th r ee
patients in relati on to the i r progress, and this seemed to relate
not just to coping as they r etu rned to health, but also to fear of
' s i nking' again .

Suicidal thoughts losing their power , feeling more confident, sleeping
better and just generally feel in g better were the indicators descr i bed
by one pat i ent, while another described her progress in terms of the
effort requir ed to do anyth ing .
tremendous effort to do anything .

At the time of admissi on it took a
Wh en inter viewed, some things could

be done with l ess effort, and others wi thout any.

Feelin g 'light'

again was a sure sign of return to he alth for one patient who had felt
a di'eadful ' hea v~r~ess ' and ' pressure all arcund ' her \'1hen ac::,itted .
Another patient summed up "Th e difference is life is 1-1orth li ving
nO\•J • II

Many of these descriptions fit well with the 'h elplessness process'
illustrated on p. 50

Examples include low self - esteem and unreal -

istic self- concept;

the perception that the patient cannot control

outcomes so it is useless to try;
symptomatology.

and the appearance of depressive

From these, a locus of contro l external to the

pati ent can be inferred, resulti ng in behaviour indicating independence
of responding and reinforcement.

The l ack of initiating of active

responses and difficulty in decision making which the model (p. 52)
shows lead finally to helplessness are clearly illustrated.

The
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concepts of self care being a positive 'mirror image' of the
helplessness process gains some support from the indicators
patients use to identify for themselves that they are returning
to health.

Their descriptions of their recovery are enti rely

congruent with movement through the steps of the self care process
( p . 42 ) .

What did Patients Think were Helpful Nursin a Interventions?
All patients felt the ir hospital stay had helped their recovery and
all felt that nurses had contributed to this.
helped more than anything.

Some felt nurses had

"When you come in you feel like noth i ng

on earth and the nurses just act li ke people but they know how to
help."

/1,

different viev1 was "No uniforms helped .

Nurses come

across as people , not sta r ched bosses . "

The i dea that the nurses 1·1ere seen as peo ple l'ather than just Pl'Ofess ionals came through strongly with four of the patients.

In no way

were they devaluing the professiona lis m of the nurses but they felt
that they could respond as to people rather than worry about what
was the expected response fro m the profess io nal .

Cormack (1976) used both a que st ionnaire and a semi - structured
interview with 96 psychiatric patients in Scottish hospitals to find
how they viewed the nursing care given them.

"Nurses were described

as being friendly, accepting, non-judgemental, discreet, cheerful,
kind, considerate and sympathetic, the most frequently used term
bein g 'fr iendly'.

Thus the persona 1 and human qua 1 iti es of the nurse

were regarded as being highly important.

The reference to friendship
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and comradeship was frequent, and patients remarked that they
were treated as people, not patients, by the nurses.

Similarly,

some patients regarded the nurses more as peop l e and friends
than as nurses."

This ' personal versu s profe ssi onal' approa ch

has been discussed (pp.13-1 ~ and the view t a ken that profes s i onals
need t o be at ease with themselves and abl e t o r espo nd as such
while us ing professional s kills.

Di s cussi on wit h pati en ts i nterv i ewed

in this study suppor~ Corma ck ' s results an d also demo nstr ate s appreciati on for th e ski lle d but perso nal ap proac h.

Pati ents ge nerall y t a lk ed abou t nurses as a gr oup.

Some would talk

abou t specifi c nurse s bei ng par ti cu l ar ly helpful to ~iiem , but in most
instances would immed iately qua lify the i r statement with a commen t
like "But they we r e all ki nd ", "But eve ryone tr i ed to help" or
"B ut I didn' t have much to do wi t h the others . "

Wi t hout exception , th e first res ponse to the question , "Hov, \'{ere
nur se s able t o he l p you mos t?" v,as to i ndicate that the nurses v,ere
kind and fr ien dly .

"You cou l d t al k t o t he nurses " v,as a comme nt made

by five patients , ea ch of whom s ai d they f ound t hi s helpful .

As one

said "We had more time to get t o kn ow th e nur ses . " Two pa tients
commented that "You could trust the nu r se s ."

In contras t, one

patient mentioned the fear that when she saw th e nurses writin g in
the report book, she was scared they were putting down everything
she 'd sai d and that made her really angry but she never felt she
could do anything about it.

All of the patients said they found

some nurses easier to talk to than others, but only one felt she had
"never really got on with any of them."

Although the word trust was
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used by only two patients, it seemed inferred in many instances
as a very positive trait attr ibut ed to the nurses as a group .

Acceptance was men tioned as being very important by 3 patients.

As

one said "Th ey let me be dmvn an d it was such a relief to le t go."
Rosenbaum's (1980) suggestion t hat nurses can help relieve
depression si mp ly by permitting i t (p. 37) ga ins support here.
For another, it was "They didn't try to make me different";

t1hile

1

for a third, "They accepted rne as I was . "

Trying to descr·i be HOW nurses helped proved di ffi cult at first for
nearly all of the patients.

"Ju st being themselves" v;as one

sug gestion but this was followed by recognition of the fact that
such an observat ion mi ght not be helpful in trying to improve
nursing care.

Staying with the pr oblem , this pat i ent eventually

decided that "\·!hen I v1as righ t down , they kept me moving ;
kept me funct-ioning."

they

This 'functioning' 1-1as identified as being

vita l to her knov,ing she could survive at a time v1hen she felt
there was no hope .

Quiet support is illustrated in this example:
being mad.

"I had this fear of

I would go up to staff and say 'I'm not mad

I' m only

depressed' and they'd say 'That's right, you're not mad'. The way the
staff handled it - just treating me as I was - I mean I was being
absurd but I was frightened, and they would just quietly say 'That's
right, you're not mad' no matter how many times I bothered them."

Smiling proved to be very important for one patient.

"The nurses
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smiled at me and r:1ade me feel I could approach them."

"The nurse

smiled, so I knew it was alri gh t."

Six of the patients comme nted about the presence of the nurse being
important to them.
with me ";

"Jus t her be in g there helped" ;

"They didn't leave me alone";

any time and they' d spend time with you ";
crying th e nurse stayed with me ."

"You co uld talk to them
"\·.Jhen I couldn't sto p

Although expressed in different

words, ap prec ia tio n of having someone available and
was the feeling im pl i ed .

"Th ey stayed

1

\\1

ith ' them

One sa id "The nurses knevJ how I \.;as feelin g" :

that they accepted this and stil l stayed ga ve her great comfort .

Some of these comments are in direct contrast to v1hat behavioural
theorists would suggest is he l pful to the pa tient in that, according
t o reinforcement theory (Mikulic, 1971) the optimal nursing inter vention would be to i nd ic ate ac ce ptance of the pa tient's feelings
but NOT to stay and provide comfort and reassurance since th i s will
serve only to reinforce the depressive behaviour.

Rather the nurse

should use her time to stay with the patient when non - depressive
behaviours ca n be r einforced .

However, much of the behavi ou ral

literature citing success with reinforcement of non-depressive
behaviours seems to have been done with pat ients who are at home,
(e . g . Bu rg ess , 1969;

Liberma n, 1970;

Liberman and Raskin, 1971 ).

Possibly, when patients have to be admitted to an in-care setting,
they are often so depressed that to get them to a stage where one
could begin a programme of reinforcement of non - depressive behaviours
it is necessary to provide support and comfort initially.

The dilemma

for nursing staff then is to recognise when it is no longer appropriate
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to provide that kind of support and to be able to change their
approach .

As has been noted, (p . 107) nurses in th i s study thought they
should stay with patients wh en they were exhibiting dep r ess ive
behaviours and in practice this was what they did .

Encouragement was mentioned by all pat i ents in one form or another.
"Th ey gave me confiden ce that I CO ULD do th ings .": "Th ey helped
me do thin gs - didn't leave me to do them alone." ;

"They sort of

help ed you , yo u know - by tellin g yo u how diffe r ent you l ooked or
"Th ey set things for you to do so you cou l dn't just sit".
here vJa s th e concept of do in g 'v1ith ' rather than 'for'.

II •

Impo i~tant

Four patients

mentioned t his specifically - that t hey knev1 they had to 'do th i ngs'
for themselves but, left to themse l ves , they 1·1ou ld no t have done
them.

Hm,ever it 1-ioul d hav:: beer, '".,1orse if the nu r se had done u-,2m

fo r me because th en I' d have f e 1t even more guilty . "
that nurses helped a l ot by sha ring activites .
descrip tion illu s trates this:

They stated

Th e foll owin g

"S he would as k 'lfould yo u like a game

of dominoes?' and 1<1ould qu i etly manoeuvre it so
dominoes and there'd be no- one el se around.

\"Je

had our game of

And it didn't matter how

long it took me to sort out what I was doing or how many ti mes she
had to say ' It's a green one' - yo u know - that sort of thing.

Thin~s

that I myself wou l d expect of a child in the infant room - and that
even while she was fi xing up my mistakes I knew she didn't blame
me, - tha t she wasn't passing judgement on me . "

'
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Gardner and Wheeler (1981, 11 2- 3) in describing suppor tive nursing
behaviours found that the three items r anked as mo st i mportant by the
pat i ents in descending order of i mportance were:
"l .

nu r se helped me to feel conf iden t that ade quate care was being
provided

2.

nurse was friendly

3.

nurs e shov,ed interest in me"

Pat i en t s in med i cal, surgical and psychiatric care were included

in

the samp le, and wh i le there was no significant difference in the
opinions of patients across the groups for the items ment i oned
above, prov i ding patients with moral support was perceived as more
important by psych i atric patients than by the others.

Also, "The

nurses sha rin g feelings and thoughts, assist i ng them to gain control
over their behaviour , and hel ping them to solve their problems was
perceived as relatively more impol'tant by ps ychiatric pati ents
than med ical and surgical patients . "

In this study , one patient talked at some length about how helpful
nursing staff were in providing information about medications so that
"you knew \'1hy you were taking different thing s .

It wasn't just

becau se Dr . . . sa id you had to, but because it would help .

And they

would exp lain thi ngs like the side effects, so you didn ' t have to
panic if your vision went funny or something.
if it' s th e pills doing that.

You cou l d go and ask

It meant yo u could sort of keep co ntro l

better, because you knew what was go i ng on . "

Assi sta nce with gaining control over behavio ur and wi th problemsolving are two areas of· nursing intervention that woul d be suggested
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if one were to try to reverse the helplessness process earlier
described (p. 50 ).

Results of this study in dicate some support of

Gardner and Wheeler ' s (1981, 113) findings and together they
provide some support for use of the helplessness/s e lf care model
in nursing practice.

It does seem that pat ients use the steps

of the helplessness/self care process in recognising that they
are making progress

although, of course, they have individual

ways of express in g this.

Further, they articulate their perceptions

of how nurses were able to help in terms that can be readily
identified with the mode l.

Hew Could Nurses Have Helped More?
Constructive comment in this area proved less easy to obta i n, since
understandably and predi cta bly, pat i ents v,ere loathe to offer 1vhat
could be construed as cr iticism.

The reason for asking the question

1·1as stressed so that patients undei~stood that only if nurses 1·1 ei"e to
fi nd out from patients how they thought they could better be helped
could any changes be made.

In some instances , suggesting that "some

other patients had found X difficult' or "we nurses often wonder
whether this would be better than that" proved successful strategies
in getting the patients to offer comment.

However, despite these

approaches, three patients said they felt nurses could not have done
anything more to help.

When it was suggested that maybe some things

could have been different, they responded that they didn't think so.
At that stage, the issue was left.

Three patients commented that they found the weekends dreadful.
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Without a structured programme th ey fel t totally lost.

One

fel t nursing staff were not str ic t enough in maki ng t hem get up
and do something.

None of the other pati ents voluntarily

ment i oned we ekends as being a problem, an d wh en specifically
asked, they stated the re was no probl em .

On e enjoyed the freed om

of the unstru ctured day, and others men t i oned vi sitors;

out i ng s;

or t hey had bee n on week end leave.

T1·,o pa ti ents felt th at some nu rse s 1·1e r e too kind and ende d up doing
things for th em t hat they sh oul d ha ve , and somet imes wou l d have,
done th emselv es .

Th ey describ ed f eel i ngs of be i ng ' a hope l ess

ca se' an d 'u se l es s ' resulti ng .

Th ese resp ons es could have bee n·

predi ct ed from the helpl es sness/self care mode l (p . 52 ) .

An ot he r two pati ents s pec if ic a lly mentioned how di ff i cult it was t o
approach staff v,h en they 1·1 e re talkin g as a gro up t og eth er .

"I f a

nu r se was even r eading a book i n t he lounge , it would be easy to ask
somethi ng .

Even if th er e a re two t ogether i t' s near l y i mposs ibl e

t o tal k to t hem - yo u see , yo u th i nk because they 're staff , wh a t
they' r e t alking about is i mpor t ant so you mustn' t i nt er ru pt."
Clearly nurses ar e not nec es saril y percei ved as be ing avai l able as
often as they might be.

A s uggesti on was made that using non - stereotyped phrases in greet i ng
instead of the common "How are you?" would be helpful.

The exp l anation

given was that the normal response to "How are you?" is "Fine thank
you."

This patient said "When the nu rse comes along ga ily and says

' Hi, How are you? ' you know she doesn't real ly mean it and you get so
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angry you either bl as t her when it's not her faul t or fob it off and
get angrier . "

One patient felt some of the staff had been 'fed- up ' with her and that
"they thought I sho uld hav e been at home . " She con tr asted the hopeless feelings resulting from this with the relief in being able
to 'let go ' with some staff who acc ep ted he r as she was.

When asked

if she had checked ou t whether the staff she me ntioned as feeling
negative about her being depressed did in fact feel so , she answered
s he had not .

More commen t on progress being made 1-1as mentioned by three pat i ents as
being helpful.

"You know, yo u forget so CU i Ck l y hO'tl bad you \·Jere

before and you need reminding just hov, lliUCh better you are ·' ;

and

"Sometimes you think you'll never make it, and if the nurses \·IOUl d keep
te 11 i ng you you v./i 11, it helps somehm·1" ar,d "Th ey don't let you knm,
how you're getting on .

Sometimes your visitors get told more than

you do and that doesn ' t help . " A felt need for positive reinforcement
can be identifi ed as the basis of these statements .

Again, t he ideas and opinions reported here can be id ent ified as
fitting within a helplessness /se lf care model .
structure;

The expressed ne ed for

and the ne ed for patients to be able to do things them-

selves and make their own decisions could be pred icted .

Summary
The indicators which patients use to den ot e progress towards recovery
ha ve been found to 'f it ' wi th those which the helplessness/self care
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model would predict .
tasks;

The se included the ability to complete

feelings of re ga ining control;

and being able to make

decisions .

A clear feature of responses r elated to the question "How did
nurses help you most?" 1,,as appreciation of their personal approach to
patients.

This was often contrasted with the 'professional'

approach of some other staff .

Patients felt nurses accepted them

even though they were depressed where as with doctor or therapist ,
f or example , patients perce ive rl th at eac h ti me they saw th es e peo ple
th ey were ex pected to hav e improved , and if th ey felt they had not,
the encounter was not ea sy.

In re l ati on t o carin g f or depresse d

people, then, one hig hly visibl e nursing function seems t o be to
foster 'norma lcy' in the pat ie nt s' lives .

The comments made by

patients durin g i nterviews giv e some s upport for Co rrnack ' s ( 1976 )
suggest i on that nurses prov ide an unsystematic and unrecog~ised
therapy which i s valuable in it s gen uin eness , vita lity and spontane ity
within the contex t of daily living.

It i s quest i ona bl e, though ,

whether nurses real i se how i mporta nt th is care is to patients and
accept this as being a valid comment on th eir practi ce (seep . 12 ) .

Another feature of this section was the appreciation demonstrated
for nurses staying with patients when they felt low .

Patients felt

they gained support and motivation from this assistance and that this
was one of th eir major needs on admission.

The possibility of nurses

providing such support for too long with resultant reinforcement of
patients' depressive and dependent behav io urs was raised.
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Two main areas of concern were noted from responses to the question
"How could nurses have helped more?" .

These were that more feed-

back on their progress to patients would have helped, and that on
some occasions nurses tended to do things for patients whi ch they
could have done themselves and this l eft them feeling helpless.
Th e provision of encouragement and being available to do things
with patients can therefore be identified as further nursing
fun ct i ons whi ch are visible to patients .

Given that they wer e

reported even in their absence in this study , it is suggested
that to pat i ents they are probably very important.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The aim of this study was to examine the nursin g dimensions of
practice with patients who are depressed and receiving care as inpatients in a hospital setting.

This chapter summarises conclusions

drawn from the information gathered, identifies the implications for
clinical practice and for nursing education, and presents some
recommendations fo r further action and research .

The Research Question Answered
The major research question identified for this s tudy was
Does the nursing care of depressed patients in an in-care
se tting tend to support beh aviours ind icativ e of progress
tow ards helplessness or encourage those which in dicate
progress towards self care?
Three separate perspectives were explored to provide a broad view
in researching this question.
to do in practice;

These were

(1) what nurses were seen

(2) what they thought they should do as show n 1n

results of a scaling exercise;

and (3) what patients said nurses did

when they were interviewed after discharge.

The specific research

questions identified in each of these areas will therefore be
addressed before any conclusions regarding the major question are
drawn.
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1.

(a}

Does nursing care of adult patients with depression
as observed in practice in the unit indicate any 'fit'
with the he lplessness /se lf care model described?

(b)

If th ere is a 'fit', does such obse rved nursin g
ca re t end t o fac ilitate progress from helplessn ess
towards self care?

Reports of observat ions of nursing practice with depresse d patients
over 74 hours in an in-care setting provided little ev i dence t o

suggest a 'fit ' with this model.

Some of th e behaviours recorded

were oppos i te t o th ose wh i ch the mode l would prescribe .
indic ated that nursing care observed in this study

in

Results

1·2lation to

motivat i on, goa l setting and decision making cou l d be serving to
reinforce patients ' beliefs that they have no control over outcomes.
Instances of nur ses asking for in formation from the patient were
numerous and questions 1,,1ere mostly closed , thus reducing opportunity
for discussion.

In stances of nurses providing information viere less,

and there was little fo ll ow -up to these usually brief and mostly
'one -way ' conversat i ons .

Observations showed few attem pts to

determine the deg ree of understanding and/or acceptance

of in form -

ation by patients.

A warm and caring attitude was inferred in the ki nd, friendly approach
of nurses as it was perceived by patients .

Patients in overt

distress were always given prompt attention in a manner which seemed
to effect an improvement in the way the patient was feeling at the
time.

It is suggested that the nursing care observed reflected a

traditional 'succouring' view of the nurse's role with the nurse
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acting as the 'provider' of care, rather than the self care
orientation of a ' partne r' in care
2

(a)

Is there any agreement among registered nurses working
1n the unit about what are effective and ineffective
nursing actions with pat ients who are depressed?

(b)

Does their view of effect iv e nursin g practice 'fit'
with promoting progress tov,ards self ca re?

Res ults of the scal ing exercise (s ee s ummary , p. 11 4) demonstrate
th at th er e i s some agreement about effective nurs i ng practice with
dep r es sed pat ients.

However, th ere were a large number of state -

ments whic h di d not meet the cr iter i a used to indicate agreement .
This may have been due to ambiguity i n the statements bu t i f this
we re not so , there is cause for concern about ma intaining consist ency of care f or depressed patients over the period of th eir in- care
stay when nurses have such divergent views about the relative
effect i veness of various nursing actions .

If patients are t o be supported and assisted to progress towards
s elf care , the Helpl essnes s/Sel f care mode l dictates that it is
nece ssa ry to focus on what the patients are learning, since this is
the ongoing process which affects their behaviour (p. 51) .

However,

results suggest that nurses in this sample either did not understand
or did not accept the principles of learning theory in general or
reinforc eme nt theory in particular.

They did not co nsistently rank

interventions based on these principles as effective.
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3.

(a)

How do patients recognise they are making positive
progress, and do the behavioural changes fit with
progress as the helple ss ness/self care model would
predict?

(b)

What do patients se e as helpful or effect ive nursing
actions and do these 'fit ' with the helplessne s s/
self care mod el?

Patie nts' views of their progress showed a similar pattern of
re co very over all patients in the sample, and one wh i ch could readily
be i dent ified in terms of movement fr om a s tate of helplessness
(p. 45) towards that of self care (p . 40) .

All patien t s evi denced

some behvaiours indicative of helplessness on admission .

From

interviews und ertake n shortly after their discharge, patients '
descrip ti ons of their indiv i dual recoveries demonstrated movement
from t ha t state towards one of i mprov ed self esteem and more
rea l i st ic self concept;

ab i lity to initiate and complete tasks ;

ability to make decisions;
and their lives.

and feeling in control of themselves

There had been a swing from the inev i table ur

can 'tu at the end of the process of helplessness through to the

ur canu which is indicative of self care.

For some patients though,

the process had taken a very long time, and some were sti ll
'swinging'.

Nursing actions perceived by patients to be most helpful were those
that indicated nurs es accepted them even with their depression, and
those which resulted in nurses spending time with them when they
felt really low.

The first of these 'fits' with the helplessness/
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self care mode l since a realisti c and positive self-image is basic
to self care, and patients could l earn f rom the attitudes of nurses
that they were 'worth' attention and care .

The second action cou l d

be said to be encouraging further depressiv e behaviour and therefore
be opposi te to what the mode l would prescribe.

However, it may be

that at some s tages of depression the need for the patient to know
he is not al one tak es precedence ov er avoid in g the possibility of
' se condary gain ' (see glossary) .

At this stage, such nurs i ng actions

could be seen to assist i n pr omoting a more positive self- concept , an in terpretat i on which wo uld 'fit' with the helplessness/self care
model if nurs es were aware of what they were doing and why .

Prov i sion of encouragement , doin g t hi ngs 'w ith' rather than ' for ';
and di rect information about how the nurs es saw they were pro gressing
were other nursin g actions identified by patients as being helpful
an d these each 'fi t ' wi th the care th e hel pl ess ness/self ca r e model
would prescri be .

To return to the major res ea rch quest i on , using t he helplessness/
sel f care mode l as the ba sis for ana lysis, many of t he nursing
behaviours reported in this study were not conducive to enhancing
re covery of the patient, since they did not encourage movement
towar ds se lf care, but rather ma i ntained a situati on where nurses
provided care for the patient .
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General Conclusions
Results in relation to both nurse perceptions of effective care and
observations of nursing practice indicate that nurses in this
sample do recognise some concepts inherent in the helplessne ss/
self care model.

However , there was no evidence to show acceptance

of the basic principles involved.

A behavioural formulation of depression emphasises objective
observation of the individual's behaviour in relation to the
preceding and consequential events in the interpersonal environment .
This approach is basic to the helplessne ss/self care model in which
cognitions and feelings related to the behaviours i dentified are
also recognised as important in th e learning process whic h ef fects
change i n behaviour .

Liberman and Rask in (1971 , 517) argue "the acknol'1ledgernent and
atten t ion given to a patient for 'sick' behaviour serves to make
that behaviour likely to occur in the future."

For the depressed

patient, professionals cannot overlook the possibil ity of secondary
gain to the patient who succeeds i n attracting staff time and
support with depressive behaviours.

Schmagin and Pearlmutte r

(1977, 64) note "By insisting they are unloved, depressed persons

almost force others around them to contradict these sentiments and
refute their accusations."

Further, "The secondary gains of

depression may be minor, or they may reach such proportions as to
outweigh the original emotional problem and become an obstacle
to the therapist in treating the patient 's original depression."
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Liberman (1970) reports clinical success with the application of
re inforcemen t contingencies for the modificati on of depressive
behaviours.

Burgess (1969} also r epo rts success with six

dep ress ed patients using methods based on reinforcement of
'performin g ' behaviours (i.e . active, task oriented beha vi ours)
and extinguishing depressive behaviours.

Miku li c (1972, 164) conducted a study to determine the in cidence
of independent and depe nd ent patient beh aviours and th e nature of
the reinforcement af fo rded tho se be haviours by nurs ing personnel
over 28 hours of obser vation s in an exten ded care fa c i l i ty, where
it wa s acknowled ged tha t the nursing needs of pat i ents were t he
primary concern of staff .

"Th e findin gs .. . in dicated that nu rsi ng

personnel more co ns i ste ntl y provided positive reinforc ement for
depen den t pat i en t be haviour s than for indepe nd ent be hav iours .

If

one accepts the tenents of the operant ap proach to behaviour
ana l ys i s , th e beha viours of th e nurs ing personnel studie d can be
view ed as contr ibuting to an increase in the inci dence of depe nde nt
patient behav i ours . "

Mikulic (1972) found that ~dependent behav iours received le ss
positive reinforcement than dependent behaviours.

This finding is

reflected in the lack of positive reinforcement noted in ob se rvations
in this study (p. 98) .

Nurses in this sample tended to recognise

that providing positive reinforcement is a reasonably effective
nursing action (p. 112) but their actions belied such recognition
in practice.
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A traditional succouring or mothering role of the nurse is
evident in practice in both Mikulic's (1972) study and this one.
If nurses do not learn to be discriminating in th eir r epo nse to
patient behaviours and provide the opportunity for patients to
l ea rn independent and non-depressive behaviours, they may in fact
be working against the patient's recov ery as the helpl essne ss/se lf
care model would pred ict.

It may be that with de presse d patie nts, a major reason for admission
to in-c are i s the absence or l ow rate of coping behaviou rs .
Pos s ibly it is nece ss a ry for nu rs es to use their availabil ity to
stay with the patient wh en exh ibiting depress ive behaviours until
some r appo rt and tru s t ar e estab lished and some cop i ng behaviours
ex i st for r einforcement to be given .

However, one wonders if

nu r ses are able t o forsake the i r tradi tional succou ri ng role
when patier!s h~ve rc~ched this state.

Certainly, i! is L~likely

t hat thi s wil l occ ur if the i mp ortan ce of non - reinforcement of
depressive behaviour is not recognised or accepted .

A Teac hi ng Strategy f or Classroom or In ser vi ce Session
The scaling technique used i n this study can be used as an effective
teaching strategy in a number of ways .

Students or staff can be

asked to create their own lists of statements or these can be
provided.

The exercise can be undertaken exactly as detailed in

this study or a more limited list of statements used.

Results for

the group of participants can be compiled so that subsequent
discussion and role plays about statements where there is wide
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divergence of opinion ca n assist in clarifying basic principles.
Participants can be asked to justify their own beliefs and also be
given opportunity for rehearsal of new approach es to care .
Discrepancies between beliefs and what is suggested in the literature ca n be identified and students can be encouraged to assess
their own performance in relation to the interventions agreed upon
as effective.

If used within one particular setting, such a

strategy could contribute much t o achieving better consistency in
the nursing approach to care .

Two recommendati ons are therefore ma de:

The scaling technique should be developed and marketed as a
teaching strategy .

Nursing staff working within a specific settin g should be
encouraged to use st rategi es such as the sca ling techniqu e to
ide ntify differen t beliefs and approaches to care amongst t he
group and then t o try t o di 1:1in i sh diffe r 2nc es so that pat i ents
recei ve a more consistent approach to care.

Recommendations f or Future Research
One factor that was clear from this study was the discrepancy
between what nurses said they sh ould do and what they did in
practice .

Had the scaling exercise alone been used, for example,

and an assumption made that nurses do as they say, the results
would have reflected a most inaccurate answer to the research
question .

It is suggested that future research relating to nursing

practice should similarly involve observations of that practice
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despite the inherent difficulties of observati on studies.
Only in this way will tool s which have predictive ab ility be
developed.

Th is study has pr ovid ed sor1e clear dir ections for i 1:1mediate act i on
in the areas of cl inical practic e and nursin g ed ucati on .

In

rel at i on to fu t ure research, profit would seem to be gaine d fro m
extending th e scaling exercise t o cons tru ct a behaviourall y
anchored r at ing scale .

The major purpose of such s ca l es i s for

staff appraisal and they would be useful in this area for assess ment both by se lf and othe rs.

Most sca l es thus far const r ucted

have related to a specific area of practice rather than to meet ing
the needs of a specif ic pa ti ent popu l ation , and evaluative tools
in th is latter area could assist in clarifying 1-1hen differ ent
nursing app roaches are ne cessa ry .

The major advantage of such

me asu res as BARS (see glossary ) is that the eva luator is cast more
i n the role of observer/recorder and le ss in the role of judge .
Infe r ence i s reduc ed becuuse of the emphasis on behaviours, and
the instrument developed therefore should have hi ghe r re liability
and validity t han many sta ff appraisal

too l s used currently .

In this study, only two extremes of effectiveness and ineffect iven es s
were identified, but as previously noted, (p. 109) it does not
always follow that because one intervention is effective, its
opposite is necessarily ineffective or poor nursing.

Results of

constructing a Behavioural l y An chored Rating Scale would be of value
to both clinical practice and nursing education in that necessarily
the scale would articulate nursing dimensions of practice.
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A further benefit of constructing such scales lies in th e ability
to then use these not only for individual performance app raisal
but also for conducting a nursino audit to determine the standards
of care given in a particular setting.

Although not cited in the

literature as a method of us in g the scales , there seems little
problem in extending their use in to th i s field.

They might also

help to demonstrate more clearly when and why peop l e can be helped
throu gh nursing as distinct from other forms of health care .

The

following acti ons are recommended :

Further clinical resear ch needs to be undertaken to observe nursing
practice so that valid tools for practice which have predictive
ability can be developed.

The sca li ng exercise us ed 1n this study should be extend ed to
construct a Behaviourally Anchored Ratina Scale to measure nursing
performance in providing cate in an in - ccr'e psyc hiatric sett-ing .
This scale would be used for
1.

Staff Appraisal

2.

Contributing to ward or unit audit

3.

Assisting in articulating nursing dimensions
of practice.

Nursing Exists for the Benefit of People
A premise basic to this thesis is that nursing is a service, and
as such it exists for the benefit of society.

In helping

human

beings, nursing has as its special concern "the individual's need
for self care action and the provision and management of it on a
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continuous basis in order to sustain life and health;
fro m disease or in jury ;

recover

and co[)e v,ith their effects " (Orem,

19 80 , 6). .

Jhe Prescribe d Role for the Psych i atric t·-! urs e 1s Cha ll enged
In this study, patients ' op inions of t he ir nee ds for care and of
care they re ce ived provi de support for a nursing role which
empha sises a per sona l, non-judgemental approach that i s therapeut i c in its ' normalcy ' (p. 129 ).

This is i n contrast to the

role prescribed in much of the li tera tu re which , as has been
argued (p . 1), emphas i ses a 'therap i st' approach to care based on
theoret i cal models of mental illness and r esultant therapies.
This trend has led to a dev aluat i on of nursing care , and if it
cont inu es , nur ses may opt to become ' therapists' in the same time limited interacti on approach as other health profes sionals, while
untrained staff prov i de the nurs i ng care because it see~s to
requi r e little knOI-Jledge or skil l .

In fact , the difference betl-1een

t he role of the nurse and that of the therapist is in the FOCUS
of knowledge and skill, not in the knm·,ledge and skill per se .

Availability - A Concept Basic to Nursing Practice
The concept of ava il ab il ity (see glo ssary p.xii i) has been presented
as being basic to nursing (p. 35).

In practi ce , nurses comprise

the one professional group who have a unique opportunity to translate t he concept into action, particularly in being receptive to
needs-for-help in relation to daily living and being able to minister
to these needs.

For example, an "effective way of preparing the
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patient for discharge 1s to r ev iev.J pre-treatment patterns of
living to see in what respect they hav e be en faulty"
an d Davis, 1974, 328).

(Kalkman

Nursing staff generally have far more time

available to gently discuss such things and this is directly ben efi cial for t he pat i en t as he can then r ev i ew his life pattern in
its totality.

Valuable information may al so be gai ne d for the

pr i mary therapist who can then work more specifically with the
patient on revising the pattern if neces sa ry so that it will be
better balanced and more satisfying to him in the future.

However,

nurses are not likely to make themsel ves available or to support
patient progress towa rds recovery through optimal use of staff
availability if the concept is not understo od and the resultant
pra ctice specified and valued.

The Dis crepa ncy between Role Perceptions and Practice
Results have indicated that there are some di screpancies between
what nurses in this sample said were effective or ineffective
interve ntions with depressed patients and what they did in pract i ce .
Desp ite opportunities to do so , on many occasions they did no t DO
as they said.

Reasons for this failure to pract ice as they

say they should are not readily apparent and are doubtless mu ltiple.
Perhaps nurses do not feel their care is valued by other staff or
by patients and therefore there is less effort to provide the
best possible care or to critically evaluate what they are doing.
Further, if they believe the effective professional input comes
from the 'therapy' sessions, they may feel cautious about providing
anything other than basic supportive care.
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It could be that the effectiveness of the patients' communication of
gloom was a fact or affecting the practic e of nurses in the sample,
s in ce it is 1-1ell re cognised (p. 33) that depressed patients are
not the most comfortable people with whom one can spend time.
One wonders, too, if nurses recognise and accept the impo rtance
pa tients feel the care given by nurs es has t o ·c: 11em , or if patients'
opinions are not felt importa nt enough t o justify valuing th e
nurse's role.

Nurses need to arti culate and pract i ce from a nurs in g pe r spect i ve
if a nursing r ole is to be ma intaine d in the field of psyc hiatric
nurs in g, and this v1ill require a shift in focus from emp hasis on
in dividual illn ess, pathology , symptoms and psy chodynam i cs to one
concerned with i ndividual health, s t rengths, and capab iliti es
withi n da i ly li vi ng .

The use of a nursin g mode l as a base for

practice could correct the current dissonance between prescr ib ed
role and pr act i ce .

Such a model would force specificJtion of the

nursin g di mensions and clea r ly demonstrate the validity of th e
nursing contr i bution t o care .

To ass i st in ach i eving this aim ,

the following actions are recommended :

A 'therapist' role, as prescr ibed fo r the psychiatri c nurse 1n
much of the literature, shoul d be challenged.

A nursing role clea rly based on a nursing model should be prescribed
for nurses working in the psychiatric field.
The concept of availability should be given greater prominence as a
core concept of nursing so that it can be profitably used in practice
to promote better nursing care.
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ratios Min·ster
says
\~EL.LING TON (PA) . .- The r atio of qu alified to unqualified nurses is improving in
psychiatric and psychop ed1c .hospitals, according to the Minister of Hea lth (Mr Gair).
He said the Government
would welcome reprcsentalions from the Public Service Assoc iation on hospital
staffing.
Psychiatr ic and psychop,,dic h, d occupancy fell
fr om an al'rrage of 7lti , .3
beds last year to 7121.4
beds last March and the
number of ava ilable beds
fell from 8412 to 8280.
"F'or th e yea r enc.led
March 31. l 980 , th ere were
1672 .3 ful l-time equivalent
qualified nurses in the psychiatric and psychopcd ic
area . There were also 1629
unqualified staff and 789
students.'' Mr Gair said .
"For the year ended
March 31, 1981 , the number
of qualified staff had risen
by 65.5 fulltime equivalents
to 1738. The number of
unqualified staff rose by
seven and the number of
hospital-trained students
declined by 52 to 737 ."
He said that although
hospital-trained students
· showed a decline, nurses
trained at technical instilutes were also qualified to
work in this area,
Last year 84 technical
institute-trained comprehensive nurses were I
employed in psychiatric J'
hospitals and eight in psy- ,
chopedic hospitals.
"I must also point out
that while I have the power
to control intakes to schools
of nursing no directions.
have been given on the
number of psychiatric or
psychopedic nurses which
hospital boards can train.
0

. "With regard. to the
dispensing of medicines, the
administration of drugs is
the responsibility of rc ~istered nurses. H unqualified
nurses are invoked they
are working und er the
su pcrv_isio n of 3 :-rg,s:r rt'C
nurse.

,

The nurses ha\·c agreed• Meanwhile phychiatric
to withdraw their ser vices nurses at Poriru a Hosrnal
' from all non-nursing duti es· wil l ta ke act wn from :.1on such as laundry. clerical day against "i ll egal pracwork. driving. kitchen tices·· they say th ey a re
duties. non -pallent cleaning forced to carr\' out he r2 use
and housekeeping du'irs.
of a lack 9f tr;J1ned staff
The-,· :11,o c.k:-1 ·k.J to
Yest•·rda \·'s ' t 1owork
wit hdraw their sul'icrs in meeung at the hospn:, ,
Exaggeration any situation where a nur~e voted overw helmir.gly for
----'=..c"'------or registe red nurse is direct action.
Mr Gair said some of Lhe required to fill or 1s cffccThe chai rma n of the hospsychiatric and psycho- tivel~· left .i n, a posit io n of pital's PSA sub-group 1'.\lr
.,edic hospital buildings , responsibility beyond the B. Lav ery) said: "The hospiwere getting old and some , level paid at.
tal board a nd Health
would have to be replaced. ' A nu mber of moves also Depart ment say th ere are
but it was an exaggeration I have been approved to no problems at Porirua .
to say that they were "fall- , ensure the law is strictly
"It 's lies. I am ha ppy to
ing to bits."
adh ered to in all cases of go through th e wards with
He said he was heartened , drug handling and dispens- anvonc and show them.
·by the PSA's assurance that , ir.g.
Last night out of 40 nurses
industrial action which , The nurses claim the law on duty only 10 were regismight be contemplated by relating to the handl ing of lered.''
the nurses would not affect controlled drugs is not
Wards with 40 to 50 beds
patient care.
adhered to. By insisting on were being left in the care
"I would certainly hope this they will effecti vely of one unqualified nurse.
The hospital was given
they would approach me for force the board to have
discussions .before taking registered nurses on duty at two weeks notice of the
I
any further action."
all times drugs are used. action yesterday.
Meanwhile
psychiatric , The chairman of the
From Monday, nurses
nurses held ' a stopwork Otago branch of the PSA would follow the "letter of
meeting at Cherry Farm, (M r I. Paterson) 5c!id when the law" on controlled
Dunedin. yesterday and the national offl~e has drugs, and no drugs of any
approved a programme of approved_ the. act10n, 14 kind would be dispensed
direct action that could days notice will be. serv~d without the direct supervihave a serious effect on on the bo~rd and act10n will sion of a registered nurse.
staffing at the hospital.
follow this ..
The meeting was held as
The chairman of the
part of a nationwide pro- Cherry Farm sub-group (Mr
gramme of stop work meet- A. Hewson) said it is
ings by psychiatric sub- \ expected all grou~s
groups of the PSA.
throughout the country will
.
approve the action. But
sta ff shortage grievances even if they do not the
were discussed a nd at a Cherry Farm sub-group
local level concerns were will go ahead "because the
aggravated by th e Otago shortages apply here"
Hospital Board's intention
·
to cancel the September
student intake.
1

I
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INTERACTION
NO .

TOOK
TIME I PLACE
IN

POSTURE

PATIENT
Sta nding
Sitting
Lyi n g

NURSE

St and i ng
Sit t ing

TOUCH

Yes
No

St a nding
Si t t ing
Ly ing

Sta nd i ng
Si tting

Yes
No

Stan ding
Sitting
Lying

St a n d i ng
Sitti ng

Yes
No

CONVERSATION

INFOR.i"'ll\ T lOn

Nurse gives
l\sks for - open
- c lo: ;,c,d
Repeated quest:j 011i11g

TAS KS
Nur se
Pe rforms t as k
No t as k
Ch ec k s med i cat i ons
arc s wa ll o wed
Does not c h eck meds
s wa l lowed

Nurse i n i tiated
--Valida t es fee lin ss
As k s about feclinqs
I Talks about n on j personal th i ngs

~~~::~~:g=~:~---------~~~~!~:~:~-----------Patient responds
No response
Repc:a tc:d quc!Stioning

""P
"'"l\
""T
.....
I "E·'"..,N.,.T,,_Bi:::
E_H_A..
V-=I=O-U_R..,.:............,._ __....,.._,.,-==="'===.ii------

Talks about self
T~lks about feelings
1
f Talk c;
c1bout other
I topics

PA TI ENT ACTIVITY
Pa t ie nt initiated
-- - - inappropr i ate

Nur s e
comme nts p ositively
comments negatively
no comme nts
a c k n owle d_gj:; S --------·

Pa t ient
In i ti ates p h ysic al
c are

·---;.1--"~-•

-!'-lO""T'"'I"_"\J_l\_'_
J'I__O
_N
__- - - + -- - -~-0-A_L_ S_E_·T_T_I_J\-_lG
____,......_ _ _A_V_A_I_L_A_B_I_L_I_T_Y_ __

Nurse encourages Pt
to identify things

that motivate him
Nurse uses pt li kes
to motivat e him

Nurse a ss i sts p t to
se t rea l istic s h ortterm goals f or
h imse l f
Nu rse sets goa l s f or
pt

Spe nds time with pt
when exhibiting
d e pressive behaviour
Sta y s b r iefly in
a b ove situation but
t h en leaves, giving
time of return or
p l a c e where n s e can
b e f ound
);:,

u

u

ro

:::i

COMMENTS :

___o.

..,,

----

!DECISION M/\KING

Nu rse sets up dec i s ion for pt to make

X
N
PJ

Pt has dif fi c ulty
Pt presents pr ob l e ms r equ i ring deci s ion
Pt mak es
Nurse makes

f-'
(.Jl

+:>

CODE FOR RECORDING ON OBSERVATION CHA RT
An interaction is defined as a unit wh i ch begins whe11 either patient approaches nurse or nurse approaches pa tient and
ends at the first natural pause in conversation or act ivity. Time to be recorded at beginning and end of each interaction.
Bedroom
Bathroom
Lounge
Kitchen
Dining Room
Corridor
Games Room
Outside
Touch
Questions

BR
Bt
L
K
DR
C
GR
OS
-

Any action which results in patient and nurse touching eac h other .
Open

Phrase or sentence structured in s uch a way as to encourage exp ression of opinio n, feelings etc.

Closed - Phrase or sentence structured lo get a11 exp li cit yes/n o type answer .
Tasks

In clude any action that involve 'doing for ' the patient:

giving meds, making bed.

Activity

Any activity not related to meetin:J phy s ical needs.
Any activity th at is related to fulfill ing needs for so litude and soc i al i nteraction, for creactivity, for
cognitive function1r1g.

:r,,
-0
""O

Comment

Comments should be of a ge neral nature , bt'iefly describing content of interaction or patient activity.

(D

::,
0...
_,
,

X
N

---..
O'

I-'
(J1
(J1

Appendix 3

QUESTI ONS FOR PAT I ENT IN'I·E RVIEW
AND EXPLANATION GI VEN

EXPLANATI ON TO PATI ENT
Gi ven v e r b a lly a f t er permi ss i on obta i ned from un i t Nurs i ng
Su pe r v i sor , the explanat i on would be simil ar to the
f o ll o wi n g :
" I ' m doi n g a project to f ind out h ow we n ur s es ca n help
pa tie nt s mo s t an d I would like y our help .
I have j us t go t
f our ques ti o ns I would lik e t o a s k a nd to talk about with
you .
It wi l l tak e about fi v e o r te n min utes un less you
wa n t to spend longer . No names wi 11 be mentioned ,, her. I
write the project up so anything you say is confidential .
If you are agreeable , to save time and to save me tak ing
notes I ' d l ike to record ou r conversat i o n to help me write
it up accu r ate l y later .
The t ape wi ll be wiped when I ' ve
done that . MAY I RECORD?
(If no , may 1 take no t es?)
Do you have any questions before ~e begin?
Now , I have just one explanation .
In the four questio:.s
you have there (the pat i ent has a copy) , I am a.sking about
nurses and r.ursing staff .
I want you to think only about
those who v:ork in the e\·enir:ss anc at weekenc.s .:i.nc er: nigr:t T:,er, let ' s start wi t:1 question 1 .

1.

Wh at are the greatest differences you feel in yourself from
when you came into hospital compared with the ,,:ay you feel
l,0\•.9?

2.

Wha t ki nds of thing s l et you know in yourse l f that you were
mak i ng p rogress - tha t you we r e ge t ting bette r ?

3.

Was t here any pe rs o n on t he n u r si ng st a ff who h elped y ou a
lot?
(No need t o mention names . ) How was that per son ab l e
to h e l p you mo st?

4.

Was t her e anythin g nur ses c o u l d have done that wou l d have
help ed you mor e ?

156.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCALING EXERCISE
The p ur p ose of this exercise is to determine what NURSES think are
examples of EFFECTIVE nursing acti ons in caring for patients hospitalised
in an acute - care setting with DEPRESSION.

PLEASE WORK THROUGH THE FOLLOWING STEPS ALONE .
ideas with anyone e l se .

Do not discuss your

1.

Fi ll in the biographical i nformat i on on the sheet provided .

2.

You have 8 numerical ly labelled cards in the packet prov i ded . P l ease
ensure these are set out at the top of your workspace with " l " at the
l ef t t hrough to " 8 " at the right.
These numbers constitute a sca l e
on which you can rate different nurs ing actions . You should rememb er
that " l " is the l east effeccive and " 8 " is the most effective end o f
this sca l e .
In other words, " 8 " is the good nursing end and " l "
indi c ates poor nursing.

3.

You also have a bundle of nur.ibered staten,ents of nurs·ing act ions
which co uld be relevant for depressed patients.
Your job now is to
sort these statements, placing each under the number on the scale yoc
feel is most appropriate to indicate the level of effectiveness of
thac particular action .
For example , statement ~o . 8 night r ead :

11

'\~ncouraqe ~Jatient to drink
1: you thi:1k. c.i.:....s 1s an cflccti\·t: ll.ct.io1i ·.-ri.t.h a (:cprcss~-;d vatic:nt , you
would place it under the letter 7 or 8 , but if you think it is not

effective , you would place it under 1 or 2 .
rather more neut ral , under 4 or 5 .

•

Or maybe it would end up

You may shift statemen t s as you sort and find that you review your
initial thinkin g , but you shou ld not dwell on these decisions too l ong .
There are many instances where?. statement may be a le ss effective
intervention in one circumstance than another , . depending upon the
patient ' s state at the time . We are not at present concerned with this .
The aim i s to see what , in general terms , nurses think would be effec tive nursing actions with depressed patients.
It is necessary , however ,
to ensure after your sorting that you have at leas t ONE statement in
each category .

4.

When you have finish ed sorting , record the rating you have given each
action .
There is now no statement for the numbers marked "X" .

5.

01 the back of your recording sheet p l ease answer the questions indicated
there.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO- OPERATION
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RECORDING CHART FOR SCALING STATEMENTS
PLEASE FILL IN THE BLANKS 1D PROV IDE THE FOLLOWING INFOR.t,,lATION:

Sex :

(de lete one)

t·lALE/FEMJI.LE

Please circle the nursing qualification(s) that you hold and state the yea r
of registration/qua lifi ca tion for each in the space provided :
R . G.

&

R . P . N.

O.N .

R . Pd . N.

Other :

How long have you worked in a p sychiatric setting?
How much of thi s time has been in a large psychi atri c institution?
How much of thi s time has been in a psychiatric unit within
a general hospital?
Are you currently working in an acut e or long-s tay area?

NURSING INTERVENT I ONS WITH HOSPITALISED DEPRESSED PATIE NTS
PU T YOUR R.ll. TDJG AGAINST EACl-i ST,'.,.TE·iENT NUMBER

~-J
I c+ 2 1

/

r----

I

r-·--1 ---r

ow

I

4

I

X

!

I

24

I

2 :J,-

i

44)

I

26

-

27

~~~-48

29

49

30

11

wnl
!
,---------;

I
1

1~1~
-~
G4

GS

,-

47

28

1

103

.,

I

'

106

107

88

108

69

89

1 09

50

70

90

11 0 1

31

51

71

91

111

12

32

52

72

92

112

13

33

53

73

93

113

14

34

54

74

94

114

15

35

55

75

95

115

16

36

56

76

96

17

37

57

77

97

18

38

58

78

98

19

39

59

79

99

20

40

60

80

100

8

-

e--

I- :a -

I

I

ij--

l

, -~;-i

46 1I

X

1101/-,
f----_J

611 __J
1--+
I (·,;: i

X

I
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LIST OF STATEMENTS FOR SCALING EXERCISE

1.

Observes and rec ords p atient ' s major moods

2.

Observes and records patient's span of concentrat i on

3.

Obse rv es and r ecord s pat ient ' s activities

4.

Obse r ves and records patien t ' s p h ys i cal state

5.

Observes and records compar is ons to indicate progress

6.

Obse rves and r e c o r ds i nterac ti on patterns

7.

Asks if patient fee ls s ui cid al

8.

Asks if patient h as plans f or s ui cide

9.

Contrac t with su i cida l
limitations

patien t

regarding behavioural

10 .

Remi~ds patient that behavioural contract requires that
he practise self-contr o l rather than expecting sta::f to
take r espo nsibility for hi.s behaviour

11 .

When a patient verbalises fear , discusses the wo rst possible
outcome and then assists t o problem soln; to .Jeal v1ith his
fear

12 .

Instructs a patient in rela x ation tcc~niques

3_j .

.:'..ssists ~. c1tier.t t0 identify lte.:.-11-J.ti-..·c De:1a\·i ol!rs :ro:-:1
suici~al threat to get assistance a~~ surrort

l4 .

r_;i.ves positive rein'.·orcem<::r,t :.or rnai :~Lc.r:an-::e o:: sel:f - :::0n,.1ul

15 .

~llows patient to miss a meal

16 .

Er,courages patient to drink

17 .

Encoura(Jes patient to eat appropriately for ':JOOd r,1tri tion

18 .

Assists patient with personal hygiene

19 .

He l ps paLient t o l ook ' good '' (e . g . shave , use of make - up) and
comments positively on the result

20 .

Gives pos itiv e feedback when patient makes effort with
hyg i ene and g r ooming

2 1.

Deals with prob lem s relating to elimination support i ve l y , but
does not dwell on them

22 .

Reports on type of movement -

23 .

Comments on way patient is moving to patient

24 .

Allows patient to settle for sleep earlier than 9.00 p . m .

25 .

Assists patient with re l axation technique to cope with
restlessness

26.

Encourages patient with physical activity

27 .

Ass i sts pa ti ent with relaxation technique to encourage sleep

28.

Cornments positively to pa ti ent when activity is increased

29.

Goes for walk with patient

30 .

Gives simple direct information about home responsibilities

slow , normal,

sluggish, etc .
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31 .

Gives simple direct information about expectations of his
behaviour

32 .

Gives simp l e direct informat i on about patient ' s proqnosis

33 .

Gi ves simp l e direct information about effect of drugs or ECT

34 .

Gives s i mple direct information about employment prospects

35 .

Repeats words of comfort and r eassurance

36 .

Enc ourage s activity requiring c o ncentr a ti on for limited time

37 .

Comments to pat i ent on incr eased ability to c on centrate

38 .

Maintains eye contact
talking to him

39 .

Enc ourages patient to tal k about his fe e ling s

40 .

Does no t a llow pati en t t o remain alone for more than 20
minutes

41 .

Ass ists / i n tera c ts wit h pati en t

42.

Menti ons only e nvir onmental (fl o we rs, weather , etc . ) top ic s ,
n ot pati en t - r e lated top ic s in intera cti on

43 .

Validat es with p at ient what nur se thinks he /she is saying/
fee li ng

44 .

Te l ls pat i ent he/she C::J'J

45 .

E;1c ourages patient to talk of the past

~G.

Sets tasks for patient to do al one

47 .

?rovi des support doing things WI TI~ but not FOR the patient

4G .

Listens with conc~rn to repetitive com~laintr

49 .

Provi des honest, otioctive ~eedback about pati~nt ' s p res ent
appraisal o f h i s f ee li ngs and behaviours

50 .

Ta lks to patient who canr.ot sleep

51 .

Listens to comp laints bu t when repet ition occurs assists
pat i ent t o get on with some activ i ty

52 .

Provides positive feedb a ck for any patient - i n itiated ac ti v ity

53.

No comment or interaction from staff about patient- initiated
act ivit y

54.

Accepts unrealis ti c comment from patient withou t
what the reality is

55.

Points out when patient makes unrealistic (e . g . derogatory ,
guilt) comment about himself and explains that this tends to
block communication

56 .

Focuses interaction on here and now

57.

Leaves patient alone but te ll s him/he r where he/she can find a
staff member, or gives a time when nurse will return

58 .

Uses touch in interact ion wi th patient

59 .

Keeps phys icall y distan t
appr opriate

60 .

Spends t ime with pat i ent when exhib i t in g depress i ve behaviours ,
e . g . i so l ating , crying , physical comp l aints , fearful , withdrawn

(wi thout staring) with patient wh il e

.:i0

i n a structured a c tivity

sor:1othing

indicat i ng

from patient when touch might be

Appendi x 4(c) cont.
61 .

Encourages overt expression of anger or aggression

62 .

Talks with patient and visi tars

63 .

Talks with pa tient's visitors

6 4.

Encourages patient to go on outing

65 .

Tries to id en ti fy indiv idua l motivators

66 .

Enco ur ages patient to identify things that motivate him

67 .

Uses mo tivators that patient likes to encourage non - depressive
behav i o ur

68 .

Shows interest in patient ' s de s cri p ti o n of hi s S'/Ulptoms

69 .

Limits p atient ' s conversation a bou t

70 .

'Talk s abo ut p attern of livi ng pri or t o admission

71 .

Re v iew s p r e - admissi o n pa tt e rns o f living t o s ee if th e y have
be e n fa u lty

72 .

As k s a b o ut pre se nt rel a ti on ship s and c o ntr a sts them with pre vi o u s ly norma l l evel s

73 .

Revi e ws p re-adm is sion p att er n o f liv i ng wi t:h p atient a nd ta l k s
over possibl e c hang es for fut ur e

74 .

Ta lk s with patient a b out !:Jeing home a gai n

75 .

When p atien t i s up s et , s t ays wi th h ir:1 un t i l he f e e l s ca lm b u t
then l eave s , a nd comes back t:o s.en:::l more time with him whe n he
is fee lin g better

76 .

Comme n ts positiv e l y abou t

17 .

Tal k s with r,c:.tient abo11:. :1.i sl ~"".:er :=ur·..:!:"E:

78 .

Gi v es reality feedbilck

79 .

Assists to draw up a p l an fo r the sh i ft and gives pos it ive
re in fo r cement fo r sti ck ing t:o it

80 .

Ma k es dec i sion fo r p atient

81 .

Do es s ome thing for pati en t wh i c h h e c o uld p erhaps h av e done for
hims e lf

82.

Assists patie n t

83.

When patient l eaves nurse to make a decision for him , po in t s this
out and encourages to act for himself

8 4.

Provides suggestions of solutions to probl e ms for pa ti ent

85 .

Allows patient to opt

86 .

Points out when pa ti en t sets up personal failure and ass i s ts in
id e ntif y in g alternative behaviours

87 .

Encourages c reative or mildly competitive activities t hat provide
some degree of success

88 .

Refuses to repeat statements o f reassurance or comfort

89 .

Complies with suicidal patient ' s request for cigarettes and matches

90 .

Does not check that medication is swal l owed by p atient

failures

i ncreasing independenc e

to set realistic short-term g oals f or himse lf

out of dec isi on making

161.
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91 .

Suggests medicat i on will help him feel better

92 .

Enquires at discharge i f patient feels he can cope wi th past
anxieties

93 .

Points out contrad ic tions in pat i ent ' s communications immediately

94 .

Provides simple jobs for patient to do

95.

Encourages activity requiring prolonged concentration

96 .

Checks that patient is adequately clothed for warmth

97.

Disp lays calm confidence in interaction with pa tient

98 .

Tells suicidal patient that his li:e is his own res9onsibility

99 .

Makes assumptions about patient ' s feelings

100 .

Tells suicidal patient that his fc.J:iily 1·:ill be upset by his
wanting to end his lif e

lOJ..

Stays with suicidal patient all the time

102 .

Allows patient to eat alone

103.

Gives light hearted reassurance

104.

Demonstrates sympathetic approach

105 .

Tells patient to go for a w2.lk

106 .
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MISSING CASES

7 . li29
3 . (j(_;.;j

M002
MINIMU'1

8 . 000

5 . {'.HH:l

16

178.

ffiGE

J\LL REGISTE RED STAFF AT UNI T

0 1/26/8 2

FILE -

12/08 /B l

- CRE.~TE D

S UBFILE NONAME

VAR83
1+\EAN
~;TD U::V
~ AXIMUM

VALID C.Z\.SES

G. 810

MCDI.J\N

l . 250

Rl',L'X:;2

7 . 000
5. 000

MODE:

MINIMLM

7. 000
3. GOO

4 . 625
7 . 000

!''.OiJS
,'ilt--!IMU'\

5. C:JC
1. CCC

8. COD
21

1·1ISSING C1\SES

VAR84
!'if::~\]

4 . 38i

:3'1'D [)EV

2 . 109

M/1.xJ.MUM

8 . COG

21

MEDF;N
R/\1'K:;E

MISSIN'.::; C/\SES

(J

1/AH2S

'. 3'1'D u:V

2 . 95:
l.9G2

; •il\X.::/'1U:'~

7. CCC

'-~E!...N

~1E'AN

STD C£V
'·11\XL'iUM

VALID G-'\SC:S

I-' - - -

l . ~S.!!
2 . ,.:::o

t·:ECI .il.>'.
'"r · ,, ,,,..,\. ; r1
,,

1,i f.:L'1t-.N
!1/d,(;2

G. C~G

G. t,17
~
_,, •

r, r 1n
L J • .1 l .1

"")

(lO(l.

~., ..

l . • , \

,,

21

\,

lvAR87
:'·ii:AN
S TD OCV
MAXIMUM

VA LI D CASES

G. 000
1 . 817
8 . 000

21

MEC'IJ\.~

RAN::;E

MI SSI"1G CASES

IS . 400
6 . 000

0

'."IODE
MI NI MLM

7 . 000
2. 000

17

179

LL REGISTERED STAFF AT UN I T
01/26/8 2

B\GE

18

- CH.SATED 12/03/81

FILE -

S UBFI LS NON.I\/''£

2. 714
"'D DEV

2. 101
7. CGO

21

MEDIAN
RAN::;E

~

ccoo
2 . 211J

~iODF::

G. 0CO

MIN I MLJ,1

MISSING CASES

- - - - - - -

D\N
TD D:::V
i'I.XIMUM

1. 750

l. OG0
l. C00

G

- -

-

~1'·'DL'\:\J
FA~KT.:

- -

-

-

- -

- --

,

4. 3:S

-

-

,tnq

.

I

1 •\.J

•

.!. •

!

:..,:.,

i

/ 1

1 •

7. GJU

,,

21

?,UC US\~5

l.

l . G:27
....,
,

In

--. • , .1 ,. 1 ,

( l • lfl.
•

I

1 )l

21

ARSl
'TD DEV

5 . 9()5

;•iEDI.A.N

h . 25('.

1 . 670

,v\NGF:

F

(1

') •

( 1

2. 0CG

If)

, .1 i

8 . 800
P.LID CASES

21

MISSI'.-lG CAS:::::S

r•
y)

AR92
Mu\N
;:,TD IBV

3 . 857
2 . 393

1AXI MUM

8 . 0 00

VALID CASES

21

MEDit-.N
RAN'.:;E

MISS I NG C.bSCS

3 . 333

MOCE

7 . 00(,)

MIN I MLM

1.r,oc
1. 00 0

. .-.· '

180.

PAGE

ALL Rl::GISTERED STAFF AT UNIT
FILE ...:

01/26/8 2

- CREATED 12/08/81

'.\LS UBFILE NONA/'·'\£

) l VAR93

.,r." 'N
- Lt "-' ""

4 . 47G

) STD CEV

2 . 182

v/\AXIMUM

8. COO
21

Vi I~·r.
,. . ,,
1.""...f •1•
STD

Vl
VJ

rx:v

:Vl/\XIMUi·1

MECI.I\N

4 . 2'.Jl)

7. COD

MOOE:
MINIMU·1

,1. 080
l.C !:}0

',·~1,

MISSING Cl.SES

s. 71,;

1·1 '-'T"';T /1 1.1

S. 800

!":OD~:

4 . C'CD

1 . S2l

!<./\\GE

s. crci

,"'i:l:t\JIMLJ.1

3 . CCC

s.coa
2 J.

Vi\LID C..,'<SES

·--,

,

C

.., , ·

"1

.... ,.,

.J. o l l l

L. • 1. .1 \., ' •

1

1,

i . 3(2
f~ . C~1C'

V;

\,-.\:_,!.l.·· --· ~·l·~--

s . 23,:;
(,.

C.1 .

. V,\ Liu C/\SES
V

''

~

,,

t-1 f-~D:..:__._~,J

::

,,nr1
'

~

j

'

:

-

i·J.l\(L

1 , 1... ,·,,

21

r-iISSING GS2S

,,

n,

\ VAH97

:,.
:=.
{'

ME'PN
STD C£V
MAXIMUM

V/\LID Cl.SES

7 . 524
C. 7SU

s. v.:cn
21

r,1f~DL'\N
[V.l'GE

7 . 750
2. COO
C

MODE
MI>Jil·1LM

8 . 000
6 . C00

19

181.

ffiGE

'.\LL HEGISTEHED STAFF AT UNIT

J l/2G/82

FILE -

- CREATED 12/0 8/8 1

; UBFILE l'-lON./\.ME

v\EAN

3TD IX: V
·11\Xl."ll.JM

3 . 7G2
2 . 095

e.,:ou

')

3 Tu !J:':V

3 . 6"17

MODE

G. 0C0

RAt..GS

7.CC O

MINIM LM

l. 000

21

MI SS I NG Cl\SES

0

MISSI\'G et.SES

VALL) C;'.\SES

L

MEDIAN

(,'1 • :,Jd

')

')

:l

'

/.-'.

- -- --

3 . CJC

,_ • / )") I

1. cs;:;

l . 7iJ8
-;
• •

't'
LI U

re
L/

L.i.

t'-1u\N
S'l'D c.:JJ
!1! f•)'I i.. i Uj\ I

VALID CASES

'

fi . 42Si
2 . Cl 4

-,: . .:,.:,
-G. CCG

::,oc:::

2 . 429
7 . 000

MOOE
MINIMU1

l. COO

~

":)

(l/ J ft

1,. ) .

t , 1 11.,,'

'-', I' JIM U·i

8 . U0U

21

MISSI\JG C:-\Si::S

VAHlC2
.~'\.El\i.\J
STD CEV
M/1.XIMUM

V1\LID CASES

3 . 048
1.857

MEDIAN

lv>-.t--:CE

2. 000

8 . 0~0

21

MISSING CASES

(i

VAR103
MfAN
STD a:v

3 . 429
l . 938

MAXIMUM

7. 00 0

VALID CASES

21

MEDIAN

2.875

MODE

2 . 000

RA1'X:;E

6 . 000

MINIMlfvl

l. 000

MISSING CASES

0

20

182.

ALL REX:;I STERED STAFF AT UNIT
0 1,126/8 2

H\GE
- CREAT ED 12/0 8/81

FILE -

S UBFI LE NONAM.E
VAR104
EAN
TD DEV
1" AXIMUM
AL1D C\.SES

1

f. . 238
1 • 814

MEDIAN
RANGE:

6 . 417
6 . 000

MODE

s. ocrn

MINIMLM

2. 000

MINIMLM

1.000

8. 00D

21

MISSING C.lGES

0

' l>-JliOS
tfAN
TD DE:V
;'> 1.'.\XIM UM

ALID CASE:S

2 . Gl 9
l.L'.31
6 . CCO

21

MEDil\N

RM,'GE

2. or~o

2 . 286

s. con

MISSING C 1SES

0

'AR10 G

3 . 333
. :To CEV
• '. ! •XIM lX'.

' '.\LID C:'\S ~:S

'\u\N
3TD Dt:V

'/\LID C.J\SES

/. . cc i'

2 . 87S

_. c, 0 C

:'1 . DC0

1

7 . \:'UO

21

.

2 . %2
l . 687

G. c~;J

21

,,

3 . e,;c

mssu:::; c1>.sss

/·"ODi~

2 . 0CO

C

AR1C8

\EAN
STD DEV
MAXIMUM

VA LI D CASES

3 . 714
l . 978
8 . 000

21

MEDIAN
RA!\GE

MISSING CP.SES

3 . 400
7 . 000
0

MOOE

3 . 000

MINIMLJ-1

1. 000

21

,.

.

......

181 .

\LL REGISTERED STAFF AT UNIT

J l;26/82

fIU: --

B\GE

12/08/8 1

- CRS.l\TED

3 UBFI LC NONNlE
VAR109

3TD CCV

5 . 143
1. 558

1/1)'.IMU!~

8 . 000

Y1EAN
1

MEDIAN

5. 250

RA~l'.::;S

G. OCO

MISSING CA.SES

VJI.LID CAS ES

5. 000
2. 000

MODE
:"'1INIMllt.

0

VARllO
.,L:...\N
3 TD Di~V

V1-\LI D C\SCS

4 . 238
:2 . llS
·1

1

(. ~

.,

!·\EDIAN
:"!,.\(_;:::

Q •

~·1I:3 S I\C C;\SSS

1 . c.;~o

r1 r, :,
t.../ , ) LI

(~

. ·.._.,

STD

(1 . 'l .' ~

t: • L,' 1. ' ' ·'

.~

c::..·J

7•

~

. . ..,

,r
! ""\ •

,, l I
- L 1)

,~'~ I l

Ul-t. 1

M .'·..XI!·',l./·'

21

MISSI~G C,\SES

' A°'112
MEAN
STD OCV
Mlw.lv\U!\~

VALID O\SES

2 . 286

!1 1EDIAN

l . 521

PJ\.t<GE

1. 938
S. U00

2 . 00G
l. DQO

MODE

MI~IMLM

7 . UCO

21

MISS I NG CASES

- - - - - -

0

- -

- - - -

-

-

-

VARll3
f,',E,".N

STD DEV

MAXIMUM
VALID CASES

2 . 333
1 . 798
7.000
21

R,\K;E

1. 813
6.000

MISSING CASES

,

MEDIAN

0

MODE

MINIMl.J',1

l. 000
1 . 000

22

184.

AlLRffi1STERED STAFF t,..'f

UNIT

H\GE

I

I

01/26/82

- CREATED 12/08/81

FILE -

S UBFI LE NON/\ME
VAR114
MEAi.\1
STD CEV
MAXIMUM

V/\LID CASES

2 . 81U
1. 721
7. 000

21

MEDIAN
RA~GE

MISSING CASES

2 .4 CO

MODE

G. COO

MINIMU'<1

1 . 000
l. OOO

3 . 91 7

f'l,ODC

4. r-co

G. OCO

MINIMLM

l. OOO

0

VARllS
I· EAN
~

TD DEV

fv

,'\XIMUM

ALID CASES

3 . 762
l . 573
7. (()0
21

tif::DI,\.l
P.\~E

MI SS ING CASES

n,_.

23

Appendix 6

LARGER SAMPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

31/26/82

FILC --

PAGE

- CRE.1\TED 01/25 /82

3 UBFI LE NO!~i\"'1£
VARl

ME.Z\.N
3 TD DEV
'i!l)([MUM
VALID

osr.:s

3TD DCV
,1AXIMUM
v;\LID Ci\SCS

G. 300
1 . 337
8 . 000
lU

ME DI!,N
RAr-..GE

6 . 10(1

5. 000

4 . 000

MODE
,"1I NIMl.M

t\ . O~JO

MISSING C1'.5E:S

5 . 9GC

rv;EDI.t..N

G. CCO

MCDE

S. C.:CO'

l . GG3

Fv\t..CF:

5. z;;C

,"1 I:-Jlt·1 l.J:i

3 . uc:..:

8 . COO

lC

,';\HJ
',jr.::,.· ..-1

1-

-· . -·

I

I

:,

3'i'D Ll::V
:,t.X.£1·:U'··,
\//..LID Cl'15ES

STD CT::V
Mf,XIJ 1U.'1
VALID Cl'SE:S

lU

6 . f;UiJ
1. 17/1
8. CfHi

lC

.~'i OJi::
1-.1 1:~:::M LJ·\

:•'i::DI i\N
?.,\:-Gt:

:'iISSING Ci\.SES

VAf{S

Mf.A.J."J
STD CEV

::i . C08
1 . 70,1

MAXIMUM

8. 000

VALID CASES

HJ

r·'EDIP.t,J

5 . 0[10

RAN3E

5. 000

MISSING CJ\SES

48

f-' 0:Jf·:
MINIMLM

s. or:r,
3.000

185.

2

186.

LARGER SAMPLE OF' REGISTERED STAFF
FILE -

01/26/8 2

PAGE
- CREAT ED 01/26;82

S UBFILE NONAME

f' iFAN

STD DEV

5 . 200
l . 989

MAXIMUM

8. 000

lC

V,:i.LlD C.ASES

i''!EDIAN
HA~E

7.COC
5. 000

MODE

8 . 000

MINIMLM

3. 000

t,8

MISSING Cl\SES

VAR7
t·\E.l\_!\J
S TD CEV
i"1/0CTMUM

5 . 561
2 . 2~! CJ

[''!EDL'I.N
Rf..N::;[

1. ore:

s. mm

. i\LID CA.SE:S

57

C

- ~

,, . . .

('

'

r · .... , - ,
' . • j l. _)

I'

~

,,

l

MI SS ING C1".S E:S

·-' • I .: ''

. ..

8 . CCC

!S . CSO

FJ-. i r.;:=;

.. !.., ~' t ..1

- --.

-.·T ~· ·r ·.· : ··:.-- .~~

.· --. L.~ :_

f· 1£/1,.\ j

5 . 31 C

;: [Ti U / 1

5 (: ') (,

~i TD D.::V

2 . 293

:i_;, !'X:;:.::

'/

58

/·ESSI \ G

SG9

t,1C: DIA'.·~
P.l\t,,GE

•

1

..,, 1._

,/

;";

II I ~

f'l.

11 .

\ ., l

, .

( • ; 1 ,·-•

l ' t , L,

c;,.s:::s

. ,JARlO

'•lLI.\N

1, .

STD DEV

2 . 177
8. C00

!I\AXIMUM

VA LID 0'5ES

58

."IISSING C.l>SES

t; .

773

7. 00C
0

VQDE
MINP'1lJ'i

5 (' " ''
l. coo
•

L, J J \')

3

187.

LARGER SAMPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

0 1/26/ 8 2

FILE -

PAGE
- CREATED '11/26/82

S UBFI L E NON,lV,..1E

5 . 614

MEDIAN

~ . 53 1

2 . 22(,

~~~GE

7 . 000

7 . C~;C
l. 0DO

MODS
MINIMLM

8 . CCO

57

MISSEJG C.7\SES

l

l\Rl2
f iEJ..'.<
.. TD DCV

5 . 61'1
l . 868

~\,\XIMUM

8 . JOO

1t\LID

C-\SE: S

MEDL'\.~

-

-~ . cno
,..,, .,
~

_,,.

,

( ' -'' ('. ;
•

L · \. , I.,.

iU".i\CE

57

l

11 ,\Rl3

\. i·.j )i ! .. ~,I

:::

t ,' ... :·. , _,

'

•

STD CEV
'. ··, J1Xi1"" U.'-:

-

c;_~
_, I

;

\

"l,"'l:
•

, , I ~ L/

l

V!\RlC:
Mf.:1\N
STD DEV

5 . 724

MECIAN

1 . %3

!~\:-(;::'.

Ml\XI;v'i UM

8 . CCJ

V1'.LI D Cl''5£S

58
-

t-HS S ING CASF:S
- - - - - - -

...., 115

, . rr·.n
,_.1 't.,

c; _C~>.J
L c;:; ;J

:.l()OE
'-lrnllt;LM

(\

- - - - -

-

-

VARlS
M~:/-.'.'1
STD CEV

3 . G8'1

MEDIAN

l . 974

RA1'GE

MAXIMUM

8 . 000

VALID CASES

57

MI SS I NG CASES

3 . 778
7 . 000

l

t'1 0DS

S. GJ0

MINIMLM

1 . 000

4

188.

PAGE

LARGER ..V\MPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

- CREATED 01/26/82

FILE -

G. 053
l. 922

fi . 55(1

MEDI AN
RJ.\i'X.:;E

G. 000

MODI.::
MINIMLM

8 . 000

1'1INIMLM

1.

rco

2. 000

8 . 00{ '

57

l

MISSING CAS ES

V/\JU7

6 . U7l
1. 71 S
8 . CG1J

ME,\N

STD IBV
MAXIM UM

VALID CASES

56

G. 357
7. 800

MEDIAN

R,.\ ~..GF.

MISS I NG Cl\SES

G. CCG

2

VM18
f,'.f]\N

5 . G21

S 1D DEV
1-1 r.xu,·1uM

l. 67(
8 . C~H '

~

._.,1. ._,

1

AR19

·~

·_;:

·-

::iu

. .

;_

l . 8%

"7

I •

!·lISSPJG CJ\SES

-, - I

58

~ J I ' l.,

7

r•r,
'\
t.., f -,, t,..,

MEDIAN

t,, ...,L,

l

8. DCU

7 .31 3

RA1'GE

!•HSSI~G CJ>SES

•

l. :·c .:

nnfl

MINIML.M

8 . 000
AL~D CJ':ISES

n ( r f"\

. .,

G. GO:J

o . 862
1 . 53 8

J
.;.. •

0

2. 000

5

···"''

189.

~RGER Sl\MPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

FI LS -

H;2G/82

PAGE

- CRE.Z\TED 01/26/82

;ucFILS NONAME:

3TD DCV

5 . 9~ 6
1 . 494

·1AXIMUM

8.uon

·iE'l\N

MEDIAN

G. CGJ

Rl\.t,J:;E

G. 000

2. 0C O

2

MIS S I~G C!-GES

·/ ALID CJ.S ES

G. OJ(j

!'10DC
MINIMU'1

JAR2 2
··1Ei\ .~i

MEDL\N

3'1'D D~V

2 . 4~

·1 1\Xl.\1 U'.-'1

t\ COO

,/A. LI;)

C:..

S . l 67

_, • r. , ,,.. : I

7 . CO C

1
..._

I~\!,.'G2

1 /,

r°l r ': r t.

.

I

, (l "1' -~I.. I

\

l,

•

c;.s ES

·,..:,( ......

. : • ".l

.·; /1 ::. . :_: \/

2 . ~32
r:

\.. •

'

·. c.J....,, ,._:·.. .

.,

. . :. /.:.

!·\EJ.J~

VALID CA.SC:S

'

'

~

.

''

,,

' ·' '1 I'
I~

53

STD Ct'.V
MAXIMUM

~I•

C

3 . 228
1. 852

MEDIAN
RA.~ E

e.coo
57
-

!':ISS I NG CAS ES
- - - - - - -

3 . ~42

MODE

l . C0 D

7.

MI NIMLM

1. oc n

rno
1

-

-

-

-

- - - - -

-

VAR25
MEAN

SID DEV
MAXIMUM

V/\LID OSES

rs . 07 vJ
1 . 699
8 . 000

57

1-\EDI!->-.N

'1 . 37.1

"10DE

RA1'[;E

7.0 00

MI NIM LM

MISSING CASES

- - -

- - - - -

1

- -

- -

6 . 000
1. 000

------ -

-

6

190.

RGER SAMPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF
1/2 6/82

PAGE

- CREAT ED 01/26/82

FILE -

NONAM.E

5 . G55
1 . 722
8 . 000

SS

C."'Si::S

MEDIAN
RAt-..GE

5 . 900
7 . 000

MISS ING Cl'.SES
- - - -

5.CGO

MEDIAN

l . 563

HAN'.:::;E

10

MISSI'.'-iG

MINIMLM

(J

-

4 . SL\0
5 . CGO

s. eno

C!'..S ES

6 . D00
1.0 00

MODE

-

-

-

- - - -

·-

-

-

-

MODS

4 . ()00

MINIMLM

3 . CCO

"'1CDC.:

G. cuz,

!·LI!'!H'iU•!

l . 0&i1

osr.::s

G. 193

G. 75['.

l . S·-; l

:' )

•

;•\ED1Jl.1J

(j

. 133

kA'.'G2

7.

,, "'·

( '.

~.' l .• I J

<~ n ~·, ,,..,

c:. • 0\J, J

r·iu\'.·~

STD CSV
t-'.l>XH•'iU,·1

W.LID CASSS

5 . 825
1. 95G
q

en~;

r1·1n

L . 1

vV

S7

MI SS ii-..;G C/SE:..i

l

VAHJO
ME.A.,_\J
STD Cf:V
MAXIMUM

VALID 0SES

4. 776
2 . 271
8 . 000
58

MEDIAN

5 . 000

f':COE

S. U00

RAl\GE

7. 0(~0

MINIMU-1

1.000

MISSING CASES

0

7

191.

'

RGER SAMPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

FILE -

Pl\GE
- CREATED 01/26/82

\.ARJ l

5 . 845
2 . 134

MF:DI.A.N

G. 409

MODE

8. COO

RA1'X3E

7. 000

MINIMLM

l. 000

5 . U71

MOu C:

8. CCO

.....

MINI:-1U::,

l . L't-~0

8. 00D
:'1IS~,ING C.11SES

58

LID Cl\SE:S

4 . 897

C

MEDL,N
P.l,tK.;::;

2 . 299
8 . G:_:D

flfl(\

I .. L ' l

I,

58

LI D G'.SES

.i . 723
Q

l...,,·,1 ·

'-~ •

l ; t / I )

- ;

( • t

I ' :

i

I

1~ I ,

I.

(1

I

e ' ., \

l

L

u\N
TD IBV
AXIMUM

ALID CASES

C571
7. . 17'.J
R. OG~!

t:

f.'i~~DI/,:\

,1 0

:'· 1

'_,

-

- - - -

t··1CiJC:

-

s
-

3 . r5CG
l / t lrl'\(•
, t ./

10 IN:CMlJ,\

I

r-,. \~C'C'C
) :......,.,.)
I SSP!G ...._,

-

. l ffl

,' . ('.CO

HA~C2

-

- -

-

- -

•

l

-

/AIDS
MEA~l
STD Df'.V
M'

MUM

VALID CASES

5 . 293
2 . 009
8.000

58

MEOI.Z\N
RA!\GE

MISSING CASES

5 . 417
7 . 000
0

MODF:

MINIMLM

s. crnr,
1.,rno

8

192.

LARGER SAMPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

01(26/8 2

PAGE

- CREATED 01/26/82

FILE -

S UBFI LE NONA."vlE

VAR3G
t-\El'.N

STD DEV
MAXIMUM

G.D88
1 . 479

.~lE L'IAN
RAN:,S

h . 2Sl
6 . C00

MODE

5 . 000

MINIMLM

2 . !?0 0

MODE:

s. con

MINIM!Jvi

2. CCO

8 . coo

57

V..\LID C.i\SES

MI SS I~G CJI.SCS

l

VAPJ7
Mu\..N

STD DC\'
M /\XMU. ·i

/'.i . 321
l . SOG

s. :me
SG

VALID C.11SC.:i

'·l F~DI ,\ N
F'v'\ t\G E

MIS S ING C.Z\..Sf:S

G. 833
5 . 0 00

2

V1\F3S
,r

~

-. . 2G7

"'I - .

t) . ,' ..) i

S 'i'iJ

rx: v

2. rcc

l . Cl
H. CC; C\

>',::l\..f\J
STD ur:v
;,i

r..xr:,.u:,,

G. 91{;
l. :::~ 8
f' . ,;Dl'

58

!"!!:AN
STD OCV

4 . 4()'1.
2 . 103

MAXIMUM

8 . 00 0

V/1.LID CJ>.SES

57

i·l EDIAt~
ivV-i:E

7 . 533

G.C CC

1-100::
,'·i I NI :'•i 1.1·1

?. . CCG

MISS I '.':G C:.!6ES

MEDIAN
HAN:,E

MIS S I NG CASES

4. 273
7. 000

l

MODE
MINIMLM

,1. C00
1. 000

9

193.

+~ER SN1PLE OF REGISTERED STAFF
- CREATED O.l/26/32

FILE -

011/2 6/8 2

PAGE

S UBFILC NO NAME:

VAR41
~EAN

G. C52

STD r:::EV

1.503

MCDlf\, 1
RAt\GE

S. C88
7 . 000

'.'"iODC

6 . C00

MINIML.M

.l. OOO

8. 000
LI D O'SES

58

2 . 2~J O

l . 3GS

1-.il~oSe<G CASES

ME:Cil\'.\"
Ri\~::-:_;·~

C:.

..... .

55

.

. it:..,:-\:'

..

I
.,

• .J.. '1(_•

·.

''. .

'; r •
•

r----:

VALID CA.SES

L ',

I

, J

l

.) I

1. 92F8 . 0U0

I ,\,

--~ -· ...
I

4 . 630

, 1 f'1 ; l

..- " l•

3

-,

AI..,.il:D CASES

l

rt"
r-...: ·•..:v

t·'.ECIA!~
RAt·.GS

i".ISSING Cf..S:::'.S

Gil

4 . 0GCl

7. cr.o

l . f'00

!, •

4

VAR45
MFAN
STD mv
MAXIMUM

VALID CASES

3 . 982

1. 557

MEDIAN
Rl\l\GE

3 . 923
7 . 000

8.000

55

MISSING CASES

3

lvlODE
MINIMLM

4. r.r,o
1. 000

10

194.

PAGE

REGISTERED STAFF
- CREATED 01/2G/82

FILE -

NONN'I.E

!'1EDIA.N
RA~£:;C

V

58

LID CASES

I

4.C.00

MODE

n. oco

G. l': 00

MI NI .Nl LM

1. OOO

C

MISSI!'-:G Cl\SES

G. f44

MEC'Il\N

1. 7S3

R/\l\(J:::

-

- -

- - -

-

-

-

8 . CGO
2. CGO

MODE
"1 IN IM LI'·'

7 . 028
6 . C00

- - -

s.eoe
57

l

MI SS I>J C C:\SC'.1

-

- - -- - - -

3 . /,74

-

- -

1

..... .

1 = <)7 t:

~

, 1,.,,n
L, 1... , 1.,

C...\S2S

G . 897
==:.

1 . 3'17

~,

fl (l ( '
•

\ J I•

J

8 . COO
ES

SS

S . 43S'

1 . 890

.''1~0Ifa.t~
RJI.. N::::; E

5 . 65C
7 . CC'J

a.coo

LID DSES

MISSING CASES

1

/·'1CDC:
'.'1 INIM\Jv1.

7 . (' (;0

1.con

11

195.

PAG E

LARGER S.l\MPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

01/26/82

- CREATED Ol/26/B2

FILE -

S UBFI LE NONN1E
VAHSl

STD OCV
MAXI!'\UM

S . IJ.91
1 . 713

MEDL'\N

5 . 692

MODE

6. CCO

RZ\tl(;E:

7 . 000

MINIMLM

1.000

~:C:JS
~;:;: './I c.': U'·'i

Q

8 . COO

57

\LID C.1\SES

\'.1

l

MISSWG C!GES

VAH52
/":u\N
STD r:::cv
M A,'<:I MU:'-'1

6 . 672
1 . Til

JV,EDI}\_ N
R1'\I\GE

I,,. •

•

8 . COC
n

58

W..LE) CiGES

:. "'

s'T' D r::x::v
j:,;._;,;p-~!J.·!

nn n

'{_ · :.•," 1.

l

. . . ..
r-,

,: , ' -r
_,~

(

,,,..

,,

·~j .

,..,/ l_! ': '

<

L

l '

1.

: :• .. , l

I ,. \_

1

U

57
Vl.J~54
ME:.1\N
STD DEV
MAXIMUM

VALID 0\..SC:S

2 . 293
l . (i33

7 . cc:,

53

•'iEDil\N
f<A.t..(;E

1

.:. . 7ri6
oS . CO:-J

~.·_c{:,;c:

l . 0(1\\

l.COO

MISSING CJI.SES

VPRSS
r=.. lSC
S TD DEV
MAXIM UM

VALID CASES

l. 638
8 . 000
58

MSDI N
RA'.-.GE

MISSING CASES

r; . 55G

MODF.

7 . 000

7 . 000

MI NIMlJvl

1. 000

0

12

196 .

PAGE

rRGER SAMPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

qJ 1/26/82

FILE ...,

- CREATED 01/26/82

S UBFI LE N01'1l\"1E
VAR56
MD\N
$ TD CCV
t\,'<I!-'lUM
I

G. 62 1

MEDI.I\N

l. 6-1 2
8. 0UO

r--Ai\GE

58

ALI D G\SES

C

iID\.,I\}

TO(

' • ' I ,)

2 . 128

T D Ct:\/
1AXIMU:·'.

7 . 10 0

(:; . oo o

!>1ISS ING C}\SSS

MLCI.:\N
F'v\ :K3C

MCDF:
MI NP1LM

8 . 0 00

2. 0cc

C

7 . C:30

/'IODC
,Y,INI :·'. l.1'1

1

..._ •

( 1 (1< ( \

.._ 11t.l

G. CCO

il-.LI D C!S2S

nt.,

58

~\R58

S . S:31
-'.

STD l.JO::V

'
l

r ! : , ,.,
•

L-•

u ,'~

(111,l

•

vL'i

/1 / ·)J:1':LJl,J
·, ,. .~ .

~

-

r.

~

. .. t · . - ·. . ,,. :

·: .

S TD DO::\/
l''1N1 '·1U:;,

2 . 22~

l . L;' G

1.2::5

~I

rn0
•

l .C DO

L, \.., l...,.,

P . CC\.j

VALID CPSSS

\'

VAHGC
ME:AN
STD C€V

6 . S9 7

MAXIMUM

8 . C00

VALID CPSES

1 . 61 9
58

MEDI .i\!'-J
RA1't;C

MISSING CJI.S ES

7 . 4 ~?,

7 . 00(j

0

MODE

8 . cr:::i
l. 0 0D

13

197.

PAGE

L.l\RGEH S.-\l'1PLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

01/26/82

FILE -

- CREATED Ol/2G,/S2

S UEi?I LC '.',;ONN'\E

V;\R61

MEAN
STD DSV

4 . 85 7
2 . 08 4

Mfv<IMUM

8 . CUO

SG

MEDIAN

4 . 944

MODE

6. 0CC

RAN'.:;E

7. 0CO

MINIMLM

l. 000

7.

~1ISSIN~ C\SCS

VAf~G2

S 'i'D

u.~:'/

i:, :'\Xu,; lJi-i

V,\LiiJ

G. 22½
l . 220
0

G. 054
7.

~.·.,'"'r-..,

' , , , . • ..-I J

me

('!!(\

LJ • ~-;

1.., \

c. :.5~:~:

('

' '

-·.

- ...

. ·, C,L.,·_r·

,.

·,

, ,

•

..,.

:.., \ l{J

1·:, I \

0.,

,,,, '

._. .

I

I

f

t'J.,
(1

r~11.::-.t~

5 . 221

'.:,EDF,!'J

s. 1;32

S'.rD Dr.; V
AXIM u;,1

1. S~9

:"<)'..N:::;E

7 . CfH1

,·i

r ··i u ,1

?

G. UQG
M!NL'-1LM

1. coo

,..,oos

4 . errn
3 . 000

8 . C0 ;J

\/.~.LID CA.S b

l

VAR65
Mu¼\J
STD C£V
MAXIMUM

VALID Cl\SES

4 . 9{J;)

MEDIAN

1.197
7 .00 0

RA1'K;E

10

MISSING CASES

4 . 833
4. 000
48

MINIMLM

14

198 .

LA.RGEH SAMPLE OF REGI STERED STAFF

01/26/82

PAGE

- CREATED 0l/2G/82

FILE -

S UBFI LE NONA"iE

VAHG6
MEA..f\J

G. 62 1

MEDLA.N

6 . 900

MODE

7 . COO

STD CE V
MAXIMUM

l.400
8 . 000

HAN02

~. oco

MINIMLM

2 . coo

MODS
MI :-J H-l lJ.,',

8 . COO
2 . coo

58

VALID CP.SES

MISSING CASES

0

VP.RG7
MtP,N

G. 12 3

G. t.55

STD DSV
Ml\,XL"1U!·1

l . 702

6 . Cf!O

s.cno
c_ - ,

V/\LID CJ'ISs S

l

_, I

Vt\RG8

4 . 20D
STO CCV
7
,

._, ..... ,. . .

,.

~ ..

11

1-iSG:!:.f..~J

4 . ~G7

!V.:-G:.::

""

..:_ .

0

' ';\

~- , _, l J

L,

S. 538

Vi:/;'~

S'i'D 2L V
M f,,XI '· I Uf"',

VALID C/·SES

57

1·:ISSDlG u._c;[:;

l

V/\R7rJ

Ml:JI.N
STD DE V
MAXIMUM

Vt\SID OSES

5 .4 14

MEDIAN

1 . 707
8. U00

RAt'-GC

Sc:J

MISS I NG CP..SES

5 . 500
7 . 800

MODE
MINIMLJv1

6 . 000
1. noo

15

199.

L\RGER SNvlPLE OF REGISTERED ~~TAFF

01;2G/8 2

s um•'I LE

PAGE

- CRE.ll,TED Ol/2 G;B2

FILE -

NON.i\1YU::

\!!\f.71
5 .5 79
STD DCV

1 . 822

Mi\Xl'1UM

8 . UCO

V.:\LID

cr-scs

57

MEDIAN
RAt<GE

S . 57 1
7 . 000

MODI::

5 . 000

MINIML.t"v\

LOCO

1

MI SSING Cl-SES

Vl\RTJ.

S 'fI) IT~\i
i"°l ;\)~ f,'t l_;jV\

5 . 310
1 . 719
8 . COC

t-:[ A' I,\N

nJ\~\.::;s

"

n;,,., •

5 . 1G7

'"1 . t•a... 1-.,·

7. DC;~

1 . er,'.

5,(3

\/ ..\f (72

.

.· . L,,

Sl~J L,1_::v
::. ; ..x_::,., l .' \

l. G~~

.·,;.·.....

V/\LI D GS::~5

I

,-,
...

.

,~ 1

n

't., \..J ,.)

r . c.:·,;
57

STD CEV

2 . ()25

Ml1XIMU•:

3 . uJ;J

VALID G'\SES

' . '~ ·• ·; ·.,,.:

!··.~·.!., ~:\:'

55

l

MEDI.i\N
RA1'.CE

MISS I NG CA.Si:::3

5 . coo
7 . :.;c:;

'.1CDE

s. cnc

3

VAR75
MU,J-4

STD C€V
MAXIMUM

VALID CASES

s. 579
2 . 095
8 . 000
57

~'1EDI.A.N

~ . 891

MCOE

7. COC

RJ1.N::;E

7 . 000

MINIMLM

1. 000

MISSING CASES

l

16

200 .

LARGER SN\PLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

01/26/82

FILE -

PAGE

- CREATED 01/26/82

S UBFI LE NONAME

VA.R7G
MU,N
STD Ix:\/
MAXJ.MUM

G. 3li2
l. 907
8 . 800

58

V/\Ll D CASES

MEDIAN
R.l\l\GE

G. 9G2

7.ecc

!-!ODE

8 . (300

MI~IMLM

1. coo

1'1IS~I;,!G CASf::S

V/\P77
Mf::1\1--l
STD Dr:v
!'-'. AXI:'·1Ui'i

5 . P,J 8
1 . 81G
f- . 2CJ

v;_LID C'SL~S

S5

.'· li::iJii\N

G. D9 1

R..l\i\l".:;E

7 . (~f'C

MlSS.f.~G CAS:-:S

7 . '"'t'U

3

, , .. r'"'\- ....
./ ; \!\ I (.J

...

,

\

.

. · ..:...t .. ',

~

}

. ....,. ,. '

'-:_

( ) • r,
n,
t.; 1) l ,

l·,1 E.LI/·_::

/·it:..l.\

STD ::X:V

-,
S
• I

MEAN
STD C€V
Ml\XIMUM
VALID CJ.SES

2 . 241
l. 571

;, . 30:;

7

-:I . rnn
VV•.1

i
..o.. •

I . I ,.
n,1'1
\ ' I , ~'

l

'.•12DIAN
R.A.N:;E

l . 726

MODE

7. G00

MINIMLM

8 . 000

58

,nn
•

"1I SSING CASES

0

l.C'JC

17

201.

LARGER SAMPLE OF REGIST SHI::D STAFF
D l /26 / 8 2

FI LE -

P,\GE
- C RS.l\ TED 0 1/ 2 6/82

VAH2l
ME.:-..N

7. . UJS

!'- i EDI!,N

STD ":'J:: V
t·\ /•_\11-1 W·:

l . 625

RANGE

e. oc~;

57

V.<\L II: Ct\Sf-:S

M!:.:.l\,l

1. 419
7 . cr-: o

!"' ·.!

..1'. ..,1

...
.. ..,.

, ..-. ....
'1 ( ·,'..., ; ,: ,

.. <
j' I

I

.

..

.'11:·!I >,·. 1.. ;:,1

l •~

~ •:... •

:" • :

I

t

~~

,,

·.·!::s.:.:.:---~ c. ·. :·:-~:=-;

.,

•

:
:.: i~ :.-,:u.-.·,

1 . roo

l

- -. ,

t.., ~-

l . C00

MI!Hi·WM

J

7 . 172

S 'I'D D.-:: \.·

MODS

"

•,\.

-..
'-• •

I

" > I I'?
r t,, · 4.

1,) \.,

,,

STiJ :E\/
f,1 / 1./.]:f,~l,;/·1

Vi'. LID (.=t\SiS

4 . C:) l
l . 7S3
....,

J •

,..,, .,,

!' ,(;02

J . ~(; 0

MI '~L'"'U' l

l . ;' ( \( I

\ ,v ,;

SS

;·'.I SS ING Cr\SES

3

Vi\R.85

2 . C54
STD DEV
MAXIMUM

VA LI D CASES

~:::Dll\'.1

1

1. 299

1 . ·1er-i
6 . 000

7 . 000

56

!-1I SSING Cl>SES

2

''iCDE
MINIM \.1'1

18

202.

P1'!:;E

RGER SAMPLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

- CREATED 01/26/82

FILE -

01/26/82
S UBFILE NCNN-'lE

AR86
1'

EAN

- TD .DE V
r, AXIMUM

MEDli\N
HAN:::;E

G. 138
1. 8~0

G. 625

MOCE

7. UOO

7 . COO

!·\IN 11'', UM

1. OOO

8. 000
58

ALID Cl\SES

0

MISSING CASES

- - - -- - - - -

-

-

-

\ :\R87

TD CEV

5. 793
1 . 775

I' .1\XIMUM

8. CGU

/' [AN

.;TD D::::V

MODE:

7 . C08

MI:~IMU'",

l.l

SS

1;..UD CASES

·,
..I. •

f(,

I

I_.'

I

5. GCC

5. 944

- -

- -

- - - -

1. ore

-

- -

~

l. C,:G

l . 8~d
....,r,: ~

~

'

.

1,._ . LJ i.)

', ,\.Xl:V, Ui· ·.

,

·?-.LID CASES

'

TD CCV
~~!1..X.IMU;·\

2 . L'l 3

...... c

'1

~~

7.

~·o r,

L . _:..

1, EJ''-l\J

I:)

l

VALID CASES

-

- - -- - - - - - - -

VAH90

STD DEV

MAXIMUM
VALID CAS ES

1 . 596
l. 42G
8 . 000
57

'."':::DIN~
HM.K;r~

MISSING Cl\SES

1 . 179

'.",COE

7 . 000

MHH MLM

1

- - -

1. 0ClC
1. OOO

---------

19

203.

PAG E

LARGER SAMPLE OF REGISTERED STl\Ff

C l/2G/8 2

Ml.:l\N
STD IX:V
Ml ·u\IM LJ:· 'i

- CRE:.1\TED 01/26/82

FILE -

MEDIAN

2 . 13 9

PAl\'GE

5 . 300

7. r-oo

,"iCDE
MINIMLM

7. cr:o
L 000

8 . COO

",_.

Vi\LID C!6CS

VM~92

t. . 181
STC '.:'X:V

MAXIMLJ>'.

2 . C4
8 . C~~ ~

t,1EI)I.A.0J
rv-\i'Gi:::

,1 . rcc

l . (;'J{
1.

;~cw

~<: ~< T:'·: 'J.'. '.

.

, , ,, )

MI NIMLJ.''1

l. r,n C

MODE

1. e00
1. 0(::)0

\Ji-.L.l:J Ct'~~3 GS

.'.i'..... . .•

:::; ·;~ i:.£'!
:,1 t•)-I"'.!Ji·'

_·

.

I,._,

-·

? . 2:5
!~ . , :: I~]

\/. LIJ Ct .SES

5. E:2S
STD DEV

VALID C/..SES

l . 138

52

f·\[DI .i'\N
Rl\1'(;!::

mssrnc u..sr::s

G. 192

7. CClO
0

VAA95
MFJ'-\l-./
S TD C£V
MAXIMUM
Vt\LID CASES

2 . 579
1 . 569
6. C00
57

MEDI1\N

RA.N:;E

MISS I NG C,ll.SES

2. 350
5. 000
1

MINIMUM

20

204 .

U\HGER SN'1PLE OF HEGISTEHED STAFF
FILr: -

01/26/82

PAGE
- CRE'ATED 01/26/82

S UBFI LE NONJ-\ME

VAR9G
;,:u\.."l
STD DEV
MA.YJr•1UM

5 . 702

Ml::DIAN

G. COO

/>!QDE:

G.DCO

l. 832

Rl\NGr~

7.080

MINIMUM

1. o:rn

8. CCU
57

VALID CA.SES

MI'.>SHlG CASES

l

VA!~9,
ME:\..\J
STD [;EV

6 . SSS
l. 420

t-11.XI.'- ;c.·-1

'-r .. L, \ .

0

.. . ...
~

~

57

-.

;,~C:JC

7 . GC::J

:-u :! l!,i LJ>1

1 . r,;> 0

"'" ;l.'\

V1\LID c:.\SES

. ·:.:.: .. •,

f\i·'\. ~,'(_;E

7 . ~(Lj

l

".. , ... ....., ......

r ,- ",

i _ _ ... · .,

.:,; • U'.." .....

7 . (\!C

.

·.. '·,

:-::.:.:,: J
1
J, .
· : .

J

•

,-,

I

\

, .,:t

I ( (

._;

V1\RlJJ
t·\Et\!~

STD IX:'!
MAXIMUM

VALID CJ>SES

2 . 032

s.c:rn
57

,''.20Il\}~

2. 571

."'1 0DE

RAN::;E:

7 . mm

MDJIMLJ'I

MISSING Cl\~ES

l

l.CCO

21

205.

LARGER ~$Af1PLE OF REGISTERED STAFF

(J·./26/S2

PAGE

- CREATED Ol/2G/S2

FILE -

', i\!.UCl

t.',fAN
'.3TD ~V

1-:tXIMlJM

6 . 218
2 . 061

s.rno

55

·-i t\ LID Cl\..'-i ES

MEDIJ\.>l
RAL\X3S

r; on
o
... ~, .J

.. • •

7 . DG,1

MISSING C1\SES

MINIMLM

£l . 0:JO
1. c:1 0

3

V..\E LJ2

2 . 473
S'i'D c:2 V

1. 82 1,
8 . (1JJ

MECI!\~l
RAN::;!.::

l . 727
7 . CCO

, "r- ,..,
1 . ,, \;,.,

.,

55

\'.\LI:.l ':/\SSS

f , ,~, ........ .
. ·1 ....... ~::..

_;

VARl,'..3

. . , ...
.
.... ·..

' ·, .:. . ,

. · , :_i ·•. "I

i . ·, .; ·:;
MA.><1:-·L/·i

, ~
I

(1 ( I
•

)

\

l , \ I , ,'

-.

•

' .,,

II \ ., ;

R. ,;cJ

..,

\,

:·1 u\,l\i

r:

tl

_) .

.. t• ~ )

STD DCV

2 . 397

r,i/JQ.\lUM

8 . C,',.!

•. ,

i'\CCI11;,

s. soo

s. cr:c

R1\ '.·x:i~~

7. GC0

l . OJO

VALID CASc:S

2

VAR105
MS.I\N
STD CCV
MAXIMI.J'1

VALID CASES

2 .l Gl

Mr.DIAN

l.<'1 66

XODS

1.766
8. 000

Ml'GE

7 . 000

,~',INIMLM

56

MISSING C1'SES

2

1. rno
l. 00~
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01/26/82

- CREATED

FILE -

S UBFI LE NONNtE

VAR106
MEAN
STD I:£V

'1 . 31 6

:'iEDIAN

4. 28n

2.1]9

RANGE

7. crno

MAXIMUM

8 . 000

57

VALID CASES

MISSING Cf\SCS

MODs
Mlt\l!-1Ll1

3 . 000
1. 000

l

AR107

.f..A.N
TD r::£V
, 1AXIMUM

f

3 _431
l. G77

3. 4C9

~~EDIAt~
r<A~K~2

t. . COC

1. cr.o

7 . \' , ;(1

8 .. i:CD
qSSING CASES

VALID CASES

VARlOS

I( 'It....-~,..,
~"

L; . bS

.'ii::~I,\N

--:To r.:t:v

,_ • ~h...,
L:, ,_

R,\t<-:-;s

,·~ 1'·.XIt·'.U,·:

8 . G~lU

~

'·/.-·.~1.J
.. .,. ......,

STD LtV

J . 75:;
I . ,. ,,., ·,,

-,

f '\ . ,

: : I . ·:!>··_;_,.\

C'..:.·.SES

l . 9/i t,

7 . ~;c C

2.. . coo

2. 213

2•

~· l /,Xl'·1 UM

V:\LID CASCS

I- - - -

S7

!"',::Y'..:\J
STD DEV

3 . 21, ,;
1. 845

MAXIMUM

8.000

VALID CASES

57

:-assr::c

c:,'\.SE3

7 . coo

MISSING CASES

l

MI~IMU'•l

nrr r,
)

1.)

I.I

l . COC
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FILE -

01/26/82

- cnr::AT ED 01 /26/8 2

S UBFI L E: NONN·\2

\f.CIJUll
ML'\N
STD DCV

,1. 931
.7.. 076

M 1\Xlr·\U:'1

8 . 0CG

MEDIAN
RANGE

4 . l;3]

MODS

7 . 0CO

MI NI MUM

4 . CCO

1. crno

S8

Vl~Rll2

2. 2CS

~\E!JIN.:

l. 433

l . SG3

f\/\tJ~i::

7
f

f'(..,f'
.

l. • l - l. .'

r,1I'·~ Iv. l.Jlv\

8 . (.;nC

2

'./i. r. 113
.. 1 . ....

L • :,.~_:·
-

~

.. ;-,. / : .!...

• '.:,, Ll)

, l ' ( .'Ji

l

:.,-),.1,'

-

1·1. ,,
•

, . \ ,, L

l

VJ-.L[i)

2 . G4S

M F:D I J\~J

STD D:-C:V

l. 7r:,3

Rfl..~(;E

t•i1\Y..:::•.\1jj,j

Cl. CJCJ

V/\ LI D CAS!::S

c..
. , ..

:,7

2. 219
7. COO

,,nss me uses

MODE

MI:"l1 1,:U"'1

1. ~co

l

VNUl S

4 . C42
STD DEV
MAXI.MUM
VALID CASES

2. 021

3. 929
7. 00 0

MECL\N
RAJ-GE

8.00 0

48

MISSING

CASES

10

MODE

3. CDO

MINIMLJ.1

1. 00 0

24

App endi x 7

Address rep ly to o fl iccr

. COf1:BINED. l\.EDICAL . STAFF _

wMose official title
appears bulow signa tu re .

22 July 1981

r,:s Sl:or.2.. Butte rf i 0 ld

:ear ~s Butterfi eld
The
:.:;thics.l Corru11i ttee c:i:-~cussed you.r
p!'ODosed s tudy entitl ed " Towe. rds Helplessness or 3elf 82.re 2,t
their ~eetin[ held on ~tursd~y l a July ~?21 .
11

The Co~nittee of the rroject subject to the follo~in ~ ~rovisos :
,

~
..L I

~-

:\ .tients 'Nho v-.er,:; ur.c::.bJ.e ::::i gi v e in:'or:r,eJ conse::t v.e::-·2
to be exc::..;;.ie (.:i , or, tr_is ;:-,oint. t:-.c: ·. : iscretion ..-.i:'..l re::, 2.:'.. :1
wit~ the 3enior nu~se .
T}-:..ro; =._11 .:'3 tr~12tion s to pc:vtier:t.3 ,_.~ re "t: ~J b:~ :-'G\;i ~-Je :l -~..I ._-., ir:di~?..te
:.L t~.c v""v;.\..A.,/ _:_.~ .-_;_):l ..:~ \..:..'~t..: -:. ,...~ t 1. :\_:__~ .. ~·.:,\· ~;1~.;. :\· ::::~..:~_:,;,.· ..__r_j .·. :.;~

~~-

3;

I~o clinical .t~otcs ~ . re tor: ·~ ex.,rE in ed by the p2.rtici::'c.;..:;.ts .

It •;1us ~1oted t tat it v.::=1s r1 ror,osed to c2rry out the stu::iy 2. t
such tim es du. ~inr the day ~he~ tte nurses ~ost involved wit~
the p~tients ~ould not be included , it ~as felt th c t t~i s could
limit the v &l ue o~ tte study .

Yours sincerely

Hono r ary Secre t ary
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